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One Hundred and Thirty-Ninth Convocation 
For the Conferring of Degrees 
Saturday, May the Twelfth 
Two Thousand and Seven 
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~1rs Ehtabeth G. Early 
Dr. Aprille J. Erics,on 
Dr. Harold P Freeman 
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Mrs. Marie C. Johns 
Vernon E. Jordan Jr .. Esq. 
The Hon. Jack F. Kemp 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Charis~e R. Lillie. Esq 
Mr. Rohen L Lumpkin, 
Mn,. Renetta E. 'vtcCann 
Dr. Charles J. McDonald 
The Hon Gabnclle K. McDonald 
Dr. Floretta Dukes Mckenzie. 
Ch111rwoma11 Emerita 
StaCC) J Mobley. Esq. 
Cornell Levcreue Moore. Esq. 
Ms. Jessye Norman 
R 1chard D Parsons. Esq 
Manin D. Payson. Esq. 
THE TRUSTEES EMERITI 
The Honorable Frankie M. Freeman 
Dr. John E. Jacob, Chairman Emeritus 
Gen. Colin L. Powell, USA (Ret) 
Mr. Frank Savage, Chairman Emeritus 
PATRON EX-OFFICIO 
The Honorable Margaret Spellings 
Secrewry of Educotion 
Mr Gerald D. Prothro 
Mr Addison Barr) Rand 
M Ka,1m Reed. Esq. 
James E Silco11, A/A 
\!Ir Jabar1 Khahl Sm11h 
\Vnymun F Smith III. F.sq .. 
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\1r H Patrick Sw) E?Crt. Prrsidou 
Mr. John A. Thain 
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Mr. H. Patrick Swygert 
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Dr. Richard A. English 
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Academic Officer 
Norma B. Leftwich. Esq. 
General Counsel 
Dr. Don M. Coleman 
Interim Vice President 
Research ond Comp/ia11ce 
Mr. Sidney H. Evans, Jr. 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer 
Dr. Hassan Minor, Jr. 
Senior Vice President 
Governmellf Affairs and 
Strategic Pla11ni11g 
Mr. Virgil E. Ecton 
Vice Presidem 
Universit\' AtfrtmCl'ment 
Artis G. Hnmpshire-Cowon, Esq. 
Senior Vice President 
and Secretary 
Dr. Victor F. Scou 
Senior Vice President 
Health Affairs 
Leadership for America and the Global Commu11ity '.l 
Order o f Exerc i ses 
For rht Conferring of Dtgrees 
H. PATRICK SWYGERT 
President of the University, Presiding 
THE PROCESSIONAL 
(The Assembly Standing) 
ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL MUSIC 
NIKOLAY ANOREYEVICH RIMSKY-KORSAKOV 
Mlada 
"Procession of the Nobles" 
The Howard University Choir with Orchestra 
J. Weldon Norris, Conducting 
THE PRESIDENTIAL FANFARE 
The Chief Marshal and Bearer of the Mace 
The Candidates for Degrees 
The Faculty 
The Class of 1957 
The Officers of the University 
The Trustees of the University 
The Candidates for Honorary Degrees 
The Reverend Members of the Clergy 
The Welcome Orator 
The Chairman of the Board 
The Convocation Oratrix 
The President of the University 
The Bearers of the Colors 
The audience wi ll please remain standjng for the singing of: 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
and 
LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING 
J. Weldon Norris, Conducting 
THE INVOCATION 
Rev. Dr. Grainger Browning, Jr. 
Senior Pastor. Ebenezer African Methodist Episcopal Church 
Fort Washington, Maryland 
OPENING REMARKS 
President H. Patrick Swygert 
THE GREETING 
Mr. Addison Barry Rand 
Choirman of the Board of Trustees 
THE WELCOME 
Mr. Andre Samuels 
School of Education 
THE MUSIC 
NIKOLAY ANOREYEVICH RCMSKY- KORSAKOV 
Glory 
The Howard University Choir with Orchestra 
J. Weldon Norris, Conducting 
4 Leadership/or America and the Global Commw1ity 
THE CONFERRING OF THE DEGREES. HONORIS CA USA 
For the Degree of Doctor of Science 
THE HONORABLE DR. JULIAN M. EARLS 
The Candidate Wtll Be Presented by Mr:.. Dianne Atkinson Hud~on 
Member, Board of Tr11s1t·es 
Or. Julian M Earls 1s Execu11ve-in-Res1dence 01 the Nance 
College of Business Administration at Cleveland State Universll) 
in Cleveland. Ohto. and Co-Chair of the Sc,ence and Mathematics 
Education Policy Advisory Council (SAMEPAC) for the State of 
Ohio. As Co-Chair of SAMEPAC, Dr. Earls develops finding~ 
and makes pohc) recommendations for lmpro,emtnh in 
mathematics and ,cience education in Ohio. In January 2006 he 
retired from the position of Director of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Admimstrauon·s Glenn Research Center (GRC) an 
Cleveland, where he managed a budget in excess of S800 million 
and a workforce of over 3500 employees 
A dis11ngu1shed physicist and the holder of eight universuy 
degrees. he earned the Bachelor·~ Degree in Physics from Norfolk 
State Umver..ity in Norfolk, Virginia; the Master·s Degree in 
Radiation Biology from the University of Rochester School of 
Medicine and Dcnt1st.ry in Rochester. New York, and the Doctorate 
Degree 10 Radiauon Physics from the University of Michigan in 
Ann Arbor. Michigan. He completed the equivalent of the Master's 
Degree in Environmental Health at the University of M1ch1gan 
and 1s a graduate of the Program for Management Development at 
Harvard Business School. Honored by several universities with 
honorary doctorate degrees m a number of academic disciphnes. 
Dr Earls was inducted into the inaugural class of the Nation3l 
Black College Alumni Hall of Fame. 
A gifted leader who has committed his energy and skill, 10 
making the world be11er through education. science. and service, 
Dr. Earls ha, been a D1st1nguished Honors V1s111ng Professor at 
numerou:. univcr,111es; ha:. recel\ed NASA medals for ou1,1ar1dmg 
leadership. e>.cepuonal ochie,cment, and distinguished ~ervice. 
received the Mcntorious E,ecu11ve Presidential Rani. Award from 
Pre,idcnt Clinton m 1999 and from President Bush m 2004, and 
we, appointed 10 serve as a panelist for Pre;1dcn1 Clmton · s I 01tint1\'C 
on Race at the 150th Anniversary Meeting of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. Most notnbl). 
Cle, eland State awarded Dr Earb 11s mos1 prestigious non-
academic recogniuon. The President ·s Medal 
Dr Earls co-founded The Development Fund for Blad, 
S1udc:n1s. an organization that pro, ides college scholnr,.h1p.~ to 
black students who uttend H1s1orically Blacl<. Colleges and 
Un1versi1ie, maJormi m science. technology. engineenng. or 
mathematic,. He 1s recognized 101ema11onally for hb e,emplar) 
oratorical skills and us an nccompl1shed athlete. havmg run over 
10.000 miles between 2000 and 2005. and completed 27 marathons, 
including the Boston Marathon. He was ,elected 10 carry the 
Olympic Torch on ,ts route through Cleveland for the 2002 Olympic 
Games in Salt Lake City. 
A member of Tau Boul~ of Sigma Pi Phi Frntunity and a hfr 
member of Kappa Alpha P:.i Fraternity and the NAACP. Dr Earls 
and his wife, Zenobia. have two sons · Julian, Jr . a neurolog1>1 
who graduated from Howard University and the Ca,e Western 
Reserve Un1vers11y Medical School in Cleveland. and Gregory. a 
filmmaker who gradua1ed from Norfol~ State Umver,ity and the 
American Film lnsutute in Hollywood. California They also have 
one granddaughter 
For the Degree of Doctor of Humaue l.,er,ers 
DR. HENRY LOU IS GA TES, JR. 
The Candidate Will Be Pre,entcd by The Honorable J ad. F Kemp 
Member, Board o/Trus1us 
Henry Louis Gates. Jr. is the Alphonse Flc1cher Unive~ity 
Professor and the Director of the W. E. B. Ou Bois Institute for 
African and African-American Research at Harvard University. 
Acclaimed as one of the most powerful academic voices in 
America. Professor Gates is Editor-in-Chief of lhe Oxford African-
American Studies Center, the first comprehensive scholarly online 
resource in the field of African-American Studies and Africans 
Studies. 
Using cutting-edge technology and some of the most popular 
media and corporate resources available 10 educate the public, m 
2006 Professor Gates wrote and produced the PBS documentary 
called "African-American Lives:• the first documentary series 10 
employ genealogy and science 10 provide an understanding of 
African-American history. He also wrote and produced the 
documentaries, "Wonders of the African World" (2000) and 
" America Beyond the Color Line" (2004) for the British 
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and the Public Broadcasting 
Service (PBS). and authored the companion volumes to both series. 
Professor Gates recently completed the documemary. "Finding 
Oprah's Roots," which expands on one of the most popular portions 
of" African American Live&." Professor Gates is currently at work 
on a SC{)uel to "African American Lives." 
Highly recognized and lauded for his critical essays on black 
literature. Professor Gates is the author of numerous books, works 
of literary criticism. articles. essays, and review&. and has 1ccc1ved 
countless awards and accolades for his work. During his lifetime. 
he has displayed an endless dedication to bringing African-
American culture to the public. A~ well a, co-authored. co-cducd, 
and produced some of the mo&t comprehensive African-American 
reference materials in the country 
His honors and gran t< include a MacArthur Founclouon 
"geniu, grant" ( 198 I). the George Po lk Award for Social 
Commentary (1993). Time maga,inc's "25 Most rnnucnti(ll 
Americans" list ( 1997). 11 Nauonal Humamuei, Medal ( 19911). 
election to the American Academy of Arts and Lelle rs ( 1999), the 
Jefferson Lecture (2002). and a V1sitmg Fellowship al the School 
of Social Science at the Institute for Advanced Study Ol Princeton 
(2003-2004). He has received 44 honorary degrees. 
Born in Keyser. West Virgin1&. Professor Gates earned hi;, 
M.A. and Ph D. degrees m Engli,h literature from C lare College 
al the University of Cambridge. and his B.A r,,rnma ('11111 la11de 10 
Enilish language and literature from Yale Umvers11y Before 
joining the faculty of Harvard in 1991. he taught al Yule, Cornell. 
and Duke Universities. 
Professor Gate;. served as Chair of the Department of African 
and African-Amcric:m Studies at Harvard from 199110 2006. 
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For the Degree of Doctor of Scie11ce 
DR. WALTER E. MASSEY 
The Candidate Will Be Presented by Mr Earl G Grave,. Sr 
M,mbu, Board u/TrustUJ 
Dr Walter L. Mas,ey. a man wilh extraordinary credenuals 
in ~icnce and education. i• the ninth president of Morehou-.e 
College. the nation ·s largeM private four-year liberal ans ~ollege 
for men He bas <1erved the historic tnS11tuuon w11h d1s1inc11on 
and ~,crling leader.hip since I 995. 
A nationally rccogni,.cd \Cholar in physics. he is former 
director of the National Science Foundation, lhe government's 
lead agency for ~uppon of research and eduClltion in mathematics, 
science. and engineering. a position he was appointed 10 by former 
Prc\idcn1 George H. W Bush. Dr. Massey al~ M:rved ~ v,ce 
prc,ident for research and profesM>r of physics at che Uni versity 
of Chicago. as d,rector of the Argonne National Laboratory. dean 
of the College and professor of physics at Brown University, and 
as a\S1\lan1 profcswr of physics at 1he University of Illinois. 
Immediately prior 10 Morehouse, Dr Massey was provost 
und ,emor vice president for academic affairs 01 the University of 
Californ ia (UC), the second moM senior posuion in the UC system, 
where he wa~ respoM1ble for academic and research planning and 
policy. budget planning and allocations. and programmatic 
over;ight of the three national laboratories the Univers11y manages 
for the Depanmen1 of Energy: Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboracory. Los Alamo;. Na11onal Laboratory and Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. 
After ean11ng a Bachelor of Science Degree in physics and 
mathemu11c~ m 1958 from Morehouse, Dr. Massey received his 
ma.\ter·~ nnd doctorate degrees m physics in 1966 from Washington 
Un iveNity in S1. Louis, MO. His scientific rei.earch has involved 
the study of quantum liquids and solids. His wrmen work has also 
addressed science and math education. the role of science 10 a 
democr.111c society. and university-industry 1n1erac1ions and 
technology transfer in national and m1ema11onal se111ngs. 
An incomparably renowned educator and physiCJSl, Dr. 
Massey 1s ac11ve w11h a range of organiza1iom. serving as a past 
chair of the Secrecary of Energy Advisory Board and curremly 
serving his second term as a member of the Pres idem' s Council of 
Ad\fSOrs on Science and Technology. and having also served on 
1h1s Council under the fi rst President Bush. The recipiem of more 
than 30 honorary degrees from institutions such as Yale University. 
Nonhwestem University. Amherst College, and the Ohio S1a1e 
University. Dr. Massey's premie r leadership in education include.I 
his service as a member of the Gaces Millennium Scholars Advisory 
Council and the National Commission on Mathematics and Science 
Teaching for the 21st Century, and chairman of the Atlanta 
Comminee for Public Education. In addition . he is active on 
several corporate and foundation boards. incl uding the Mellon 
Foundation. Moto rola. Inc., Bank of America Corporation. 
McDonald's Corporation. and BP p.l.c. 
He 1s a Fellow and past president of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. a Fellow and pas t vice president 
of che American Physical Society. and a member of cbc American 
Academy of Ans and Sciences, the American Philosophical 
Society, and the Council on Foreign Relations. 
Born in Haniesburg, MS, he and his wife Shirley Anne have 
1wo adult sons and three grandchi ldren. 
For the Degree of Doctor of H11ma11i1ies 
MRS. IRENE SUE POLLJN 
The Cond1da1e Will Be Presented by Or. Florella Dukes McKenzie 
Chairwoman Emeriw, Board of Trustees 
Irene Sue Pollin. a trailblazer in American heallh ~are, is the 
founder of Sister 10 Sister: Everyone Has a Hean Foundation. 
Inc .. a 501 (c) (3) charitable organization whose aim is 10 increase 
awareness about women 's hean disease and 10 encourage hean-
henhhy lifes1y lcs amo ng women by providing free cardiac 
,creenings 10 women nationwide, conducting and publishing 
re;,earch on women and cardiac hcallh. and providing women with 
the tools 10 mukc constructive changes for improved cardiac health. 
Founded in 2000. Sister 10 Sister is the 011/y national 
organiLa11on whose focus is screening women for hean disease, 
the number one killer of women. Mrs. Poll in embraced the chance 
to make a difference - a life-saving difference for the nation's 
143 million women - when her organization held the first Naiional 
Woman's Hean Day in Washington, DC - from a single screening 
that anrocted more than 2.800 people 10 screenings in 16 cities 
1ha1 have anracced over40,000 people. Over 100.000 women have 
nncndcd Sister 10 Sister health fairs. and more than one third of 
them have been screened. 
A psychotherapist and native of St. Louis, MO. who forged a 
dynamic repu1a1,on as a psychiatric social worker and lecturer in 
the Depnr1mcn1 of Psychiatry at Harvard University. Mrs. Pollio 
has es tablished a number of other organizations and foundations 
10 help women change behavior in various health-related areas. 
She created both the Medical Crisis Counseling Center a1 the 
6 leadership for America and the Global Community 
Washington Hospital Center and the NBA "Wives Save Lives" 
breast cancer awareness campaign. 
Mrs. Pollin earned a Bachelor's Degree from American 
University and a Mas1cr of Social Work Degree from The Catholic 
Universicy of America. Her illustrious career al so includes over 
30 years working directly with patients in the mental health field. 
In addition 10 her extensive work and contribu tions 10 the health 
care profession, Mrs. Pollio also co-owns the Washing1011 Wizards 
basketball team and the Washington, DC-based Verizon Center. 
The author of two books, Medical Crisis Co11nseli11g and 
Taking Charge: Overcomillg rhe Challenge.r of Lo11g-Term Illness. 
Mrs. Pollin has also wrinen numerous anicles on coping with 
chronic illness. She is frequently featured in magazine articles, 
on TV. and in radio programs, including "The Today Show." and 
"Nightline" wi1h Ted Koppel. She is a past member of the Advisory 
Commillee of the National lns1icu1es of Health's Office of Research 
on Women' s Health and the Board of the National Health Museum. 
She is a member of the Harvard School of Public Health Nutrition 
Roundtable. the Columbia Presbyterian Health Sciences Advisory 
Council. and the Howard University Women's Health Institute 
Advisory Commiuee. 
She and her husband. Abe, are avid travelers and enjoy 
spending time with their children and grandchildren. They reside 
in Bethesda, Maryland. 
Fm 1he De11ree of f)octC1r of H11111un11ie1 
\IS. OPRAH \\ l:'IIFRE, 
The Candidate '-"ill B~ Pn:,entcd b) Mr. AddiMln Bari) Rand 
Chuirman, B.,urd of Trusr,•es 
Through th.: po\\-Cr or med,a. Oprah Wmtre) ha, created an 
unparalleled connecuon with people around the \\Oriti A, 
supervismg producer and host of the top-rated. award•\\ mning 
""The Oprah Winfrey Show:· she ha, .:ntcnaincJ. enlightened 11nd 
uplihed million, of l'ICw,:r, tor the pa,1 t\\0 decade, Her 
accomph,hmenb as a global media leaJer and philanthrop1,1 
ha,e established her a, one of the most re,pected and admired 
pubhc figure, today 
\.ls Winfrey began her broadca.,ung career at \\'\'OL Radio 
m t\a.,hville while Mill m high ,chool At the age ol 19 ,h,· 
became the youngc,1 person and lhc first .\frican-Amcrican w11mun 
10 anchor the news at Na,h"'lle·, WTVF-T\' . In 19~4. ,he mov.:d 
to Chicago to host WLS-TV's morn mg talk ;how. '"A\.1 Chicag<'."" 
which became the number t>ne local talk show-surpass mg ratings 
for .. Donahue .. -Just one month after she began. In le,s than n 
yt'ar, the sho" expanded to one hour and was renamed ··The 
Oprah Winfrey Show."' which entered national S}Od1eau1111 10 
1986, becoming the highe,1-rated talk sh0\\ in tdCl'ISI0n h1>tor, 
In l 988. she established Harpo S1udios, making her the th,;u 
woman in the American entertamment industr) 10 own her own 
studio. 
""The Oprah Winfrey Show"' has remained the number one 
talk sho" for 20 consecull ve ,ea,ons. Produced hy her own 
production company. Harpo ProJuction,. Inc .. the show i, ,cen 
b) an c,timatcd 48 million viewer, a week in the United State, 
and is broadca,t mtcmationally in 126 countries 
In April 2000. Ms. Winfrey and Hearst Maga,ines introduced 
"O. The Oprah Maga11ne:· a monthly magazine that has become 
one of today·s leading women's lifcMyle publica11ons In 2004, 
··o a1 Home:· a newsstand-only. quarterly ~helter niagaline 
designed 10 help readers create a home that reflects their personal 
style. made ,ts debut. 
Through her company·, film division, Harpo Films, she has 
produced proiec1;, based on classic and contemporary lneraturc 
that have garnered che highest industry honor, for qualil) acting 
and production. Ms. Winfrey made her ac11ng debut in 1985 as 
··Sofia"' in Steven Spielberg's .. The Color Purple," for which ,he 
received both Academy A ward® and Golden Globe® nomination:.. 
Twenty years later, she made her Broadway debut as a producer 
for the mu,ical ... The C11lor Purple."' "hich opened on 
Dcccmb..-r I. 2005, at the Broad\\3.) Theatre 111 'sc\\ York City 
Oprah hn, long bc!lc,cd that <-<lucation ,, the Jr1<)r tc> frt'cdom. 
c>t 1enng 3 chance ,u ,I brighttr fUIUl'l' Thmugh her pri, dlC dhlrtl). 
The Oprah W,nlre> Found,111on, ~he ht1, awarded hundred, ol 
grant, to oriamz.lll<>n, that ,uppon the educ,111011 and cmpo" cnncnt 
of -.om,·n. cluldren and fam1l1e, m the L:n1tcd State, and around 
the \\Oriti Among,, her ,ariou, ph1lanthrnpic contrihutmn,. ,he 
ha, donated mil hon, ,1f dollars IO\\ard pro11drng 3 b..-ttcr cducatiilll 
for ,1udcnts who ha\C mcnt but no mean, She also <rcatcd The 
Oprah \\ tnfrc> Scholars Pml?r.1111. wh1eh [1.1\C, ,cholar.<hip, to 
student- determ,ncd to u,c their cducn11on w gl\c back 10 their 
communi11e, in the L:n11cd Seate, and ttbroad 
During a December 2000 \'i'lt ,11th Nelson M,111dela M, . 
\\'infrC} pledi(cd liS~ 10 million 10 build a "'huol ,n South Aln,:1 
A~ that commitment broadcnt•d, shc c,tabh,hed The Oprah W mfre) 
Let1dcr,hip Academy Foundati,in. Ill which ,h1: ha, comnbuted 
more than USS-10 million coward the cn:ation ol the Oprah Winfn:) 
Lcader;,h,p Acadcm~ tor Girt. South Afncn. wh,ch op.:ned m 
Jnnuar) 2007. l.r,catcd in n 28 building cnmpu, 111 Henley-on 
K hp. the t....,aJcr,h1p Academ) is a st,uc-ol-thc-nrl mdcpendcnt 
,chool that engenders h,gh ,1.111dards of 11cndcm1c ,1ch1e, cmcnt 
ond scr.•1cc kadetsh,p for !Jirb from nil nine South African 
pro\' ,nc.:s who sho" outstnnd1ng promise de,p,tc their 
,mpovcnsh,:d backgrounds and ,ocial circum,tanccs. Her, ,,..on 1, 
that the Leadership Acndcm) "ill hel1> dc,clop tile futul't' "omen 
leaders of South Alnca. 
In a 1997 .:ptsodc ot ··The Oprah Wintrcy Show ... Opmh 
encouraged v,c,-ers 10 use their hvc, to make a difference III the 
live~ of others. which led to the cn:auon of the public chamy. 
Oprah'~ Angel Necworl-. in 1998. Oprah·, Angel Network hn, 
ra1s.:d more tbnn US$50 million. w,th IOO'l of the dorrntion, 
funding charitable proiccts and itmnl> ucro,, the glob,: and has 
helped c,tabli,h 60 ,chools in I 3 coumric,. create ,cholar,h1p,, 
suppon women·, shelter,. and build youth centers and homes 
changing the future for people all (lVl:r the "orld. 
Ms. Winfrey was bom on January 29. 1954. in Ko,c111sko, 
M1ssi,,1pp1, and resides III Chicago. lllinots. 
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THE CONVOCATION ORATION 
Ms. Oprah Winfrey 
Global Media Leader and International Philamhropist 
THE SPIRITUAL 
J. Weldon Norris, Arr. 
Lord I Don' Done 
Micah Robinson, Tenor Soloist 
The Howard University Choir 
8 leadership for America a11d the Global Community 
THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE 
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FACULTY MARSHALS FOR COMl\fENCEMENT 2007 
UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
Dr Gary L. Harrh 
PLA TFOR~I '\1ARSHA L 
Dr Jesse L. "-:icholson 
FACULTY MA RSHAL 
Dr. Constance M . Ellison 
ASSISTANT FACULTY MARSHAL 
Dr. Beverly C. Mims 
ASSISTANT UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
Mr. Clint Walker 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Dr. Shawn Abernathy. Chemistry 
Dr. Patrick Goodin , Philosophy 
Ms. Denise Han. Theatre Arts 
SCHOOL OF BUSI ESS 
Mr. Samuel S. Paschall 
JOHN H. JOHNSON 
SCHOOL OF COMM UNI CA TIO NS 
Dr. Rochelle Ford 
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY 
Dr. James E. Palmer 
SCHOOL OF DrvINITY 
Dr. Cain Hope Felder 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Dr. Helen Bond 
COLLEGE OF ENG INEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND 
COM PUTER SCIENCES 
Dr. Tori D. Roulac-Smilh 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Dr. William R. Eckberg 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Professor W. Sherman Rogers 
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
Dr. Earl F. Bloch 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, NURSING AND 
ALLI ED HEALTH SCIENCES 
Dr. Monika Daftary, Pharmacy 
Mrs. Brenda Lateef. Nurs ing 
Dr. Thelma Baker, All ied Health Sciences 
SCHOOL OF SOCCAL WORK 
Dr. Elizabeth Bertera 
IO leadership for America and the Global Ccmmuniry 
THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE 
r,,., arda of prr1en1<111on oj kh,, ,/, 11nd Crill,·s:n ft>r th,: .-.111/rrrm~ of ,tr~r...-, i.< l>a,c•,l ,111 m • fa,·1r1r< - th,· '"""' of e.,111l>lt.1hmen1 
of rhe School or Collefi(e and th,· dHtmc 11cm b,.,,. u11 vud11111t' and und,·r~raJ11art: pm~r1w1.1 Th, fir<t '" Scho,,/., <ln,l Collrg,-.,. 
bt://lfln/11.~ 1.-ith th, C11/l,ge aj Art., and Sn,nas 1111d endin~ >1·itlt th,• C<>lleg< 11/ Phamwn Suni11g c111d ·\ll1<·cl ll.-11/tlt Snr11cn, 
..-eu eM(lb/i,hed betwun th,· W<1r< 1868 It• 1997. L'ndergf(lduate program., are pr,·,J11m1n1111t III tlrt·.H ,1\ S,·hool,, ,iml Coll,·111·., 
The 11ex1 ffre Sch<>oif and Colle~e.,. beg111nin11 tt·ith th,• Srhc>ol of J>i1·in111· ,md ending >nth th, Srht>ol of \1•c:i11/ \\ orJ.. 11t·u 
otabli.1hed bnwun 1hr 1·e1u.r /868 amt /945. 1he.,e Sch,,,,/, ond Co//1·~e.1 offa projn,i<>n11I gr11Jua1,· le-I'd Jlrt'~'""'·' r,,., /11,1 
School listed, 1h, Graduate School. l\'11.\ ,·.1111bh.1ht"CJ in 19.14 mu/ aiJu, 11r11du111r /1·1,·I progr,11n.1 ,·,, lum·r/y 
IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SC IENCES 
The Candidare.~ wilf be prese11red b, 
JAMES A DO'-:ALDSO:'\. PH .0 .. DE\\ 
DIVISIONS OF HUl\1ANITIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL SCIENC'ES 
Kofi A<lJayc A<lease 
Olubunmi Adcfisa)O 
cum /wide 
Omozu,i David Airhiavbere 
Tracey Rene Albert 
magna cum laude 
Al\edo S. Alexander 
Ndidi Patience Amadi 
c11111 /uudt• 
Brittanie Kiah Celeste Anderson 
1·11111111C1 cum /aude 
Edward Yaw Attua-Afari 
cum lc111de 
Cynierea Ycveue Avery 
Angela Ko1 Bacon 
c11111 fctudf' 
Courtney K. Bailey 
Robin Shari Bame~ 
c11111 /mule 
Chri\tcn Denard Bauen 
Andre RicHardo Beckford 
Marc us Scou Bellamy 
11111111,a ('11111 /aude 
Jazel le Bellavan.:e 
Shari Dewan Bihms 
lmani K. Bishop 
Matthew Zachary Blair 
Melody Rose Bockelman 
Natalya Nicole Bodrick 
David Felipe Borrego 
Nicole Tamilyn Bowyer 
c11111 /nude 
Vonte' Lis~CIIC Boyd 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Krystal DeShay Brad en 
Marilyn Alexis Bra"<tOn 
magna cum laude 
Veronica Shar~c Bratil 
Jes~ica Gina Bro" n 
magna c11111 la11rle 
Shauntel Lanae Brown 
magna cum laude 
Dana Raynclle Bryant 
cum laudr 
Jenni fer Christine Bryant 
c11111 laude 
LalOya Nicole Burncu-Ro"c 
Terrence Carlton Butler•· 
Carmen Alex is Byr<l 
s1m111u, cum laiule 
Amber Nicole Campbell 
Kahlil Dakaar Carter 
Lauren Brooke Celc~1in 
Krystal Lanec Chambers 
Darccllc Pholo Charles*., 
s11111ma cum /a11de 
Zubin N. Chcnoy 
.H/1111//ll Cl/Ill /(111(/C' 
Ashley Sareacc Chri,tophcr 
Thomas Claiborn 
Patricia Ann Clark 
Crystal Nicole Clemons 
William A. Cobb 
C /1111 la11dt• 
Keo n Dclanio Coleman 
Monica Renee Cooper 
cum la11de 
Brittan)' Bcrni~cc Cox 
11wg1w cum lmule 
Brandon Chn<lophi:r C'raJdock 
Mercedes La\'cl Crush) 
mag11a c11111 lam/t> 
Nicole Lydia Cuellar 
magna cum laudt· 
Jarn1onc Fdwurd Davi, 
Valene Alana D,\\ 1, 
T;1n4 ()a, b-Jamaal 
cum /mule 
Shakir Keirn Davy 
Kahll Ddsol 
cum laud,• 
A,hlc) Nicole Denson 
magna ,·11111 loude 
Lanrn) Alkkunk D1wcmo 
cum laud,, 
Ebony Juan11a Dnr\l'y• · 
ma~na 01111 laur/1• 
Raymond Arc:h1halcJ Doyk 
Willette Michele Eldur 
.rn11111111 01111 lmulr 
Lynnelle Mane l:.vun, 
11u1.1111a < 11111 /m1d1· 
Wh11ney Manon hvan\ 
C/1111 /11111/(' 
Nikki Fa,,1m-Miller 
s111111m1 cum laud,, 
Sequcia C'iaro Famblc 
Erin An1on10 Ferguson 
111a1111a c11111 ltmde 
Tht' uppear,mtc of II name in thi,\ Program is prt•sump11,•e t1•ide11ce of graducuion, bur II mu.\t not in any .w:11.t,• ht• h'Rcu·<led ,I\ rnndtnl\'t' rJu• 
ditJloma of the Unfrersiry .. rig11ed n11d settled by ii.I pmf)l:r officers, remain.< r/1<• official te<iimonv of 1hr pos.11•.ni1111 af /he d,•~ree A c/1111/Jlt• 
C11terisk ("*} following o name denotes" t/11a/ degree graduate. 
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Cry~tle Annette Ford 
Tamla Camille Ford 
Tyrone Duboi\ Foster, Jr 
Cordenay Nicole f·rankhn 
r11m luude 
Gene Aubrey Frazier 
Nikia Onana Freeman 
um1 la11de 
Jonathan Bernard Fullcnwellen 
Reem Gaafar Hamta Gaafar 
max11a c·11111 la11de 
Fana Safi ya Gibson•• 
111ag,w rum la11de 
Karcitha Sucnclla Gill 
r11111 lm1de 
Mia Jamelle Gipson 
Clc~can Renee Glover 
maf(ntt c11111 laude 
Rachel Marie Gorns 
cum lt111de 
Sheba Shabana Gopaul 
.111111ma cum /mule 
Cornelius Christian Graves 
Sydonnie Emelia Gray•• 
Shantelle Carella Gumbs 
111111111a cum laude 
Lamont Anthony Harrell, Jr. 
Chandra Lee Harri~ 
Nina Lee Harri~on 
111(/811(1 ('/1111 /a,l(/1.' 
I lugh Howard Harvey 
llcrben Harold Heas1ic 
Briana Ja'Ne1 Henderson•• 
111ag11a c11111 /mule 
I leru Sctcpcnra l·lcq-m-Ta 
.1/1111111(1 Cll/11 /m1tfe 
Amina Mary Holman 
Jana Jacqueline Homes•• 
c11111 /1111de 
John Peter Howard 
Kathryn Naima Hurley 
c11111 laude 
Ryan Alex:mder Hussey•• 
Janiclle Kalyani Hyde** 
111ag11<1 c11111 /aude 
Asha Sherisse Isaac 
111af(11a cum h111de 
Byron Landor Edwin Jackson 
Stephanie Nicole Jack~on 
Elizabeth Ann Jamison-Dunn 
s11111111(1 cum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Monica Sherimcre Jefferson 
mag11a cum Laude 
Holly Rae.Ann Jenkins 
summa cum /aude 
Henry Jimenez Valencia 
Shawn Dexter John 
Barbara Elaine Johnson•• 
cum laude 
Meagan Dawn Johnson 
Shari NDaya Johnson 
Veronica Lucille Jordon 
Ella Janine Kilpatrick 
c11m la11de 
Omare Malcolm Kinsey 
magna cum laude 
Chinyere Adaora Knight•• 
Amelia Lynne Knox 
c11111 la11de 
Oshun D. Layne 
Keith Leano Layson 
John Ltalipen Lekuton 
mag11a cum laude 
Arian Nestor Lendzondzo 
Ronnie Jay Lewis [JI** 
Stephanie 8. Logan 
Shandha Eli7abeth Louis 
cum ltwde 
Brittney Lynn Madison 
111ag11a cum laude 
La'Sandra Kiamarra Malone-Mesfiin 
cum /aude 
Michael Stephen Manigault** 
s11m111a cum laude 
Deirdre Janae Henrietta Mapp 
Andrea J. Martin 
Allison Christine Mathews 
s11mma cum laude 
Chenoa Antoinene Maye 
cum laude 
Ashley Elizabeth Mayon 
Eboni Marshe McClellan 
Kandiis Selhe1 McCorvey 
Chanelle Arneta McCoy 
s1111111w cum lt111de 
Mark Alan McGlone 
Natilee Ann McGruder 
mag1w CIIIII /aude 
Kristen Leatrice McNeal 
magna cum laude 
Roberto Carlos M cdrano 
mag11a cum laude 
Sandra Patricia Mejia 
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Renee Latoya Melette 
Eden De,bele Mesghenna•* 
lkechukwu M. Me,umbe•• 
Jermaine Leslie Mills 
Faith Nicole Minor 
Tristan Ashley Christopher Mitchell 
summa cum laude 
Tiffany Marcella Mosely 
Sean M. Mosley 
cum laude 
Dana Mozie, Jr. 
Andrew Edwin Murphy 
Darren O'Brien Murray 
Makeda Susan Murray** 
summa rum laude 
Melanie Ann Navarro 
cum laude 
Marquita Venee Nelson 
cum laude 
Chimalang Herman Ngu 
Stephen Kyle Nichols 
lne Diesohwa Ogagan 
Michelle L. Okyere 
Galemarie Ola 
Jennifer Susan Oloruntoyin Omotola 
Rachel N. O'Neal 
Velma Awuor Onyango 
Nun Sara Othman Yousif 
Kimberly Mprengo Owusukoko 
Olugbcnga Adetola Oyelaja 
Vanessa Akinyi Oyugi 
s11111111a cum laude 
Lauren Nicole Parlctte** 
magna cum laude 
Hillary Forney Patterson 
Morgan Jade Penn 
cum laude 
Darryl Marcus ljichi Perkins 
Larcus Nicole Pickett 
Justin Michael Polk 
s11111111a cum laude 
Angelica Rashawn Rainey** 
cum laude 
Ebony Rose Ramsey 
111ag11a cum laude 
Christopher Julian Randle 
111ag11a c11111 laude 
Sa11dra Camille Rauley 
Dwayne Eulas Rax 
Tiffany LeMar Redford 
C/1111 la11de 
Stephen Daniel Redhead 
Kareem Ra.had Redmond 
Kirk Louis Reid 
Ondrea Lauren Rhymes 
Tauana Latee Roberts 
\ ictor Ous Robenson. Jr.• 
fa\\ n Renee Robinson 
Jason Peter Rodriguez 
magna cum /a11de 
Said Ololadc Saba 
Paula Jenee Safford 
Trevor Sean Samuels 
Jonelle Maria-Lee Sanders-Walker 
magna cum laude 
Sloan Senee • Sanford 
Abidemi Oladipupo Sanu 
c11111 la11de 
Ambrose Gerard Sayles 
c11111 /aude 
Erin Brittany Sco11 
magna cum la11de 
Algion Remon Seals 
Jennifer Rachelle Sellers 
Daniel Kent0n Shannon 
magna c11111 /mule 
Jason Roben Shine 
Torrence Reante • Simon 
Jonathan Ryan Smith 
Portia Dimitri Adams 
cum la11de 
Christ ina Marcelle Aden 
Tolulope Adebisi Adesiyun 
.rn111111a cum /mule 
Christopher Ricardo Agard 
Rukshana Ahmed** 
s111n111a cum laude 
Cheikhna Hamahoullah Aidara 
swnma cum /mule 
Shante Elise Alerte 
cum la11de 
Keisha-Anne Alleyne 
111ag11a cum Jaude 
Stephany Myrna Ambroise 
Monique Francine Anderson 
K'toya Alisha Anthonyson 
LaToya Siobhan Archibald 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Sha,1 rucka Mar..hall Snipe 
cum lc111dt· 
Sondra Tcesch Spaulding 
Falani Afnca Spi\cy 
cum /uude 
Shamsa Kanmah Stallworth 
Gaspar David Sunlit 
summa cum /aude 
Amber En·i Sullt 
s111111110 cum lcmde 
Rabiah Loui\C Su,berr) 
magna cum laude 
David Phillip Symister 
La'Shelle Dawn Tatum 
Roben Beecher Ta) lor 
Shakir Aqueclah Walker Teal 
c11m /aude 
Ariel Joy Thoma.s 
summa cum laude 
Leslie Alexandria Thomas 
Malaika Maya Thompson 
cum /aude 
Whitney Patrice Tims** 
.rnmma r11111 la11de 
Wallower Brandon Ut le1 
Antwanette LaShaun Veasey 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Kandis Regina Arzu-Thompson 
111(1g11" cum /a11de 
Dominique Latesha Askew 
cum laude 
Dallas Camille Banner 
cum laude 
LaPhaun Renee Barrington 
Kim Sade Baxam 
.mmma cum /a11de 
Vage' Ashawntc ' Beasley 
Rhianna Michelle Benberry 
cum Jaude 
Orville Newton-Ray Bignall lJ 
s111111rw cum /aude 
Rawn Edward Bosley 
magna c11111 /aude 
Pamela DiAnne Bo11s 
Gabriel Noel Vernon 
ma~,w c11111 /mule 
Enl..a Cam1lln Wadlmgion 
11111g11<1 cum /1111de 
Rashida Joi Walters 
11111~1111 c·1m1 illudi· 
Lori Ann Ward 
Da) a Tennille Wa~hmgllln 
Timothy Glenn Water~. Jr 
Teresa L) ncllc Watts 
<'11111 lm1dt• 
Brillll3) Nichok Waugh 
Ashlc) Megan Wcst-Nesb111 
Stt'phanie Michelle White 
Genl. Anthon) Wh1111ngto11 
\1111111w n1111 /mule 
Stnc) Mincr\'a Whyte 
.rnmmt1 cum /mule 
Bri1tany Tare'7 Williams 
Clevc11e Monc 't Wilham~ 
,H111111w cum /w,de 
Dominique Danelle W111tcr, 
si1111ma rum laude 
Laverne Denise Woodson 
Jeanelle Yvcnc Woolford 
David Leon Wynn 
Jam1yla A. Young 
Robin Irene Young.,. 
Elana Patrice Bouldin 
Kt'tcdrea Deshae Branham 
Trudiann Veronique Branker 
Cll/11 la11d1, 
Michael Donnell Briscoe 
Brittany Lauren Broomfield 
mag,w c,1111 loude 
A~lln Catherine Brown 
cum /011dl' 
Kenneth David Brown 
Lloyd W1nst0n Brown 
cum f<ttull! 
Elizabeth Ruby Burke 
cum la11de 
Giselle Tricia Burnell 
.t11111111a cum /a11de 
Terrence Carlton Butler** 
Andreadionnia Thelouise Byrd 
mag11a cum /aude 
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R<·gma Cadc,ca 
Fa1ina Alise Caldwell 
Everc11t: J&mlll Callaway 
faninc P. Cannon 
Nathantcl Jame\ Car,on 
Waller D. Cartwright IV 
Rica Amcu Charle~ 
Katie Eluabcth Ch1pungu 
.rnmma rum ltmde 
Sheree· Nicole Cleckley 
Amanda Renee Clincy 
s1111mu1 cum la11de 
Glenn AOIOIH0 Coleman 
Jenoy Marci Coleman 
rum /mule 
Jenna Renee Craig 
Dionne Joleen DaCosr.a 
.11111mw cum /aude 
Meli\sa Jean Dagher 
c-11111 /m1de 
Jennifer JoAnn Darden 
cum laude 
Danielle Alysi.: Davis 
Kia Un1sa Davis 
Rachel Denise Davis 
Stephanie Nicole Day 
llll/1(/UI C/111/ /mule 
Kimberly ChriMina Deavers 
Dane Aaron Dcvoni,h 
Modupcnla Aycnlc Dov1 
c,1111 laud,, 
Jade Pmrice Duncan 
11111g11a ,·11111 laude 
Shcandiniia Rochcllia Dyson 
m11x11tI cum laude 
Eh1.abe1h Idell f:.a,tcr 
Natasha Nichole Edwards 
111CIg 1111 cum lm,de 
Nkernakonum Raluchu~wu Egolum 
C/1111 /1111r/t• 
l"lorcnce Eken 
s11111111a cum laudt• 
Jamie Michelle Evereu 
mugna c11111 laude 
Phillip K. Exum 
Damilola Kcmisola Familon1 
maww c11111 /mule 
Gia Alc:uandra Ferguson 
Michael Ray Fisher. Jr. 
Leia Lari~e Fos1er 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Aisha Oanyale Franklin 
Italia Janelle Freckleton 
cum Laude 
LaKrishna Shacquel Freeman 
Nyasha Kianne George 
s11111ma c11m laude 
Fana Safiya Gibson•• 
magr,a cum laude 
Shelford Anthony Gilliam 
Kahlil Angus Girard-Isaac 
Simone Nicole Glenn 
Christina Marie Gordon 
nwgr,a cum laude 
Crystal Marie Grant 
rum la11de 
Vanessa Sarada Gran1 
magna c11111 lt111de 
Joseph Andrew Graves 
cum laude 
Kristen Nicole Green 
Morgan Lyndsay Grimes 
magr,a cum la11de 
Alison Gyan-Baffour 
Janelle Kala Hadley 
MouLaye Ahmed Haidara 
rnmma c11111 laude 
Howard Allen Hamihon Ill 
magna cum la11de 
Frederick Albert Hanna 
Brian Douglas Harrington 
Tasha Nicole Harris 
Marlene Lillian Hawthrone 
Andrea liayling 
Briana Ja'Ne1 Henderson** 
111ag11a cum /mule 
Nicole Lyn Henderson 
Stephanie Rey Hicks 
summa c11111 la11de 
Yushekia Sherell Hill 
111ag11a cum laude 
Jana Jacquel ine Homes** 
c11111 laude 
Lauren Ashley Horton 
Alicia Germaine Howard ** 
11111g11r1 cum /aude 
Lancdra Kinshasa Howard 
magna c11m laude 
Nika Chissolssi Howell 
mag11a cum /mule 
Tris1in Michelle Hurley 
mag11a c11111 la11dc• 
Andre W. Hussey 
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Janiellc Kalyani Hyde*• 
magmi cam lc111de 
Carla Nicole Ingram 
Kerrie-Ann LisaDa,~n Irvine 
Katherine Ann Jackson 
Portia Nicole Jackson 
OeBran Alexis Jacobs 
cum /aude 
Saman1ha L. James 
Tracy JoAnn Javier 
Lauren Nikole Jefferson 
IIWg11a Cl/Ill /aude 
Olamide Temiiayo Jegede 
S/111111/ll Cit/Tl laude 
Dennisse Venncuia Jimenez 
magna cum laude 
Alicia Marie Johnson 
c11m la11de 
Theresa Al.hley Johnson 
cum laude 
Mallhew Roben Johnston 
summa c11111 laude 
Cedric Alan Jones 
DeAndra Michelle Judge 
cum laude 
Adedoyin Olukemi Kalejaiye 
s11111111a c11111 /aude 
Karneron Michele Kirna 
Alice Christina Kirk 
Chinyere Adaora Knight** 
Mawuli Ayawo Ladzekpo 
cum /(//u/e 
Krystina Lafontant 
c 11111 laudt' 
William Marcus-Lamar Lamber! 
cum laude 
Germaine Cordelia Lancaster 
111ag11a c11111 laude 
LuRonnda Nicole Lane 
Kimberly A. Laughton 
cum laude 
Herbert Ke ith Lee, Jr. 
Lisa Sophie Letren 
111ag11a cum laude 
Li1onya Selima Livingston 
Chaniece Addis Lloyd 
El izabeth Lynn Love 
mag11a c11111 la11de 
Lawanda Joi Love 
c11m la11de 
Jade Chi Luke 
Adricl Henry Lyon, 
cum /a11dt! 
Carlita Felicia Mamn 
Claudia Martin 
c11m la11de 
Cherise Michelle Matthew~ 
ma11na c11111 laude 
Michael Howard McGraw 
Shanelle Gwendolyn Portia McIntyre 
c11111 laude 
Andre Capri McNair 
magna c11111 la11de 
Kry,1al Louise Meares 
magna cum /aude 
Aquil Jamal Meeks 
Kareem Tarek Mchani 
.mmma cum /a11de 
Eden Desbelc Mcsghcnna*" 
Tkechukwu M. Mcsumbe** 
Stephnie Fai1h Miller 
Monique Cyrileen Millington 
George:: Anthony Millon 
LeKisha Marie Mixon 
c11111 laude 
Alana Fazeela Mohammed 
rnmma cum /a11de 
Makeda Susan Murray,... 
summa rum latule 
Alero T. Nanna 
s 11111111 a c 11111 I mu/ e 
Shanna Farha Nascery 
cum latule 
Joi Nouvelle Nash 
Melanie Ann Navarro** 
cum laude 
Eka Ndcm 
Maritza Nichelle Negron 
cum laude 
Mickaela Janna Shameel Nicholson 
Marcia Marie Northern 
Gregory Alan Nunez 
Michelle Audrey Ocen 
c11111 laude 
Patrick Ni i Lartey Odoi 
Monsurat Odu 
Adedayo A. Ogunlcye 
Olubunmi Omolewa Ogunwole 
summa cum Jaude 
Pamela Onyeduoseke Okolie 
summa cum laude 
BACHELOR 01<' SCI El'IICE 
K!'),tle E,.: Oh,cire 
111ag11a cum laud,: 
Fikayo Samuel Olu-A) en1 
Au nuke -\b1sola Olu" o 
Chnstopher Ed,, m O N<.'al 
magnn < um lcmde 
Kw-enyercchi Promi,e Onuorah 
Eronmwon Erem,\anarue Oronsayc 
cum ln11cle 
James Daniel Pai,iblc 
c11m laud,• 
Wilbur Tyrone Peer 
111ag11n cum ln11dc· 
\:adegc Pe111-Cla1r 
cum la11de 
Michael Thomas Pigford 11 
Lorrn Aneisc Pilgrom 
Shani Jamila Plummer 
Nora Jessica Poindexter 
LaToya Sherr.:11 Pre, osl 
Saman Qadeer 
111ag11a c11111 laude 
Nicole Bernadette Luenda Ramsey 
magna cum /mull' 
Jamel Duane Reid 
c11111 laude 
Koran David Richardson 
Tyrr>nc Riddick. 
cum lcmde 
Jessica Nicole Roberts 
Victor Otis Robenson. Jr. h 
Keisha LcAnn Robinson 
11wg11a c11m laude 
Stephen Evcrcu Robinson 
Yolanda Michelle Robinson 
John Patrick Rogers 
Megan Alicia Rogers 
c11111 /mule 
Neil Kishore Roy 
s11111111a cum laude 
Omar Alberto Rui, 
Bilal Ammar Russell 
Quinisha Nicole Saunders 
Andre Kes1on Sealey 
cum laude 
Sheena Nykeya Shaifer 
Will ie L. Shine 
Shemekia Shanetla Sloan 
Ayesha Nichelle Smith 
c,1111 laude 
t...ahh \ndrca Smith 
Shann,,n Renee <;muh 
Jocehn Clance Smuh-Jo,cph 
cum 1,.mdt' 
Fatou Sonko 
mag1w n11 laude 
Aghugho Rolierta Sowho 
Jo~ Ruth Speaks 
Bn<lgcne Wvonne Sp.:;ir, 
C'l') stal De:mna Sp<.'nccr 
,·11111 /,111d, 
Damcllc l)awn Spinner 
'w,illnna foye St;1nc~•ll 
111a~nt1 cum /mule 
Brand(>n l S1arhng 
Amanda :S.Kok Sin cn,on 
Ebony M;1r1c S1ut>b~ 
~lan;1I Yah)J Suliman 
Ale,ani.lra c lttabcth SuLwn 
haJ0Hlll Rosena Tallc) 
CIIIII fc111rft· 
k nn1kr \11chclc Taylor 
Eh,abcth Kdl) Terrell 
Sophia Eaa Tcshomc 
Kc1cmu May Thom,,, 
Mcn:11 Tehilla Sabnhu Thomils 
llllll/lUI Cl/Ill lauclt' 
Shcn fa Ti111l1\0 Tiun11yu 
Coretta L) n fillcry 
Whi111cy Pamcc Tun,•• 
WIIIIIIUI C'IIIII fllllrfe 
Anma Chen Tollc11 
rn11111w cum /mule• 
Andrae l.aDcll Town,.:! 
Tin,1 M1nhiam Tran 
\/1/11111(1 Cit/II /1111,lt' 
Curl isha Dcni,c Travis 
mag,w cum l1111d<' 
Kelly Margare1 Trepagnier 
Arie l Clare Ti iplell 
Con~iancc Monique Trower 
Richard An1hony Turner 
lllil[./IW I'll/II /(111i/,• 
Eli?abcth O Ugbomah 
cum lmult• 
Chukwuma Chukwumcri,1c Umunakwc 
s1111111111 cum /a11de 
Shannon Noyes Veazey 
Lel ish a Bea1 rice Vinson 
Marcus An1hony Walker 
cum lcwde 
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Ja~mine Manin Walton 
Leroy Oamem Ware 
Alexi\ Leah Warren 
Nicole Oeaneen Washington 
cum lciude 
Lonnie Wa,hmgton. Jr. 
Andre· Jamal Wa11.on 
Oarcell S. White 
Genk Anihony WhimngLon•• 
summa cum /aude 
Chrislina Mane Wigglesworth 
Cherryn Gwynae Wilder 
magna cum /aude 
April Nicole Williams 
Ashley Lyneue Williams 
cum /aude 
Iman Rashida Aleem-Hall 
Tai.ha Nicole Ba1ts 
1;,rvin Bradley. J r. 
Akilah Lopez Brewer 
111ag11a cum laude 
Paris TraVclle Chavis-Coffie 
c,1111 laude 
Taylor Michelle Cook 
Gcn1ri J . Gaines 
Makeda I. Abraham 
Traci Marie Allen 
s111111na cum laude 
Che niquu Olivia Blaggrove 
Jordan A. Colbert 
Keittra Lynelle Columbel 
Chanell Monique Copeland 
cum laude 
Chanelle Christle Oompig 
11wg11a cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Jessica Taylor Williams 
Kimberly Bnnney Williams 
cum laude 
Monique Shanell Williams 
cum /aude 
Robert Damian Williams 
cum /aude 
Rotoya Renita Williams 
lumma cum laude 
Sherrill Nicole Williams 
Tiara June Williams 
Travonne Sheree Williams 
Voneua Michelle Williams 
~umma cum /aude 
Melina J. Willoughby 
cum Laude 
DlVISION OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Marsha Lola Guery 
Roslyn Monique Johnson 
cum laude 
Aikeisha Onika Jones 
cum laude 
Alondra Sharae Jones 
Fallon Nicole Loving 
Dana M. Mack 
Angela A. Mills 
mag11a cum laude 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Saheed Faramola Fawehinmi 
cum laude 
Jacquella Funchess 
Kendahl Lauren Gardner 
Christian R. Gibbs 
Kristen Lynette Giles 
cum laude 
Danielle DuBois Glover 
Mykel Antoinea Gray 
Natasha Annette Harper 
Otis Donovan Herring 
cum laude 
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Eden Nicole \Vilson 
cum laude 
Shanie Tani.ha Wilson 
Steven Richard Wilson 
Frederick Julian Worrell 
cum laude 
Crystal Nikkole Wrigh1 
Niara Elizabeth Wright 
Dominee An1ionette Young 
Kimberly Nicole Young 
LaDonna Alexandria Young 
Sllmma Clim laude 
Robin Irene Young•• 
Janelle Pa1rice Osborne 
Jason Alexander Ricken 
Karen Jeannette Rowden 
mag11a Clim laude 
Mandira Sareen 
Chandra Delcine Smith 
Burgundie Latrice Spears 
Theresea T . Webb 
cum laude 
A via DeAna Hicks-Chapman 
Reginald B. Horne 
Heather A. Jac kson 
Lauren Elizabeth Jackson 
cum laude 
Natalie Elisabeth Jackson 
cum laude 
Brandon Joshua Johnson 
Lauren Whitney Johnson 
cum laude 
Shannon Nicole Johnson 
cum laude 
Bryan Clay1on Jones 
Sakeenah Kinard 
Jamilah-A~ali lsoke Lemieux 
Enka Le5lte McDowell 
cum lc111de 
Kerrin Alexei-Aston McLean 
Zenobia E. Morrow 
cum /aude 
William Croxton Page 
Darr) 1 Armando Payton, Jr. 
Awatif H. Al-Keneibil 
B F.A .. Corcoran College of An. 2004 
Olivia Marie Drake 
B.A .. Howard University, 2005 
Cimberly A. Bin 
Samuel Lamoni Buck 
Jason L. Cook 
cum /aude 
Kahlilah C. Davidson 
111ag11a cum /aude 
Aubri Elizabeth Dubose 
Tia Chanel Edwards-Brock 
c11111 laude 
B \C HELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Kry,1al '>1colc Rascoe 
En,krnc J R11ch1e 
Lync1 Da" n Rochelle ' 
cum laude 
Sa,ha Ann.: Sloan 
cum /Clud~ 
Eli7abeth loi\e Ste\\ arl 
Nabow1rc Sabasu Stoke, 
cum /aude 
l\-lASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Sh1rle)' Ann Harri\ 
B.F.A.. California State Untver.-ny 
(Fullerton). :!004 
Sherlyn S. Knight 
Megan Alc>.andra \\ c,Hcr 
Cl/Ill /1111,le 
Tiffany Nicole \\ebb 
Shanna \ni• Wellman 
Brit1ar1} N1colc \\ 1lhnnh 
cum laudr 
Roland.a L~ nell<! William, 
K1,a Ayanna\\ illi, 
mag11u cum la11dt• 
B.F.A., Southern Illinois University. 2002 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Dawn La Verne Howard 
mag11a cum /audt· 
Kieron Cavel Irvine 
James B. Lewis 
Kimberly A. McFarlane 
cum laude 
CheLa Monet McIntyre 
Shye~ha Lea O,lcr 
cum laude 
Ke\ in D. Owens 
John Westley Steele Jr 
magm, cum laude 
Joseph Jamaal Teachey 
Brian C. Vickcr5 
mag,w c11111 laude 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCAT ION 
Dianne Nichol Grainger 
James R. Richardson 
B. Muse., Howard Universi1y, 2002 
Jamal Amed Brown 
B. Muse. Educ., University of the 
Dis1rict of Columbia, 2005 
Eric Ross Perk ins 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Demarr R. Woods 
B. Muse., Southeastern Louisiana 
Universi ty. 2005 
MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
Maya Anjell Colemon, 
B. Muse., Howard University, 
2004 
Calvin Joel Seetin 
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IN THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
The Candidates will be presented b) 
BARRON H. HARVEY, PH.0. , DEAN 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION -ACCOUNTING 
Shana Chantel Ashman Sesoo Mathew lgbazua Ashayla Sharee Patterson 
c:11m laude magM cum laude magna cum Laude 
Erica Nicole Bean Shante Ashley Johnson Kareem Carlton Robens 
ChriMopher Ricardo Blake Liana LataSha Jones s11mma cum la11de 
William Erroll Blanden II cum laude Courtney Rochelle Robinson 
Ketura M. Bnzan cum laude 
s11mma cum laude Norlean Renee Kelly Robert Mccant Shell 
Wesley Bullock Liebwe Christian Konate s11mma cum la11de 
summa cum laude Shanee E. Sibblies 
Angela Matka Nicole Culnc Carlton A. M. Langford c um laude 
Jenica Tamar Leonard Taofeek Oyejide Siyanbola 
Anthony Carvel DeJohneue cum laude magna cum laude 
Keisha Afua Lewis Aaron Khristian Smith 
Keith Barron El l ioll II Cortland Patrick Smith 
Lisa Marie Mays cum laude 
Troy Darnell Green Lauren Elizabeth McFarland 
A~hley Nicole Hagan& magna cum laude George Delmar Twilley 
.wmma cum laudc Toya Laneue McCoy c 11m laude 
Michelle S. Hamilton Bernard Daniel Mereigh 
magna cum laude magna cum laude Jasmin Chavon Washington 
Ashley Allen Williams Sadia Ayana Hay 
Onyema Michael Okonkwo magna cum laude c 11m larule 
Brian Maurice Wilson 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-COMPUTER JNFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Ade1unji Ayodej i Arojojoye Renelle S. George Zeze Onivogui 
s11mma cum taude summa cum /aude 
Sonju C. Brin Travis Omar Gilliam 
Michael Tederel Byrd II Jason C. Gross Dootae Sherron Payne 
Shannon Danielle Bass 
Tanika Jani Holt Jose! D. Beteta Ervin C. Roberson 11 
Alicia Hope 
Renita Felic ia Carter Heidi Seebran Jonathan David Martin cum laude 
Karen N. DJan 
Dominique J. McBride 
Gordon McDowell Rahson Amir Taylor 
Jamaal LatcU Edwards Katrina Ophelia Neale 
Ayanna Femi Thompson 
mag11a cum laude 
George D. Nutall Ill 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-FINANCE 
Adcdamola Kebinde Adefcmi 
B,1basola John Adeleyc 
S llltl/11{1 Cl/Ill /all(/e 
Cbukwuma Ndubueze Ajene 
summa cum la11de 
Abiola Abiodun Ayodeji 
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Ebonc! Mercedes Bowles 
James Alexander Brammah 
111ag11a cum laude 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADM INI T RATION-FINANC'E 
Suzanne Renee Brooks 
Evan Jamal Brunson 
cum /aude 
Lisa Aimee Cardwell 
cum /oude 
David Lieurance Chandler 
cum /aude 
Chr1s1opher Alexander Chukwueke 
Tekia Janae Coney 
Braylon Nicolas CulT) 
Monica Felice Davis 
summo cum loude 
Yves Yitmwatok Dewa 
Damion Warren Ellis 
mag110 cum laude 
Nikote Karim E1ienne 
Jason Witham Foster 
Noah Roben Joseph Francis 
mag110 cum laude 
Kelly Melissa Garrett 
Ashley N. Gee 
Rodney Dwight George 
Jullian Blake Giles 
Aquila Gi lmore IV 
Matthew Grace 
Efan Eric Graddy 
Sherise Danyelle Grannum 
s11111,na cum /aude 
Shannon Ivery Grant 
Keisan Michael Griffith-Robens 
Joi Domonique Hnrg1s 
Lind,a) Michelle Harring1on 
summo cum laudt· 
Kannda Lynette Harri5 
mogrw cum laude 
Winter Hope Haynes 
magna cum loude 
Justin Jordan Horhn 
mog11a cum laude 
AIO Mark Howard 
cum laude 
Vanessa L. Hubbard 
cum laude 
Derrick Claude Johnson 
Monique Orin1hea John~on 
Zachary C. Johnson 
mag11a cum laude 
Karl Chris1opher Jones 
Whitney LaMar Jones 
cum laude 
Shaka Anthony Julien 
cum laude 
Michael Roy Lyles 11 
Odunze Kenechukwu Mbanefoh 
cum /aude 
Danielle Marie McIntosh 
cum laude 
Simbarashe Mhungu 
magna ct1111 /aude 
Keith Michael Monroe 
Lalla Victoria Morri~ 
mag11a cum loude 
Electra Adele Muriel 
Prc~le) Nel~on. Jr. 
Tiffany D. Newell 
ma.11110 cum /a11d1· 
Amo~ Nugent Ill 
ldo"u Babatunde Onaadcpo 
Ont~ctuo\..pe Kclcch1 Ogharaerumi 
cum /011dt' 
Kecia Micaela Patton 
.wmma cum laud~ 
Desmona..! Grace PelT) 
cum lc111de 
Trevor Anthony Prince. Jr. 
Ruquel Loudinc Raoul 
c·um laude 
John Earl Reid. Jr. 
Kcyerra NeShaye Richardson 
Ashley L. Smith 
Ernestine Denae Smith 
cum /audt' 
Leneta Joe-Ann Smithen 
Bram.Ii Michelle Sousa 
Matthew Reedie Stowe 
Patrick W. Thelwell. Jr. 
Ahsaki Lisa Thum1an 
Robeno Waithe 
Rhys James Weekes 
Chase Weston Wheeler 
Justin MacKenz.ie \Vilkes 




mag11a cum loude 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION- HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 
Adrielle Nicole Jeanine Bazemore 
Brian Terrell Gillison 
cum loude 
Keyia Nichelle Jackson 
cum laude 
Nia Victoria King-Rubie 
Catherine Rae McPhaul 
Briuany Erin Miller 
Subira Jenne Parker-Morrison 
Lynelle Camille V1dalc 
Orondc K. Wright 
BAC HELOR OF BUS INESS ADMIN ISTRATION- l NSURANCE 
Oluwatosin A. Adesanya 
LaToya S. Boseman 
Ayanna Giselle Cherice Charles 
sw11111a cum laude 
Tia Sarcllc Harns 
mag11a cum /mule 
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BACHELOR OF BUSI'°l'ESS ADMINISTRATION- I NSURANCE 
Lauren Michelle Layton 
magna cum /aude 
Ell1011 David Moore 
Travis As1m Parson 
Avionne Mana Richardson 
.mmma cum la11de 
Marcus Alexander Thomas 
BACHELOR OF B US INESS ADMINISTRATION-INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
Elnora Antoineue Allen 
Brandon Lawrence Balley 
Jean Edouard Balmyr 
cum /aude 
Ali~ha Haley Benrand 
magna cum laude 
Brandon Brice 
Cara Alanne Brown 
Marsha L. Burnette 
mag11a cum laude 
Breu Nicole Calhoun 
wmma cum laude 
Jame\ Dennis Carpenter II 
cum laude 
Lauren D. Chisholm 
Lesley-Ann Melissa Downes 
.111111111a cum laude 
Dana Ann Downs 
Ashley Renee Evans 
cum laude 
Alana Kimlin Fook 
mag11a cum laude 
Joi Sam1lle Gladman 
mag11a cum laude 
Christopher Sinclair Godfrey 
Stacey M. Green 
LaToya V'Shaun Hardaway 
Frederick Charles Hines, Jr. 
summt1 cum laude 
Kirsten Nichele Holtz 
cum laude 
Janelle Nicole Jones 
cum laude 
Vanessa Marjorie Joseph 
Tarah Karidja Kesse 
magna cum laude 
Timothy Jamaal Lewis 
.wmma cum laude 
Horescia Donell Love 
Briuany Patricia Mabra 
Dorianne Gabrielle Mason 
La'Quisha Deserae McCraw 
Felina A. Mohammed 
Erika Regina Reynolds 
summa cum laude 
Morgan Nichole Scott 
Andrea St. Claire Spencer 
111ag11a cum laude 
Nikki D' Ann Tanner 
Edith G. Tudea-Torboh 
Kimberly Marie Walker 
Kristen J. Wilson 
cum laude 
Tamena Jaha Wilson-Williams 
11wg11a cum laude 
Yolanda Celeste Young 
mag,w cum laude 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION -MANAGEMENT 
Donita Jewelle Adams Jarrah Marsalis Hamer Brandon Kyle Miller 
Elliott Haiden Harris Jsabel Lisa Miranda 
Chanelle Latrice Marissa Bragg Charles William Hauon IV 111ag11a cum laude 
Krist in I lope Bridges Chiquiua A. Hewiu 
Braxton LeBron Nelson cum /(111de Geoffrey Charles Hinds 
Swayzine Renee Bryant Kevin Lamont Horton 
Kimberly Lajoi Parks 
Sulayman Mayer Camara 
Carlton Bernard Jackson SW/11110 Cl/Ill laude 
Patrick Andrew Robert Cooke magna cum laude Amanda S. Porter 
Shirley Elianor-Rislin Elise Cheree Johnson Jonathan A. Prall 
Melony Lashawn Pritchett 
Ila Anita Flannigan Kristen Kennedy 
Glenn A. Rivers Ill Kenneth Daniel Laryea, Jr. cum lclllde 
Pierce Robinson 
Flanice Anita Lewis William Edward Robinson Tonia lA1Vic Gore 111(1g11a cum la11de cum laude Guy Anthony Green. Jr. Marcus Brandon McKay 
Stanley H. Greene, Jr. Ashlee Monique McLean Laura F. Stimpson 
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BACHELOR OF 8US11'ESS AD\IT~ISTRATlON-~lANAGEMENT 
Gabrielle Helena Talley 
Sunny A. Thoundayil 
Simpson Gordon Turley 
Brian Charles SLanford Walker 
Melanie Shan \\ aU..er 
Had1ya Johari \Valter 
Nuru Renee Wcs1 
Angel Eltse Williams 
Bnuany 'hcolc '"' illutm~ 
Sheldon McDonald Williams 
Brandt R \Vomad. 
cum la11de 
BACHELOR OF BUSl"'IESS ADJ\llNISTRATION-MARKET1NG 
Ibrahim Husa}n Abdur-Rahman 
Laura Adefolake Aderotoye 
Candice Michelle Alleyne 
Elyse Yvonne Ambrose 
cum laude 
Jamie Lynn Blackley 
Janeen Alexandria Bltge 
Armond Brown. Jr. 
Magaly Cano Maldonado 
cum la11de 
Christopher Deon Carter 
Wilbur Allen Chaney 11 
cum laude 
Tarik Osei Cranston 
Brittany Michele Dean 
Lisa Danielle DoLSon 
Cara J. Douglas 
cum la11de 
Jennifer Pauline Duke 
Jenni fer Hope Echols 
Augustus Cornell Ford 
Andre Philippe Francis 
Francisca Shantay French 
Darryl Keith Gaiter II 
Talia Nickol Gillispie 
Alissa Mignon Grier 
Justin Hall 
Shelby Rae Hall 
cum la11de 
Ashley Luckett Harewood 
Bradle) M. Haye~ 
Adrienne Cynthi.i Hill 
Kristen Marie Hoh 
Tressa R. Horton 
La Shana T. Jackson 
Nicole Elizabeth Jackson 
Erin Pa1rice Kendrick 
magna cum /a11de 
Nicole Lorraine Linton 
Ryan T. Lipscomb 
Megan Marie Lymon 
Nicole Marie Lynch 
cum la11de 
Meghan Michelle Malik 
cum /a11de 
Michael A. Mart in 
Alisha Katcen Matlock 
cum /a11de 
lkiab Kiesha McGowan 
cum /aude 
Ambrosia lfeoma Mmonu 
Karl Daniel Phillips 
Ed,, in Recd 
Shan Ariel Robert, 
Tricia Samuda 
Reginald Kofi Sarpong 
Alicia Therl.'sa Scott 
Stanford C. Sco11 
Yai,hua A. Simmons 
James Darrell Smith 
Orbcr,cn Le,h0) a Starl..ey 
cum laude 
Brittani Lynn Stepter 
cum laude 
William Earl S1cward 
Kamila Ashley Thigpen 
11111g11a cum foude 
Lisa Katherine Tolleu 
Slll/11110 Cl/Ill /c111de 
Bernice Victor 
Essence Shard~ Walker 
Ct/Ill fflllllt' 
Ariel Alexis Washington 
cum /a,ule 
Jona1han Christopher Watkins 
Erin Lynette Willford 
magna c11111 laude 
Adia lmani Wilson 
Cl/Ill la,ll/e 
Nicole Nichacl Wishart 
Shonta)' LaToya Witcher 
cum /a11d1, 
MAST ER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTR AT ION 
Angela Yaa Addo 
B.S., Howard University. 2003 
Kweku Agyabeng-Dadzue 
B.B.A., Valdosta State University. 
2003 
Rolake Nikki Akinyeye 
8.8.A., Howard University, 2006 
Gideon Kwabena Amuah 
B.S .. Unjversity of Cape Coast, 
2000 
Meiling R. Assam 
B.8.A., St. Thomas Unjvcrsity, 2001 
Gail Nicole Baker 
B.B.A .. Howard University, I 997 
Kibret Makeda Beckford 
8.B.A., University of Technology, 
Jamaica. 2000 
Melba E. Bradley 
B.A .. Spelman College. 2003 
Andrea Danielle Bush 
B.S., Florida A&M University. 2002 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION 
Stephan A. Byam 
S.S., Howard University. 2003 
Dominique Christina Charles 
BB.A., Howard University, 2006 
Georgina Caren Christmas 
8 .S.S.A., Slippery Rock Un1ver;ity, 
2002 
LaTonya Elizabeth Clark 
S.S.A., Howard Umvers1ty, 2001 
Meredith Eileen Clark 
B.S.B.A., University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte, 200 I 
John Robert Dean, Jr. 
8.8.A., Howard University, 2001 
Matthew Lionel Dixon 
B.A .. University of Maryland 
Baltimore County, 2004 
Bl-Tonya Vene Duckwortb 
8 .S .• Hampton University, 1997 
Kofi Armah Edjah 
8.8.A., Valdosta State University. 
2001 
Aureus Ellie Griffith 
B.S., Howard University, 2005 
Porhche A. Harrison 
B.B.A .. Howard University, 2002 
Dariu~ Raji Helton 
B.S., North Carolina A&T State 
University, 2002 
Crystal Chcquctta Hinton 
B.B.A .. Howard University, 2006 
Tiomb6 Jashawna Hurd 
B.B.A., James Madison University, 
1994 
Lakshman lndcrdass 
o .o., Uuhv,..ift) vr "'''" ) foH" C\.;U'-'!:j, .... 
Park, 2000 
Riza Crystal Jenkins** 
B.S., Nonh Carolina A&T State 
University, 2001 
Travay V. Jacks 
B.S., University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro, 2000 
Lesley-Ann A. Jones 
8.S., Howard University. 2004 
Curtis E. Kidd, 111 
B.A., University of Michigan. 2000 
Rita Anuoluwapo Kis~iedu 
8 .8 .A., Howard University, 2006 
Tara L. Koon How 
8.8.A., Howard University, 2006 
Donald J. Lank. Il I 
8.8.A., Howard University, 2003 
Binta S. Lateef 
B.B.A., Howard University. 2006 
Gerald Lee Lowery, Jr. 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2002 
Nevyn Andr6 Malone 
B.A., University of the Virgin Islands, 
1992 
Olufemi G. Odeinde 
8.8.A., Howard University, 2005 
Samantha J. Oden 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2001 
Fubara Okujagu 
8.8.A .. Howard University, 2002 
Richard Brandon Owens 
B.B.A .. Howard University, 2002 
Nana Akua Owusu-Ansah 
S.S., Indiana University, 2000 
Colin Dominic Palmer 
8.S., Howard University, 2003 
Tierra C. Parker 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2006 
Monet Parris 
B.S Mercv C'ollet1e. 2002 
Marilyn Diane Phillips 
8.8.A., Georgia State University, 
1998 
B.S .. DeVry University. 200 I 
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Rolanda Belle Rascoe 
8.A., Howard University, 2002 
Chrystel Gayle Roye 
8 .A.. Towson University, 2003 
Vanessa 0. Sealy 
B.B.A., Jona College. 2000 
Jaye E. Seay 
B.A., Hampton University. 1998 
M.Ed, Howard University. 2000 
Andrea Dianna Smith 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2006 
Danielle S. Snipes 
B.S.A., Howard University, 2006 
Reva Marie Squire** 
B.S., Cornell University, 2003 
Kortney M. Stevens 
B.A., Hampton University, 1998 
Chevalier Calvin Strong 
B.B.A .. Howard University, 2006 
Shanelle Christine Swinton 
B.B.A., Howard University. 2006 
Woini G. Tekleberhan 
B.A., Jimma University, 2002 
Desmond Tetteh 
B.Sc., Kwame Nkrumah University of 
Science & Technology, 1992 
Justin Hilton Thomas 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2006 
Sarah Nnenaya Eyamba Uku 
S.B.A., Howard Universiry, 2006 
JewelJ D. Washington 
B.A., Howard University, 2000 
M.A., Boston University, 2003 
Dexter Raphael Webster 
B.B.A .. Howard University, 1996 
Ot ct.m.11 NU,,VJC \oYtggJu::, 
B.A .. University of Maryland-College 
Park. 2001 
Alicia L. Wilson 
B.B.A., Howard University, 2006 
Vane5sa Quarltraze Allen 
Dana Patrice Bell 
Beatrice Nannette Brown 
Chaundra Tanisha Brown 
Samaria L. Campbell 
Nicole Renee Cosey 
Tiara Monique Etheridge 
Adora Burdette Hicks 
Jessica Alma Latoshia Holloway 
mag11a cum la11de 
Abdulrahman Alghofaili 
S.A , King Saud University, 1990 
Leah Mary Saroja Austin 
B.A., Fisk University, 2000 
Marie Mildred Bangura 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth 
University, 2001 
Aiko Yamane Barkwell-Moore 
B.S., Howard University, 2004 
Miesha RULh Beverly 
8 .A., Southern University and A&M 
College,2004 
Lcesha Ann Brady 
8 .A., North Carolina Central 
University, 2005 
S.S., North Carolina Central 
University, 2005 
Stephanie Diane Brown 
8.A., University of Michigan Ann 
Arbor, 2005 
Kenneth Bram Caesar 
B.A., Morehouse College, 200 I 
IN THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
The Candidates will be presented bv 
LESLIE T. FENWICK, PH.D .• DEA,"v 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Jacqui Na1as1a Lee 
mag11a C'llm /a11de 
Audre} Lynelle Lester 
cum Laude 
N1kk1a Danielle Manhew:, 
Inez Nicole Moore 
K1arna Nicole Morrison 
Pnnz E. Milton 
Tina L. Nesbi11 
Arin Annette Olds 
MASTER OF EDUCA TTON 
Gary J. Carter. Jr. 
B.B.A .. Howard Uni\crsity, 1992 
Quinnise Eulalia Caner 
B.A .. Clark Atlanta Umversiry. 2004 
Rodney V. Carter 
S .S., University of Ozarks. 1991 
Brittany Aimee Clay 
B.A., Howard University, 2006 
Larissa R. Crossen 
B.S., University of Maryland Eastern 
Shore, 1997 
Stephen L. E<ige. JI 
B.A .. Ohio Weslcyn University, 2002 
M.A .. State University of New York at 
Albany. 2004 
Sharon Tracy Evans 
S.S .. Howard University, 2003 
Julianna Marie Fields 
B.A., Howard University, 2002 
Brian K. Freeland, Jr. 
B.A., Howard University. 2005 
Ashley Nicole Pugh 
c11m lw11lr 
LaToya Cherelle Robin,011 
mag11,, cum lm,de 
.\ntoine Dcm.:mu" Rutherford 
Adrienne "licole Smith 
mag,w crim t,mde 
LaKeisha Yveue Stockton 
("um /a11de 
Michele Annette Thomas 
Danielle Renee Wrigh1 
summa c11111 lnutit• 
Tameka Denise Gaddy 
B.S .. Bowie State University. 200.' 
Francesca Angelica Harding 
B.A., University ot Californui 
Berkeley, 2002 
Jennifer Jackbon 
S .A. Clark Atlanta University. 20<H 
Deniece A. Jones 
B.B .A, Howard Univcrsi1y. 1997 
Lakaii Ayesha Jones 
A.B .. Univcrsi1y of M1ch1ga11 Ann 
Arbor. 200-I 
Meka A. Kahn 
B.A., University of Califon11a Sama 
Barbara, 200 I 
Jonathan Ruy Kearney 
B.S .. Xa, 1cr University of Louisiana, 
2003 
Patrice Annelle Lee 
B.S., Howard University, 2005 
Stephanie Denise McCain 
B.A .. Albany State University. 20()4 
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Octavia Denise McGill 
B.S .. Univer,ity of Florida, 
2005 
Renee L. Mclctte 
8 .A .. Howard Univer~ny, 2006 
Toni Y. Minor 
8.A .. Un1versi1y of Michigan Ann 
Arbor, 1998 
Joy H Monkou 
B.S , Morgan State Univer~i1y, 2003 
Lee J. Moore 
B.A , Howard University. 1999 
Marcus Antonio Moore 
B.S., Tuskegee University, 1998 
Elizabeth Margare1 Panoyan 
B.S.Ed .. Nonhwe&iem Un1vers11y, 
1993 
Marlon Terrell Prioleau 
B.A .. Tuskegee University, 1998 
Raheem I. Rccsc-Rhaney 
B.A., Rutgers University, 2004 
Shadetra S. Robinson 
B.S., Delaware S1a1e University, 2001 
Camelia Ivana Sadler 
8 .S .. Universi ty of North Carolina a1 
Greensboro, 2000 
Kimberly T. Black 
S.S .. Howard University, 2005 
Andrea Alicia Hogan 
8 .S., Howard University, 2006 
Jawana Nicole Msola 
B.S .. Howard Universi1y, 2001 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Andre Charles Samuels 
B.A., Howard University. 1999 
M.Ed , Howard University. 2005 
Le~lie Jean Sargenl 
B A .. University of Kansas, 1996 
Cas\andra Dean Sco1t 
B.S.E.E .. Southern Universny and 
A&M College, 1983 
Latashia Schureuc Scon 
B.S., Georgia Southern University, 
2003 
Christopher S 1ewart 
B.A .. Hampton Univer~iry, 2001 
Miya Monique Thomas 
B.S., Howard Universi1y, 2005 
Sarah-Jane Thomas 
B.A .. Howard University, 2003 
Arlene J. Toussaint 
B.A., Howard Universi ty, 2005 
Michele Diana Turner 
8 .8.A., Howard University, 2004 
Rashida Lavenia Twiggs 
B.A., University of Maryland College 
Park, 2003 
Tanie lle Ann Tye 
B.S., Howard University, 2006 
MASTER O F ARTS IN TEACHING 
Stephanie Rene 
B.A .. Howard University, 2004 
Shannon Kathleen Scou 
B.A .. Universi1y of Maryland College 
Park, 2002 
Derck R. Tyler 
8 .B.A., Howard University, 2004 
Porsche Shanelle Vanderhors1 
B.S .. Oakwood College, 2004 
Quentariu~ D. Wade 
B.A .. Oral Roberts University, 2003 
Failh Lilliana Walls 
B.S., Howard University, 2005 
Nicole Warner 
B.A., Hampton Universi1y. 2000 
Katara M. Watkins 
B.A., Oakwood College. 2003 
Damon Lamoni Watts 
B.S., Hampton University. 2000 
M.S., University of Notre Dame, 2~ 
Jessica L. Webb 
8.A., Hamp1011 University, 2002 
Kimberly Nicole Williams 
8.A., Salisbury State, 2000 
Nikisha Lawanda Williams 
8.S., Virginia Slate Universily, 2002 
Laureen Sparkle Wimbley 
8.S., Howard Universi ty. 2006 
Nikavah Wyatt 
B.A., Shaw University, 2003 
Vallyn L. Smith 
B.F.A., Howard University, 2003 
Cherie A. Ward 
B.A., Howard Universily, 1985 
CERTIFI CATE OF ADVANC ED GRADUATE STUDY 
Cathy Qing Wu 
B.A., Anhui Unjversity, 1982 
M.S .. Southern Illinois University, L996 




Sandr.i Jeanne DuPree 
B.A, Howard Un1vcr-1t). 199.! 
\l,S . Tnnily College, 1998 
[)(lnna Gros, \kDaniel 
S.S .. Lou1,1ana State Univcr-ity-Baton 
Rt'uge, 1982 
:'-,I.A .. Xavier L'nivcr-il}, 1991 
Rc:i:cna Michele \\'1lhams 
s:\. Clark Atlanta Univer.ity, 1978 
:-1.EJ .. Univer;Jt} of .\1aryland 
College Park. 1981 
Jaime Inez Wyche 
B.S Howard Un1vers1ty 1998 
\,1.S W . Howard Un1vcr,1ty, 2000 
DOCT OR OF' F.Dl1C.\ n o:-,; 
"Tr:1n,fom1a1ional Lcadcr,hip in Urh3n Ch ,rtcr S"h' ,,1,.., 
Tcachl"r and Princip.11 P,·rccpt1,in, ,,r Le~J:.>rship S11 le~ and 
£:ffecth cne-s·· 
k,\ Ca,c Stud) ol :in AhcrnJll\t' Appr,,.ich t,1 C.trccr .ind 
·1 r,>ini.:-al Do.',clopme111 and Pn:para1i1,n of ll•gll S,hnol 
!->tu ,cn1,: A Unique C,,ll ,t-or:uic,n-Union L81ior I eaJcrship. 
l.lecled Put-he Olficrnb and Fduc-ati,,nal l.cu,lcrsh1p" 
"-\ St t<h of lht• lmpa,·1 of lnclu"on · •! SI\IJc"llh 11 ith 
Disabilitic, in Grade~ 9-1 ~ 01 tn, ~t,11tty ,,1th,· 
Comorchcn,ivc Publi,· H1 ,h S,hooh 111 th.:- Di,tnc.·1 ,,1 - -Columbia and Prince Gc:v•'•· ·, C1111n l~. :-1ar)l1111d tu 
,\chi,•vt· Adequate Yl'.ar•~ Progrc" ,,n s1,1c\\ ,de 
As,cssmems" 
"'The Efkct of S,•ho,•I \ 1<Jlc111.•c. 1\:rroris1n ,111d N3tur,1I 
Disaster,: A Cl1>scr i.1>ok al Vic•knc.· 111 ~1tddlc Sd,n,,b ot 
the Mid-Atlanllc.. Rc~1c-r1 of 1t1c l 1ni1ed St,ll~s" 
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IN THE JOHN H. JOH:"iSO~ SCHOOL Of CO~t~tllNICA 1 IO~S 
The Canditlures will he prese, r ·d hy 
!ram Jalec~ Abdull.lh 
h,m1nc I , ,\h~af 
Anya 1.c· ~c,rc Alcxnndcr 
, 11m (mull' 
\larcma Andrcna Alc~andrc 
Ahktah l..aTo)a Allen 
.11111111111 , um /1111111• 
Candace \11chacl Allen 
Kc1rblc11,Joy Alc1hca Als1on-Murra111 
I artq Ra~had Amin 
An1rnnc Carnell Antlcrson 
Courtney IJ Anders(ln 
Stacy Alctandra Andcr,on 
, 11111 (mule 
Michael Joseph Arccnc:au, 
Jan11c Ann Atkm,rn, 
""""'" nm, lu11df' 
LcAnnc I', A1tdoncy 
J1111111111 n1111 /audl' 
Ru1h Augu,1e 
Di.m1yc Y Bah 
Counnc) Jo)· Banlc 
Whitney M1d1cllc Baugh 
C1, •·ly C'cna llc~ku 
Scl,1n1t lh.:td.,1du 
Jult•·t \fanc Beverly 
Cheryl N1cuk Bill111g,lca 
S.aundr,, Lee ll11lup,- W1lltams 
Cclc,ll' Monique Bishop 
fo,minc "'1onc1 Blad,mnn 
l.c11h Quinn Bland 
Wl111ncy !.,cone Bogg, 
Andrea Deni ,c Bos1ic 
c11111 /1111dl' 
Danielle I .ti,abclh Bovcl,md 
\l/111111/1 ('Ill// (1111d1• 
Ocncl. Dcontrca Bo"cr, 
tlorncc L. Bradsh,m 
Ron L. Brodie 
l)urhyc l ngcre Brooh 
M,1ka1la M Brooks 
Je"icu J Bruntlitlgc 
n1111 lu11dr 
Ka1cn Julicannc Brundidge 
K\\ame A. Br)ant 
Y CJ Ide Efuru llullock 
cum lmulr 
Prcntc~, P Burney 
JA:-,/Sl~I TEL. D/ITl~S. P11.D .. DEA\ 
l.nK1shn Charn,e Bums 
l'1>)S Chantal Caffc) 
1111111110 cum fall(/e 
SonJa I .uciennc CaJu,te 
1.um laud,· 
:-..idi.i l.a•l an)a Camphcll 
C'U/11 /1111J, 
1'111a,ha l'ola1la C aricr 
Je~"'. I .,1, e C .. :o::hings 
SciJm,1 Samantha Cctc,unc 
~UJ""'" .-:1111 /111,rle 
familu Adw Colar 
Rosa Jean Combs 
Jlltdan La111unt C'o,tcn 
Kem Dionne Co, 
s11111m11 c11m /mule 
Dominique ,\lcx,mdrm Crawl.:y 
c 11111 laud,· 
Sukai Angelena Cun1,-Contrera, 
C'a"anJra Jerlene Cu1110 
Jcrem) Da, 1J-Shaun Kealoha Daly 
Shari Alex,,, Dnv1, 
China Did,crson 
C'l/111 /{111(/c• 
I au,ha Rane D"kcrson 
cum la11tl,· 
Shyah S. Di,kcr,on 
AkC)'ll S l>1ck,on 
Tii,cho T,holofdo Oladla 
/tl(l~/111 ('I/Ill /1111dt. 
Roberta Lynn Doom~ 
Shennc1h Oove-Mor,c 
c11111 lamle 
Lily fh1n,a Do,) 
Robcrl Lee Doyle 
Charlene \i ane,,a Drayton 
magna c11m (mule 
Kendra Trineuc Driggin, 
Janelle A1,ha Dunbar 
c11111 laude 
Traci Tamara Durant 
Glory Okon Edam 
Oa,·1d Lionel Edmond, 
Counncy Evcuc Eiland 
Serena Nicole Eldridge 
cum latule 
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Amhcr ~acok English 
,·11111 /w1d,-
Lari,sa \'adyotama l•l\\JrOO 
Heather ,\shk} Fa1,on 
c 11111 /a11tle 
Kesha Marie Fauntleroy 
Ju ,t,n ,\lcxondcr t-.1u,t 
Sharell D V Ferguson 
111<1,1111, cum /au I 
Khalea l.yn Field, 
Laur.:n .\,htcy Fleming 
rnmnw cum lamft• 
Shakclrn De"r.:e Fnga 
cum laud,· 
Kry~tal Renee For,h 
An1,ha "I 1colc F-o,1cr 
magna cum /audr 
Jeanie B Fougere 
.111111//ICI cum la11de 
Brandon Enc Franklin 
11w111111 cum /a11de 
E,an A\anna Fulh 1g1on 
Kari N Fulton 
!::.Ian N,,cllc Garner 
c11111 li,11dr 
LcRi1a Roxanne Gib~on-Read 
rum laude 
Nichola~ HaJama Gile, 
Joi K. Gilli,11n 
Bcnjanun Jesse Galmore 
Bridgellc Renee Ginyard 
Candace Tiy Gn.1hou1 
cum /a11dr 
S1cphanae Marie Goggam, 
cum la11d1• 
A,hlcy Knight Gramby 
Sydney M. Gray 
Nell i,ha R. Gregory 
AJa Rene Griffin 
Kamana Laurc11c Gross 
cum la11de 
l oyneu Nicole Hall 
Daunta Ram1cre, tlall 
Darnell Hammock 
Virginia Nashca Hansom 
Tiara Jasmine H:argravc 
Hakeem Kamal Ham1on 
('llltl /a,,Je 
Kc\ in Renard Harri~ 
Shanae Lavee Harri, 
cum laude 
Kin\e) Brooke Harvey 
ma~na cum laiuh! 
Anthony Jerome Hendrick~ 
summa cum la11de 
Shaena Henry 
mal/na cum lauch 
Tame5ha Lache Henry 
cum /auJe 
Andrea Jamia Hill 
magna c11111 laude 
Nakia Hill 
Shani Olisa H1llon 
Shareta Monet Holley 
Brandon Daniel Holmes 
Larry F Hoh 
Chad Wesley Houston 
Yasmeen Nicole Howell 
Jennifer Nicole Huckaby 
cum laude 
Jason Corey Humphrey 
Diondra Marie Humphries 
Jennifer Nichole Hunter 
Anthony Lamar Hutchins 
Jerome Earl Hyde 
Keahti Sherellc Ingram 
Sudana Alicia Irby 
Michael A. Ivey 
Charreah K. Jackson 
mag11a cum laude 
Tyesha Tamika Jackson 
Jenni fer J adotte 
Rushondra Janee' James 
mag11a cum laude 
Rochcc C. Jeffrey 
Erin Tamar Jenkins 
Nakisha Rochelle Jenkins 
cum /aude 
Alyssa Joy Johnson 
cum laude 
Briuney Deshun Johnson 
s11mma cum laude 
Donta Dwaine Johnson 
cum la11de 
Jason Charles Johnson 
Lauren Kaley Johnson 
magna cum laude 
Resarani Oajohn Johnson 
B \ CHELOR Of \RTS 
Chcn!llc Courtnc) Jone, 
lll<ll/11<1 ( 'lllll l1111dt• 
\lan~,a Dc'ln)c Jone, 
Ricardo AleJandm Jone, 
l'\athahc Ro,e~Marune Jule, 
rnmma nun lwul,· 
Brooke :--1eghan Kl'1th 
C/1111 l1111d1• 
John Kenned) 
111ag11a (·11111 lt111dt! 
Julian Reginald Kimble 
.\111111/UI c11111 /nude 
Alan W. King 
Darria Denean King 
cum laudt• 
Dominique Loui,e King 
cum la11dt! 
Tiffan) P Knight 
Sarah Annelle Lake 
cum laude 
Lenny Lavergne 
Karen Antoinette Lawson 
Michael Bradley La" ~on 
Briuany Nicole Lcaphan 
Keisha L. Lewi~ 
Sheila Nicole Le,\ 1s 
magna rnm /aude 
Kristen Gabrielle Lightfoot 
Shari S. Logan 
Ligia Veronica Lopez 
Jasmin Alccsc McClcndon 
s11111ma cum laude 
Brittani Marcell McClure 
Carla Robin McCullough 
Adrian Cordell McDonald 
Gi lbert Oscar-Frank McDonald 
cum laude 
Soraya Nadia McDonald 
Marisa Nicole McIntyre 
cum Laude 
Micki Addison McKae' 
Erinna R. McKissick 
111afi11a cum lm1de 
Kalcah Jeanique Merriweather 
cum laude 
Kenneth Dustin Mitchel l 
Vanessa Inez Mizell 
mag11a cum laude 
Torri ShaRee Moncrief 
Wunika Zainab Mukan 
Tamara Martine Murphy 
fcrc"c \\3 \l)Crs 
,·1"11 l<111d,• 
\hchl'lk Jan;I\· Neal} 
,11111111,1 , 11111 lt111d, 
Sten:n Lien•,, .1 N,·t.'1>e 
n"" lm11ft· 
Paul ;-;eb,1n-Lk" e 
,·11111 laudt 
\manda \1am: '-<'mbh,1rd 
111m11w c·11111 lewd, 
\!organ A,hlc) Ncv1lk,-Moorc 
Pamala Uc1mc Noble, 
Tokunbo Obi 
Kafilat Bu,ola Odu 
\lni,e Nicole: o, cnon 
knnifc:r Dunio:llc Owens 
111a1111a cum laud<' 
Folasikc Modupc Oyinadc 
Shyla Con) a Palm 
Kristen Lauren Palmer 
Candace Paul 
mm /mule 
Eboni Kconna Pearce 
Mekkic Le'Shay Phillip, 
Adrien llcnry Pinkard 
Wardell Clarence Pinkney. Jr. 
Scan Ow a y ne Plater 
Ida J>carli,ha Plumbo) 
11ia1111a c11111 laude 
Terence Christopher Prudhomme 
Shatarah Aben, Ramire, 
Messiah Nma~1c Ramki"oon 
Ayesha Renee Rascoe 
,\11/11111/1 I'll/II /11111/1• 
Jeron L. Rovin 
N1colc Larraine Recd 
s11111111Cl cum lmulc 
Leilah Sara Rec!,e 
Jocelyn Renee Reid 
Kry,tal Sherry Reuben 
Jcmcc Richardson 
c-11111 /mule 
Justin Edward Richard!,On 
Marcus F. Richardson 
Patricia Roberts 
111ag11a cum laude 
Jenea Robinson 
Mia Tanara Robin~on 
Noel Lloyd Robinson 
Roshni Lauren Rountree 
cum loude 
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Sha:i,11a Yvonne Rudd 
Tangela Came Rus ell 
ma1t,m1 cum laude 
Robin Renee Sadler 
Radiance Shondeha Salem 
Niama Salla Sandy 
Orian11 Satchell 
Tiffany J. Settle 
mag,,a cum laude 
A,hle> Nicole Shambley 
m,11111<1 < um luude 
Ronne Shelenc Shepherd 
V,n .. cnt Blake Sherry 
11111g11u cum laudc 
Cnrlymla Renee' Smith 
cum luude 
Conlandl Ale!landcr Smith 
Craig Oliver-Dean Smith 
fa ban Khalil Smith 
rum laud,, 
K'Sha:m· o·zoni Smith 
11111111w cum lu11dl' 
Michelle Lnurcnce Smith 
magna cum laude 
Tomik:1 Smith 
K1arra Ne,hawn Smothers 
111r1,:11a n1111 lamle 
Juan-Antonio Manning Solera 
A,hfey Mid1cllc Spears 
c 11111 luudt· 
Marcus Afc)(andcr Stanton 
Josephine Tamara Stedman 
.1·11111111<1 cum laude 
Shanuy Ale!lis Anderson 
Michele I·. /\uslin 
cum la11d1• 
Stasia I mun Barre It 
11wgm1 cum laude 
,\~hley Delores Marun 
8 S .. North C:arohna i\&T S1a1c 
l 111i,er,ity. 2002 
BACHELOR OF ART:S 
Dent ha Devette Stewart 
Emeru Id Antoinette Ste" art 
!\-farion Lakia Stewart 
!l:anq Elizabeth Ste\, art 
Wh111ncy Chantel Strickland 
1110,:110 cum laude 
Sonia Nicole Summc:rs 
cum luude 
Toni-Ann Latoya Syncon 
Zakiya Oni Tanks 
Chrt,tal Jenae Tarver 
Jonathan Carle Taylor 
cum la11de 
\1aureen Yvonne Taylor 
cum /mule 
Whitney Elaine Teal 
Revac Marie Tharps 
Kristina Renee Thomas 
Shamcrc Shanta Thomas 
Ange Thompson 
Angel Jo-Ann Thompson 
Kalu Kalu Ug\,uomo 
lhuoma Ezinne Ukoh 
Nnek,1 I. Ukpa1 
11111111111 cum laudt· 
Ebony Elaine Vann 
Phenda Karlen Vamie 
Ja\1cr Andres Vergara 
Adam Wesley Vicks 
DcAndre' r\nton Vidale 
BA CHELOR OF SClENCE 
Tiera Krista Chenault 
Safiya Azalea Ferryman 
Ann-Merila Golding 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN FILM 
Casey E. McDaniel 
8.A .. Hownrd University, 
2001 
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Arica Janelle Wade 
magna rum lcmde 
Arthur S. Walcott-Ceesa; 
Bomia D. Walker 
Clint Ed"ard \Valker 
Tashira J . \V3lker 
Brandon J. \Vallace 
maf?na c11m la11de 
Ae1a Omega Washmgton 
Auntea .'\11.aric Washington 
Neville H. \Varson 
Stephanie Tennille Welch 
Brndley Fosso Wete 
Jenna Latasha' Wiggins 
Alicia Michelle Williams 
cum /uude 
Bianca L. Williams 
c11111 laude 
Tifany Falon Williams 
Zakiyah Jcneen Williams 
Jazmin Aliese Williamson 
mugna cum laude 
Lauren Wilmore 
Mishay Tyra Wilson 
Atiba L. Wiltshire 
c11m laude 
Jonathan Michael \\'cods 
Monique Cierra Woods 
Adam Jame, Wynn 
Yohannes A~malash Yohannes 
Colleen Rebekah Zellmer 
Dion Rochel le Thomas 
11wg11tl cum la11de 
Courtney Nichole Wilkes 
cum /mule 
Regmald Fitzgerald Mitchell 
B.S .. Central Missouri Stale 
University, 1997 
JS THE COLLEGE OF El'\GINEERING, ARCHJTECTURE Al'iD CO~tPUTER SCIE!'\CES 
The Ca11d1elare~ iu/1 bt presented b) 
JAMI'S H JoH-.;so-.;, JR., PH.D .. DEA', 
SCHOOL OF ENGl~EERING A:'.\D CO:\IPUTER SCIENCES 
BACHELOR Ofi SCIE~CE I~ CHEl\tlCAl. E~GI F.I.:Rl:\G 
Jud11h Clam: Barro" 
O,h1ogwe :\11chael Bra1mah 
mag11a cum la11dP 
Maurice Thomas Chevalier I\' 
Anthony Alvin rarrdl 
magna cum /aude 
~yethn1111 S11none Francb 
c11111 laiufe 
Brandon I.ugene Jcnkm, 
Ola~upo B;ibalade John,on 
s11mm,1 cum lauae 
P.1.:u-11. e Ola, e Jone~ 
01111la11dr 
Chn,1111e Deborah Ehtabelh \1ar~u, 
s1111111111 cum /aude 
Renaldo Andr1.'\\ Ja,qucs Rou,,eau 
!lllll11ltl Cl/Ill luude 
Rudo L)ndl'TI S111ls<'n 
mal!tW cum laud. 
1\l;iina N1~ok Tof\cr 
t·um laud, 
B \CHELOR OF SCIE1'CE 1:--i Cl\ II F.1",Gll'oEERJl'liC 
Anthony Ker,. in Allard 
Julius Gamble. Jr. 
Brook Tadesse Haile 
cum /a11d,· 
Rahecma1 0. Kai.sim 
R1u Lee Shue I ing 
Shante Terry M,ison 
Ethan R. McC.,rth) 
summa cum /aude 
Vincent A. M0<.lrehead 
Omkn Ki,emhe Olusey1 Morn,-
AII<!) nc 
Cordel' Asia l\iles 
Olalcl.:an ldri, Ogcdcngbc: 
Kry~tal Claudia Oh vcr 
Cara A\ a Pascal 
Melian} ,\,tnd Pa} ntcr 
R,indall J. Rhode~ 
Da111cl M,tkonncn Tcrrclongc 
\\ hnne) A~ia T) kr 
.Saman1ha Alic1.1 \\ 11liams 
cum itlude 
,\dri,m Orlando Wright 
Cl/111 /auc/, 
BACHELOR 01' SCIENC:R 11' COMPUTER ENGI:-.EERING 
Carl Ausun Alleyne 
11wg11a cum laude 
Dchin Jerome Kclhiybre,\ 
11u,g11a cum luude 
Darius Rohinton Tcugra 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL t-:NG INEERING 
Temitopi: Adcwole Adeyiga 
Koredc Akintade Akinlabi-OladimeJi 
111mm11 cum lc111de 
Eyiwumi Oluyinka Al.. insanmi 
summa cum laude 
Chrysanthus Nnacmeka Anamelechi 
Christopher Uchc Anukwuem 
Guy J. Assad 
.t11111111a cum lm,de 
Ayomide Atcwolugun 
mag11a 01111 lm1de 
Anthon) Banta11101 
Andrew Joseph Ni Bah Bamor 
Fahm Getachew Bekele 
cum laude 
Eric Jamal Borden 
Abdalla Adaka Chunzu 
l.u,hac Dupree Cook 
Alex Jad,~on Cra, anas 
11111gna cum /11111/c 
Keisha Amanda Denise D' Alllaud 
.rnmma cum laude 
Arlington Steven Dunc,111 
fllCIJ(Jlll cum lcrnd,, 
Emmanuel A1.1a Fuller 
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BACHELOR OF SCJE~ CE IN ELECTRH...' AL E;I\Gl:'IEERING 
Hcnok Getachew Hey, 
Rent! J Holder 
1umma nm, laude 
Jan Jerry 
rnmmti cum hmde 
Taofcck Olaniran Lawal 
magna cum /aude 
Adcbowale A LufadeJu 
Jeremy Nathaniel McClain 
Chukwunonso Donald Ogbonna 
magna cum /a11de 
Onyedika Chukwumeucheya Okeke 
Abi\ola O Oladapo 
magna ,·11111 laude 
lfediora Uche Oh 
Nerissa Danielle Perkins 
Andrew C. Pierre 
.rnmma cum /a11de 
K111a LaQuay Taylor 
Ala, ar Tilahun 
Crystal Terrec,a Tone} 
c11111 /a11de 
Joseph Christopher Weeks 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHA !CAL ENG INEERING 
Kcron K Bradshaw 
cum laude 
John Henry Byrd 
Rae K. Celestine 
mag,w ,·11111 luude 
Jason Selwyn Cumberbatch 
Jeremiah Irvin Evans 
Fi tzroy Edward Gardiner, Jr. 
Keron David Anthony George 
cum laude 
Steven Alexander Mason 
Theomar Antonio Milford 
magna c 11111 /a11de 
Amilcar Che Murray 
Michael Wright 
cum la11de 
BAC HELOR OF SCI ENCE IN SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Khanrn o~aze Ames 
Edwin Kojo Andrews 
Nkosi Jabari Baker 
Brandon Edward Coates 
Nee-ah T 'on1 Covington 
Fr:111k A. Lewis 
Aiyanyo Aibangbcc 
Mam,our Ali Alsana 
cum lt111de 
Kristal Karoline Aqua 
Sll/11//l(I Cl/Ill Ja11de 
Joseph Farrill Bernard 
Marcus Branden Boone 
Rena Bea Bradley 
Daryl Michael Cobham 
cum /a111/P 
Kavecr A. Manickchan 
magna cum laude 
Olaoluwa lbikunle Okelola 
.111mma cum /aude 
Kerwin Atto Pacifique 
.1111111/lll Cllfll /mule 
Alisha Telicia Richardson 
Eli1abe1h Edith Samuel 
s11111ma c11111 /a11de 
Andrea Nicole Strather 
Shannon Elyse Wolfe 
Diandra Arnez Wrigh1 
.mmma cum /a11de 
Lateef Yusuf 
s11111111a cum /a11de 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
Derionne James Chaundi Fleming 
Russell Anthony Foster 




Myran D. Jones Ill 
Angela Vimbainashe Khosa 
Gwendolyn Lane-May 
c11111 la11de 
Derrek Lucien Nice-Williams 
C/1111 la11de 
Vernelle Alisha Noel 
magna cum laude 
Kristal M. Peters 
c11m h111de 
Brian-Keith Alexander Watson 
Sarai Lynne Wil liams 
c11111 /a11de 
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IN THE COLLEGE OF PHAR'.\IACY. NlRSlNG \~DALLI ED HEALTH SCIENCES 
T/11! Candida1t·1 ll'itl I pre.1c11red by 
Bl!A'I RICE Al>DERLFY-Kl:.LLY. Pll.D .• /)f..,\J\' 
Hakeem B Abayorni 
Gabnel A Adcniran 
\'a,ir :-.J. Ali 
Chrtsunc: P. Almonte 
Oliver O. Anam 
frandsca 0. }\namelcchr 
Cclc,tina 0. Aro"o,ci;be 
Ransford Asare 
Crystal ,\. Ashford 
Farah N. Awan 
Adctola Aycni 
Ruth N Ayuk 
Milton Ballard 
Gina L. Bazemore 
Tadcs,e T Bclachc\\ 
Whitni L Bennett 
Shin-Y c Chang 
Tina W. Chiang 
Liza F. Choudhary 
Anees C'howdhcr)-
Pauleue E. Crawford 
Cas,andra D. Da,i~ 
Mc,gana Dem1ssie 
Pariban Dhanormchitphong 
Chinh C. Do 
Nata,hil L. Edmondson 
Olubukola 0. 1-akunle 
Roshanak N. Farid 
James E. Ford 
Adetutu A. Adegorusi 
Olubukola I. Adetoye 
Philominah Kofoworola Akinwum, 
Kwasi Ndua Anwomea 
cum laude 
Nneoma Anyanwu 
SCHOOL 0 1<' PHAR'.\IACY 
oocroR OF PH \R\I \CY 
Bcm I net f . GJhrc 
,\) :mna N Gardner 
,\ndrc11 \ Gt•ntk, 
Ph~ lh, \\ Gnu~u 
\\\:nd) ) Grc:en 
Tondn1 I larn, 
Nazaree Hine, 
Rachel .I H,,ng 
\'an '\1} Hu) nh 
Ubong lJ. lhok 
K 1onna R. Jone:, 
Steph.1111.: '\ Jone:, 
Ya,mm !\ Jons•, 
Abolank O Kale1aiyc 
K)ung E Kun 
Abdulrcuf M . K1mo 
Ncn,,a Shan-Ting I.in 
John P Marcu, 
Joyce A. MathC\\ 
Victor W Mmgan 
Lydcll B Morrison 
l.:.unice S. Ndterem 
My-Hanh T. Ngo 
Maggie Nguyen 
Phung T. Ngu)en 
Oluch, C. NwanaJuobi 
Ohl\, a,cun A. Ods•bunrm 
Juli,nhl C Ol,..1for 
\ lb-:rt Okyc11.· 
I ,nda 's Onunka 
fohn , Onvcat·honam 
Jchse It S Pamph1k 
St.iC) , Pc,nrnw 
\11nh T Pham 
l·rnnk Phan 
i\cha S R,111a 
Morgan -\ Rol>t-rts 
Su mat) .1 R. Shan•cf 
"•mbcrl> D Shccd~ 
Ji l. :Shon 
Sharnnie \' Sun, 
l)iana \ Solana Sodcindc: 
" oya Speights 
Jacqu.:linc Swcc1111g 
Samori T. S\\ v g<'rl 
Kevin A. Thumps(lll 
Leonard \'aide, 
Stephanie R Vickt:n, 
Nu:olc I Wuus 
l\lclanic S \Nemer 
Alana N \Vh111akcr 
I aTodra M. Wilham~ 
Eycru:.alcm Y .:mane 
DIVISION OF NURSING 
BACHELOR OF SCJE CE IN NU RSING 
Komlan A. Ayim 
Marie Ayuk-Takor 
Shunta L. Beed 
Claudia De:,atcl Benjamin 
LaTanyua Nichole Blackwell 
LcSnbre Zcafr6 Bowens 
Puroni Broker 
Dominique A. Buckner 
Musa Bala Cce:.ny 
c 11111 lu11de 
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Marian l:lmi 
Brcnua l:neke Enn 
Manollc Etienne 
Sherifut Olu\\:ih,yrn Gbadam0s1 
Seth Gyumf1 
l·alluya 11.i~sar 
Sat:i~hta La Vaughn Hawlrn1~ 
,·11111 l11111le 
~a, Hiil 
l.ar1:shia Shantel /ack~on 
()dcua Yullanda Jol•n 
r11m lt1U1ie 
Mcrnuno1 Ja"a Kal,.ay 
cum Ja,uh· 
\,fomi,wa Lov.:11c Kallon 
Crysr.,I Kelly 
l'a1rici.1 CilaJvs Kpolic 
l<osc Kron11.1h 
Shanta Mnn,qul' Ltscr 
n1111 laurlt' 
Oluy111ka Jo~cphinc Akinlolu 
C'.imill,· La"lcltc A\\andu 
P,·tcr r. Ch,jmkr 
lhrbara A Dcnl..1n~ 
Eunice Ed\\.trds 
B \CIIELOR Of' SCIE:--iCE It-.· Sl!RSl;\G 
Kenyatta A . . \lanns 
Kenya Reid \1anns 
Shayna A. Manuel 




!ta :,.;chang :-;gang 
cum /mule 
Prisca El..ume Njumc 
c11111 laude 
Patnd t:gwu Obodo 
cum lmu/1• 
Christina t\Jokc Ohyide 
Judith Ugonna Ononogbo 
cum lo11de 
Thcre,a On u l.aogu 
Stella Chmyere Oparaug<1 




Victoria A. Pitt 
Tiffany A Reid 
Khadija S. Robin~on 
cum Jc111de 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Straccy L. Gordon 
Bernard L. II ardeman 
Josephine Chinyere Jgni~ 
Cindy Jules 
Ife1ayo Damali Ruund[rcc 
Kamilah Amina NJen Royal 
TaShaun:i Duroth; Lee Ruiz 
Feyi,ola Salami 
Pa11enc.: Braye Sa,\; er 
Hulamatu B. Sheri! 
M:i" 11a I- S1moy1 
mag11a cum /mule 
Andrella Smith 
Olu,cyi A Sofoluwe 
c11m laiule 
Shakyra Monce Stanfield 
Vivian Ndomb1 Tantoh 
Eia S1ephen Tata,\ 
Katia Tou~saint Coley 
Peter Mufua Tumenta 
Abayom1 0. Vaughan 
Roda,i Fikrcmariam \Vagaw 
Hononne E,ia Wanic 
cum laude 
Julie Ward 
Tijeerah S. Washington 
Tatianna Marie Wilson 
Numu E. Kamara 
Angela Yvonne MeKn,gln 
Elizabeth l. Olumese 
Elizabeth N. Vebangsi 
POST- \I .\STERS CERT(FICATE/FAMIL Y NURSE PRACTITIONER 
J,·ong Hwa Kim 
Asrat Ba,a Alumbo 
.Hm1111<1 cum Jaude 
Elinbcth A. Temple-Roberson 
IN THE DIVISION OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
BACHFLOR OF SC IENCE IN CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE 
Krystal Dominique Allen 
cum /mule 
Sasskya Giselle Archibald 
C/1111 la11de 
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BAC HELOR Of SCIE:'-ICL I '- CLI:\I C-H L ABOR \TOR'a SC l f 1'iCE 
!>1ephan1e Sherall Campbdl 
cum lc111Jc 
Edccl) K Garcia 
LaKc1,ha Chanc11c I cc 
Courmc) D.:n,,c Sm1h:> 
\t1111111u cum laud, 
Jo,cph Ra) mond Stnngt.:lkm 
c11111 lc111d, 
Yohannc, -\mcrn Tam1ru 
YoJa M \\onJ1111u 
BACHtLO R O F SClE~CE I:\ HE \ LTH SCIE'- CES 
Abiola Oloyedc Akala 
Tiulayo O Akinmu,uru 
rum /audt 
Ralph Thoma, Allen Ill 
Rumona1 lyabode \n1fowo,hc 
Adelina Barteb 
Alana E. Bates 
Shunul L. Beed 
lfcrnyo Khalila Blissett 
magna cum lauc/e 
Racheal Alexis Bonas 
Rayshawn Michael Bona, 
Cadetta LaShuna Bndgcs 
cum laude 
Ashley Shamice Everett Brother, 
ma.~11a cum /aude 
Danielle S. Brown 
Ngocanh Carolyn Bui 
Jamar Zahkah'e Butler 
Erica Chaven Crawley 
Ke lsi Lunyae Davis 
Jahdai Locksley Dawes 
Tasha Monique Dawson 
Serge Laurent Dibao 
Kamilah Mill icent Engram 
Tolulope Oluseyi Fagbuyi 
Olatokunbo K. Faycmiwo 
Adrienne Renee Francois 
cum la11de 
Jacqueline Nicole Gaither 
Stacy Lynn Galloway 
Carlena J Giu.:n, 
11/lll/lU/ CUii/ /<1111/t-
-\) ahnna M. GMdon 
/annah T)cch1a Gn?cn 
"lata,h.i \1 Greene 
Bnttn<:) Leann Had,e11 
Josh\, 111 RaJ1 Hall 
Andrea Darcclle Harris 
Shari Delisa Hinds 
Leslie Denise Holmes 
Candice Elise I luntcr 
Januaru, Emeka lbc 
Lyndl) Powell Jones 




KnMin Danielle Kunble 
Traneua Lashaye Kmg 
Precious L. Kofit: 
r 11111 laude 
Khell ia Christina Koonce 
Ebony Keedra Lacey 
c 11111 /aude. 
Sharday Sherie Lewis 
Tenesia Patrice Lind;ey 
Shadae Althem Rosaval Martin 
Marques Daniel McRae 
Darek Randolph Mitchell 
Tiffanie Nicole Moore 
Danielle Ani ta Moses 
Senc,1 a Angelo \ loyt) 
cum l,wdf 
Nad,a \ l$m111.1 N1chol.1, 
I/Ill~//(/ ( 11111 lt1111lt-
Oluhunrm Ogun 
t-...unna Chm) ere Okoro 
l:.pns Crl1$,C P111man 
Kylc Shcr\\ood Pit tman 
C'a~s11•ua E Pnngk 
Omar Alt.' , ander Nkos, Reid 
1·11111 lamle 
Bonita Ant ioncnc Robertson 
C/1111 /au,Je 
Md1sso Lcigh Rube, t,011 
Corinne 0. Samp;on 
Scmplecrn Ann Scott 
cum laude 
Aminata Musu Shel.. u 
Monique Cheri Shipp 
Brian Ma11hc" Sm11l1 
Phil lipa Yolanda Smuh 
Ch1b1111a Rnch6n Spalding 
Vinccn1 T. Spriggs 11 
Tashieka rcnicc.: Stone 
Julian D. Wcbstcr 
cum laude 
Chn s1ina Maria West 
Leigh Tamra Williams 
Shakira Kmoria William, 
Trisha Michelle William~ 
Sta.:cy Nicole Winningham 
Enndia S. A. Young 
BACHELOR OF SC IENCE IN NUTRITIONAL SCIENC ES 
Carol ine Viyong Addi 
Mciling F. Assue 
Ayni Kongit Brown 
Natalie M. Carty 
Veronica Elizabeth Garneu 
Shanon Denise Dlal Morns 
Negar Shafici 
cum la11de 
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BACHELOR OJ' SCIE:'-,C£ I" OCCLPATIO~AL T H ERA P Y 
Pcrsi, Asar.! Appwgyci 
c11111 laude 
Enc a G .\1 idd le ton 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE I\ PHVSICIA\ ASSISTA"iT 
Adclunji OlalUnJI Adercm1 
Jade Nicole Beckcu 
nm, /aude 
Shcrrce An1ionc1tc Blue 
n1111 /mule 
Alka Bora 
1t1t1g11t1 , um laude 
S1cphanic Renee Chi'lcy 
cum laude 
Alexandcra Katherine Clarke 
Chm,1ina D"on 
Sadiqa Tahira El'Amm-Whitc 
cum laucle 
Tiffany Mcli\sa Hum 
Joshua David Lagasse 
cum /mule 
Parm, Karan Parikh 
LaToya Dcna~e Laloni Pumphrey 
Lynclh O Samson 
Syma Hasan Sikandar 
cum /aude 
lrijah Shcriccc-Nefia S1enncn 
Tina Denise Thomas-Robinson 
Vivian Nkiruka Umeh 
BACHl<~LOR OF SCIEl\CE 11' RADIATION T HERAPY 
Junaid /\bu 
c11111 /mule 
Megan Kcmba Jones 
Suru1da1 Lollla Narain 
cum laude 
N1chola Viviene Nolan 
111ai11a cum /aude 
CERTIFICATE OF PRJ\1ARY CARE PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
Adc1unji Ola1un11 Adcrcmi 
Ja,k r>;1colc Bcckc11 
Shcrrcc A111ioncttc Blue 
All..a Born 
Stcplw,11e Renee Chisley 
\lexan<kr.i Ka1herinc Clarke 
Chi i,11na Dixon 
Sad1qa Tahira El'Amrn-Whitc 
Tiffany Melissa Hunt 
Scifc B Ka~sa 
Joshua David Lagasse 
Parmi Kiran Parikh 
LaToya Denise Laloni Pumphrey 
Lyneth 0. Samson 
Syma Hasan Sikandar 
lnJah Sheriece-Nefta Stennett 
Tina Denise Thomas-Robinson 
Vl\ian Nkiruka Umeh 
'\1.AS I ER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
lltt\Sc1n Osman Ali 
Oip .. O.T . Kenya Medical Tra111ing 
College:. I 99 I 
Ada Cecilia E11:a111 
BS. lloward Univcrsuy, 1997 
Folu,m.lc Adukc Adclcye 
B.S., Un,vcr,uy of MarylanJ Pnncc,s 
A.nnc:. 200.1 
Phyllis Mane Lewis 
B.S .. Howard University. 2006 
Erica Grace Middleton 
B.S., Howard Universuy, 2006 
MASTER OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Rashida! Abimbola Adewunmi 
B.S., Montclair State University. 
2004 
J4 /,eadenl11p for J\111..rica mu/ the Globe,/ Co1111111111i1y 
Marchelle Denise Pu1ncy 
8.S .. Howard University, 1998 
Chikcrenma Umechuruba 
B.S .. Howard University, 2004 
Judith Elene Cooper 
B.S .. Universidad Latina de Panama. 
2000 
c"1"11l,.a Embrad; 
BS HS Htmard Unher,tt). 2004 
r, e,hd Evom Grissom 
U.S., Dillard Uni11.:r,i1;.., 2003 
Tinu T Jame, 
B .S H.S. Howard l'niver,il). 2003 
Ga)na Georgene Lacy 
B.S H S .. Howard L'mn:r-il). 2003 
'\asiass1a Suzaye Ram~haran 
B.S HS .. Howard t:niver-il). 2004 
,\1 \STER or PH\ SIC.\L THFR,\P\' 
,a:ok \rg.:li, R<m land 
B S SL :\Y-Rullitl,, S1att· C'olkge. 
200-l 
h.dlic \lt1m4uc Sha\\ 
BS H.:m..r<l L11,eNI), 2002 
K,tthlcen Theodore 
B.S HS .. How:in:I Lfm,crstty. 2003 
Bmta Ayo \\ are 
B.S .. VOI\Cf'll) oi Dela\\ J.I\". 
2002 
\Ji,., R01cn:i Yeargin 
R <:;_, South Can,hna S1.11e Untvt·r,it1 . 
~ooo 
,\liy:tl Yi111am 
BS .. U11111.•r,il) ,,f ~1iu, land C'olkgc 
PJrk, 2CJ00 
1':yd,a \tanJ Zamorano-Torre, 
B.S H S . llo\\ .,rd l 1niwr,I!), 
~l)(P 
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Ja\ myn C. Bowden 
B.A .• Howard l, 111vcr.1ty. 2004 
Gwendolyn Ehtabcth Boyd 
BS .• Alabama State Univcr,ity. 1977 
MS , Yale Univcr.1ty, 1979 
Lakc, ha Shalawn Bradshaw 
Ii .A Clark Arlania Univer~ity, 1998 
Maxine Virginia Brown 
B.S .. Univcr,11y of Wi,;consin-
Madi~on. 1990 
Melody Noel Brown 
8 .S., Hampton University, I 988 
Grady Roosevelt Burn~. Sr. 
8 .A , Umvcr..1ty of Delaware, 2003 
J<>h11-1c W. Cogman 
B.A .. University of North Carol ma at 
Chapel I hll, 1983 
M.Ed .. Un1vcrs 11y of Southern 
Cali fornia. 1986 
I lcrbcrt Walker Corbin. Jr. 
B.A .. Bethune-Cookman College. 
1989 
Joseph C. Cornell 
B.S. Phi ladelphia Biblical Univers ity. 
2004 
Connie L. Council 
S.S .. Fayetteville State University, 
1977 
M.B.A .. Struyer University, 2000 
Janice Faye Dance 
8.A .. Strayer University, I 998 
M.S .. Strayer University, 1999 
LaTisha Thomas Dickens 
B.A .. Savannah State University. 1994 
M.S .. American University. 1998 
Odeue D. Dika 
B A .. Ecole Supcvicuve De 
Reali,.ation, 1988 
IN THE SCHOOL OF DIVINITY 
The Candidates will be presented by 
BERTRAM MELBOURI\E. PH.0 . . DEAN 
MASTER OF DI VINITY 
Jackie C. Douglas 
B.A., American Univer.ity, 1999 
Diane Antionette Duckett 
S.S .. Universiry of Phoenix, 2004 
Hugh Duante Duckcu 
B.S .. University of Phoenix. 2004 
Yvonne Crawford Felton 
S.S., D.C. Teachers College. 1963 
M.Ed .. Bowie State College. 1976 
Daniel L. Ford 
B.A., Wichita State Univer~ity. 2003 
Anhur M. Freeman. Jr. 
B.S .. Howard University, 1969 
M.S .. University of the District of 
Columbia. 1980 
Tyrone Linwood Garnett 
B.S., Coppin State University. 1980 
Shirley A. Gravely-Cume 
B.S .. Norfolk State College, 1973 
M.8 .P.A., Southeastern University, 
1978 
Jeffery Lamonte Gray 
B.S .. University of New York Regents. 
1995 
M.S .. Capitol College. 2000 
Herman Griffi n IV 
8.A .. University of Michigan, 2003 
Michele Vic toria Hagans 
B.S .. Howard University. 1973 
M.E., Howard Universi ty. 1976 
M.8 .A .. George Washington 
University. 1994 
Yveue Rebecca Henderson 
B.S., Drexel University, 1984 
M.S .. Bowie State University. 1996 
Alfred A. Holston 
B.A., Fon Valley State University, 
197 1 
Shondrea N. Hon on 
B.S .. Amencan University. 
2004 
Jerrnell D. Howard 
B.A .. Univers1ty of Buffalo. 1996 
M.S.W., Howard University, 1998 
Tracy Shaneue Hunter 
B.A., Howard University, 2004 
Deborah C. lnyamah 
B.A., Univer<;1ty of the Dbtrict of 
Columbia, 1992 
Wanda Elizabeth Jackson 
B.S .. Morgan State Univer~ity. 197{ 
M .S .. Loyola College, I 986 
Lawrence C. Jenkins. Sr. 
B.S .. Columbia Union College, 199'. 
Richard Johnson 
8 .A., University of Maryland ar 
College Park, 2004 
Deborah A. Hoy Jones 
B.S .. Morgan State Univers ity. 1972 
M.D .. Rutgers Medical School, 198 
Karen Marie Jones 
B.A., York College. 1997 
Kell i K. Jones 
8 .A .. California State University. 19 
J.D., Universi ty of the District of 
Columbia, 1997 
Kenneth R. Jones 
B.S .. Morgan State University. 1973 
M.S .. Coppin State College, 2000 
Mark Kaigler 
8.A .. Kean University, 1995 
Robert E. King 
B.A., University of the District of 
Columbia. 2000 





B • .\ . Unt\ er..ity ol La \ ernc. :!(~ 
\1aruna E. Mamn 
B.A. Ho,,ard Unl\CTS1t) . :!002 
Iesha Y. McBride 
B.r\ .. \ilorgan State University. 2004 
Janine Mana McCall 
S.S .. Howard Uni\ eN1!). 2004 
Guitelous 0. Molock. Jr. 
B.r\ .. Bethune-Cookman College. 
1980 
J.D .. Howard L'niver~1ty School of 
Law. 1983 
B)eongdcuk Moon 
B.Mu, .. Presbyterian College and 
Theological Seminary, 1995 
Carrington Morgan. Jr. 
B.A .• Morgan State University. 1985 
Florine S. Murphy 
S.S .. Norfolk State Uni,ersily. 1977 
M.S .. Webster University. 2000 
"\tASTER OF DJ\ 1:'\IT, 
Kee Hong Oh 
B A . Hankuk .\in Com:,l)(mdcncc. 
1982 
:0.1.A. Yun-Sci Ln1\'CT'\ll), 1985 
Lauren Danielle Phelp, 
B.A .. L ni,cr<,u~ of MaT\'land at 
College Park. 200 I 
Stephanie D Pruph<'t 
B.A .. Benedict College. 2004 
Lauretta H Robeson 
B.A .. Uniwr,it) of \hi) land. 1970 
\1.A .. 801>1e State Un1vcr,11y. I 982 
Ha,cl Robinson 
B.A. American UniH~rsity. 1979 
Marcu, J. Singleton 
B.S .. Bo"ie State Uni,crslly. 1996 
M.A.. Bowie Staie Umve~it). 1999 
Tck1a M. Smith 
B.S .. Howard Univer!.1ty. 2002 
Rod E. Stanky 
B.A .. Un1ver,ity of the D1,tnc1 of 
Columbia. 200-I 
R<'!!1n,1 8 S1cphe11son 
B S l·a)Cttc, die '>tat<' Uni,cr-.it). 
1986 
Sak1.1 Samtka ~tc,cn,on 
BS . Coppin 'itatc l "m,crsit)'. ~oo., 
Krista Strahan 
B S . Comcll l'nl\cr,11~ . ~0(11 
Jo),'C ,\ . McIntosh Thom,1~ 
B.A., l 111,crs11, ~)I Miami. 1Q"Q 
ClJudi,1 R Tilkr 
B.S . L,ni, c~11y of /\l;1r,.l.111d 
Um, ~rsll) Ct>llcgc. I <llW 
:O.hclrnel A Turnbull 
B.S .. Howard L,ni,ersll). :!00-t 
JcTT) Ran,nm Wllkcr~on II 
B.A .. Seattle Pacific l n1H!rs1I), ~()()() 
.\nthony M. Wibnn 
B.S .. Tow,onStatc Unl\CTSII). 198b 
George I .. Wink field 
8.A .. West Virginia Un1,c1s1t). 1997 
MASTER OF ARTS IN RELIGIOUS STUDI ES 
Brenda Ruth Anderson 
B.A .. National Bible College and 
Seminary. 2005 
Jacqueline F. Bal lou 
B.S., North Carolina A&T State 
University, 1988 
M.B.A .. Duke Univers ity. 1997 
Christopher G. Branton 
B.A .. Morehouse College. 2004 
Randolph Bufkin 
8.A .. Benedict College, 2004 
Renee' Anne Edwards 
8.A., Universi ty of Southern 
California. 1993 
Yolanda Ellison 
B.A .. Tuskegee University. 1998 
JoAnn C. Holston 
B.A .. Fort Valley State Univcrsit). 
1971 
Gwendolyn L. Jackson 
B.S .. Cheyney Univer.ity, 1971 
M.S.W .. Atlanta University, 1975 
Marlene Louise Johnson 
B.S .. Wayne State Univcr,1t}. 1973 
M.S .. University of the District of 
Columbia. 1983 
Luci lle Burrell Smiley 
B.A .. Stillman College. 1963 
M.S.L.S .. University of Alabama at 
Tuscaloosa. 1970 
Ayana Thomas 
B.A .. Xavier University. 
2005 
Debra Denise Williams 
B.A .. Penns) lvani.i State U111,cr,1t). 
1979 
M.S .. American Univcr~it)'. 1985 
M.S .. Un1vc~11y of Maryland. 
1995 
Juanua Wills 
8.A .. Wilberforce Un1vcr,1ty. 1969 
M.P.A .. Wayne State Un1vcr,11y. 1970 
J D .. C'a1hol1c Unhcr,ity School ol 
Luw. 1985 
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Clara I, (;uyton 
BA .• Alabama A & ~ Univer.1ty, 1972 
M S LS .. Univcr~ity ot the Di,tnct of 
Columbi.i, I 989 
M.SL.S .. Thi: Catholic Unl\er.ity of 
America. 1993 
:-.1 Div .. Ho\sard Unsvcr.ity School of 
D1vin11y, 2003 
S, ls.iiah Harvm 
BS .• St. Augu~tine•~ College, 1994 
M Div Howard Univer.,1ty School of 
D1vrnny 2003 
I .uc1llc Hilliard 
B.A., The Catholic university of 
America. 1997 
M.A., American University, 1998 
M Div., Howard University School of 
Divinity, 2005 
Ch:irlenc Hogan 
BS .. Un1ven.1ty uf Arkansas, 1964 
M.A., New York University, 1970 
Ph.D., lloward Univen.ity, 1984 
M.Oiv .. lloward Umversrty School of 
O1vin11y, 2003 
DOCTOR OF \1 1\/ISTR\ 
Li,a M . Kelly 
B.S., Universi1y of Maryland at 
College Parl.:, 1994 
.\1 Div .. Howard Unhersttv School of 
D1vini1y. 2003 
Frnnldm Lance 
8.S .. Universny of Maryland at 
Bahimore County. 1993 
M Di\., Howard University School of 
Divinity. 200 I 
Deborah \1cGill-Jackson 
8 .A., Brown Umversuy. 1976 
M.Div., Virginia Union Univer.;ny 
School of Theology. 1982 
M.A., Virginia Union Universrt; 
School ofThi:ology, 1983 
Tippy Yvette Spann 
8 A .. Un1versi1y of Maryland al 
College Park, 1983 
M.A.T., Trinity College, 1995 
M.A., Trinity University. 2005 
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Barbara S. Wallace 
S.S .. Central Michigan University. 
1972 
M A .. \', .1ynl! State Uni, ersity. 1982 
Thomas J Wooden. Jr. 
8.A., university of Dctroi1 Mercy. 
1989 
M.D1v , \irgrn1a union Umver.;i1y. 
1996 
Gwendolyn Woods Ziegler 
B.A .. United Bible College and 
Seminary. 1988 
M.R.E .. United Bible College and 
Seminary. 1990 
Emmi Ho,,ein Abd..-1 Hamid 
Karen L1,a Abdool 
Chri,11na Elaine Adam• 
Reginald ,\ndre Akxander 
};.on}ena,ua Esther Antoine 
~huniayc Danielle Bahon 
Camille Alex,, Baugh 
;-,ash da '-: Beel.cu 
J1m1 Ola Ben,on II 
Tiffany Latoya B lock,on 
Chm,tophcr James Brown 
Connne 'Vlichcllc Bro" n 
Alfred Carroll Burri, II 
Bt!njarnin LaKo) Bynum 
Zeromch Lorelei Campbell 
Marie rlorencc Celc,un 
Laura Khanali Chcsoni 
Brian Raye Collin~ 
Da\\ n Stcphanu: Chn,toph..:r 
'lia Coulibaly 
Semutch Darlene David 
Gregory Andre Da\\ kins 
u~a Maria Dias 
Brnh Quang Dinh 
Charity Alexis Dixon 
Rencka Latoya Dobbs 
Billie Ranncne Downing 
Shariff Sa 'id Dunlap 
Martin Ugochukwu Egenti 
ChicdoLic Nicholas F. Eke 
lhab Omar Elhassan 
Palricia Adaobi O ladunni Lnekwe 
Alex Faustin 
Larry Ferdinand 
Elcisha Danielle Flanagan 
Aaron Yaw Boafo Adade 
Paul David Alvaranga 
Jolene Nicholic Ayre, 
Romuladus Emcka Azuine 
I"i THE COLLEGE OF !\IEDICINE 
The Candidate.\ 1n/l ht preH'lllt'd h., 
ROBERT E. TA YI.OR. ~1.D .. PH.D .. DE,1 \' 
DOCTO R or .\t E DIC l :-..E 
A11i4u.- "-'-'rr~ Ann Fom:,tcr 
Joseph Kamel Bhh:11 Fran,i, 
Ja.,on ~h~hacl rr:iz1..-r 
K,uhr, n Dclor._., Garre I Kdl\ . . 
Ja5on Courtne) G1b,on 
Abd A Gcbn:-v1org1, 
Tanga~ 1 G11hu 
Darrdl "1a,11n Gm) II 
Ensor Ancvon Gumb, 
Wandn Ellccc Gu) -Cral1 
Syed Owa1, Has.in 
Jes~1ca FernanJa Herrera 
Naima Binta Jacobs-El 
Slephan1e Jean-:--o<?I 
Colibri NcColc Jl.'nk,ns 
Morgan Ehrnbeth Jol111,on 
Quan Tcrrellc John,on 
Sck111at Om0\\ un1111 Toyo,1 Ka"1111 
Karin Danielle Kerk 
~.1bnna Vanetta Kum Wh11chur,t 
Angela Remitc L1p,c1,111b 
Dnfoa Kofi Lotsu 
Joi Luca, 
Ra) moad Mal\cau>., Jr 
Michele Lorraine Ma1tin 
Russell Richard Martin 
Temcia Dcni~e .\ll.1r1111 
Latrc~ha Johanna Mc:Bndc 
Da\·1d Andrew McCall 
Robert Percival McNeil 
Chene-I M 1chcl 
Je,~Jca Elaine l\a,h 
Melissa Nelson-Perron 
MAST f.:R OF PUBLIC HJ:ALTII 
Jamila Sara Brown 
1-'elicia Doris Buadoo-Adadc 
f':rik WcnDell Coleman 
Cart.,, Omar ;"\'c,be1h 
On)d,a :S\\lik,,..:ha 
~1 i.:h.ll ,1.1111,•1 Old, 
Jul , kunlc 0111 
Og., ( Onwu,li\, e 
,\d,•Jum,•k.: 01:inud(' 0,untogun 
Ka,h.1 0111 a, JJm,•, 
Kl.'\ Ill S,• !l P.irker 
C nd i.c \ Pct.:r, 
lame, ,\111h,>n) Pi<'rr~. Jr. 
Jct'lre) .\11,tin P,,u,·r 
Richard ,\ 11lhon1 (_)lll.::k 
Sh\\\\, R.1 n,ah 1i 
.l ud1t~ \olanda R11:hard"''' 
Sharncll Lanen,: '>cph,, 
0.:-\ndreJ I ,t\ unc Sim, 
R<·uh.:11 Danit·! Snuh 
Rames.:~ Lumumb.1 'trouf<• 
Clrnrlc, 1.li,ha Thomp,011 Ill 
Shehna, Tinwl 
Tah1,ha l\ 1c·ok Tolht·rl 
Trn,ha Dec-Ann Tullud1 
Terri I .mclta •lkrn,c·i: 1'11rn~r 
C'hri,tnphcr John Varugh,·,,· 
\ ndrc·,1 Jonathan \', assl'f 
l'aisha Sha, \\ 1lhan1' 
Keith l),11ryl \\'1!-011 Ir 
Don11111c·a l\ 11:olc w, .. 111 
/\sh:11111 ~ 'a Ano \\ nn,1' 
Rymn Omar Wh;1,· 
Joanne Wu 
John Koll Agyarl' )- d ,oah 
Jonnic·c Marie Cooke 
Marjorie (, ray 
Nikia Puyol Grayson 
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Genevive Ng.011 lbc 
Ben-Loui, Chukwudi K1cwunwah 
"1ASTER OF PUBLIC HE..ALTH 
Derck .'vlanin Perkins 
Joanne F. Prerce 
K wabl!na Pob1 
ChriMina Ram~cy 
40 Leader.1/Jip for America a11d the Global Community 
Jodi-Ann S Walker 
.\ncda Adam, . . 
\tJIJh \' a,min Ahmad 
Shabnam "laznm Ahmed 
t,.imb<:rl) Laura Alderman 
Erik Wa)ne Ann,trong 
lJeoma Udoamaka A rung" a 
h,a.:- I.. A rnnt 
Shak.ira Monique Barne, 
\'ictona M. Beall} 
Kara Darlene Be,erly 
LaMon D. Bland 
Daniell~ Sham Blount 
"11chacl Warren BIO\\. 
Zaki)ah Imam Bradford 
Roland Derrkk Brooks 
Jcrcm) Doran Broussard 
Jamaal Ra,had Bro,, n 
Loub Adolph Brown. Jr. 
Nathaniel Brown 
Quenten Mikita Brown 
Dcdan K. B ru ncr 
Kimberly A. Burdge 
Jonalhan Brent Campbell 
Tito Castro 
Patience Brandyn Chambli,~ 
Tarica Chambliss 
Robin Kumar Chand 
Adam Lane Chaudry 
Regine Chevalier 
Chieko M. Clarke 
Candice Danielle Cooks 
Mackenzie B. Coy 
Dio1me Cuuing 
Kasara E. Davidson 
Erica C. Davis 
Tai Dixon 
Aarali P. Doddanna 
Chikadibie Eberenna Duru 
Kelechi Beverly Ebi 
Keri Alison Fiore 
Shirlcthia Vantrese Franklin 
Akilah T. Gibson 
11'1 THE SCHOOL OF LA \V 
The C andidatt>.1· 1111/ be present rd by 
KL'RT L SCH\10ls.E. J.D .. Dt:.t\' 
Jt,;RlS DOCTOR 
Chan in E (,rn.h.1111 
Briana Chri,ta Green 
\;atahc :-:rcolc Gunn 
Amber Nicuk Haggin, 
Yamilt:th G H,mJCbcr 
'I aa-A,antcwa \kua A. Har)!rove 
\Vcndell \1 N Harp 
Eddie L. Harrt'll. Jr 
Jo,cphine -.;ebon Harnott 
Donald Edwin Barri, 
Stephanie '\1colc Ham, 
Fareed Nas,or I lay,11 
Patrice Rhonda Hay,lcll 
Kunberl} M1cht·llc Hc.:nl) 
Kri,tophcr John Ho,, ard 
Brool-.c Wa,hmgton Ho" ell 
Ri,a C Jenkin,•" 
Clarion E. John,on 
Erin P John,on 
Tiffany Nicole John,on 
Veronica Ju,tina Joice 
Brandon Alkn Joni:, 
Detric Linell Kemp 
Jessica K 1rste11 Kent 
Lynd,cy J ls.uykcnclall 
Tia Lenee Lance 
Natalie Patrice LawMin 
Richard S. Lecky 
Abdul-Rahman LcdiJu 
Angela Leigh Lipscomb 
Man·el Anthon) Logan 
April Nicole Love 
Shridevi Madhure 
Anne Ngozika Maduforo 
Nawlic Nicole Mark 
Kea Amy Malory 
Randy Evan McDonald 
Stacy Prances McDonald 
Jocelyn Patricia McKenzie 
Ajua Akilah McNeil 
Quincy Oerone McRae 
Karim Merchant 
Dana Renee Mitchell 
lhrah,m \1011 
D. Paul '1,font,·tn> 
Willt.1m \\ inter r-..,·sh111 I\ 
EI.\Hlto1i.1 l chcchukwu 'l,,.1buzN 
t-.apc,h \ Hlrnl P.itcl 
Denul-.a Lorraine !'err) 
Jaa) c Per,on•l.) nn 
Ro,rna1inc.: l'\I . Ponde"c1 
Da, 1d l .d~cr Pm1<·r 
Clifton \shh!) Pnnct· 
Meh\,a f\lc,ia Pr}CC 
RIii\ an \hmad Qureshi 
Carleen R,·gn1c.:r 
Craig Lamard R1rard 
Sahrina C'uth11,· R1ch,1rd,011 
Sh.iyna Rene R1chJrd,n11 
\ 1,ma Mnn14uc Robert,on 
Johnna M11:hellc Ro"c 
Valentina V. Rucker 
Lauren Oli\-111 Ruffin 
Adrian P. Sho,1ell, 
Jm.1111 Ro,, S1h,·) 
Duane L Smith 
Jasper Brwn Smith 
Tcr1quc Mo~hcllc Sm11h 
M1chncl Scan Spcnl·c 
Ncsihnch St 11111 
Brandi R Stewart 
Brmama C S1cwar1 
Stacy Raphael Stewart 
Dana Monce Stith 
Alexis Nicole Sykes 
Natiya Danielle Tappe, 
Christina Marie Thoma, 
Shauna Thompson 
Monica Saroj Ullagaddi 
Lekccia D. Underwood 
Tyrone Valdivia 
Diana Vanessa Vilmcnay 
Symphonic Lati~ha VonRippon 
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SaMonna La1ay Wans 
Robyn Nicole Webb 
Cry~1al Wc\cO 
Akara Chmoye Wh11cn 
Scrah A~at Dohvoma Fongang 
Patience Arrey Ebin1 
Saroj Natarajan Iyer 
J URIS DOCTOR 
Tania Wignarajah 
Shana J W 1lcher 
Kenyetta Marie Wilkerson 
George A. Williams 
"1ASTER OF LAWS 
Olukunle Folayemi Komolafe 
Vincent Nyeko 
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Charle:. J. Willoughby. Jr. 
Michelle M. Yost 
Marian Zapata-Ro~sa 
Sung-Hyun Park 
Wondimu Hordoffa Wollege 
1\) kl.ol Aldndge 
Candace Andrea AJe,.ander 
Jcrcm:r Maurice Alexander 
franche,ka I 'amour Allen 
Kwame ;l.)areus A~omani 
Cherie M. Atlon, 
Amira M Baker 
Ashandra J. Batiste-Williams 
John T Bi mer 
Rion Dwight Blagrove 
Desmon Antonio Brown 
Dwight Anthony Brown II 
Jarrell Olin Caldwell 
Angelo Maigue Camerino 
Juan I. Castillo 
Toussaint Robeson Crawford 
Crystal G. Elli~ 
Kasey Yassin Farah 
Andrei! Nikolan1 Faust 
Karen Davida Fields 
Dahab Tesfai Gaime 
Darryl Eugene Gilmore 
Candace Alana Grace 
Dominicque Blanche Gray 
Jila J. Abyaneh 
Nicole Patricia Arroyo 
Bertha Anne11e Castro 
Tamekia Yvonne Davis 
Amber Krista Goode 
IN THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY 
The Ca11didat1's wilf be presented by 
LEO E. ROL<;E. D.D.S . D£..tV 
DOCTOR OF DE"TAL SL RGERY 
foremy E Hauibe 
Thaddcu, Han C:) II 
HaJar F Ha,an-\'cmtt 
Jaha \'. Howard 
Tiff an} l\ 1cok Jamison 
Antoine Gerard Johnson 
Keenon Lamar Johnson 
Candace Sherdria Jones 
Irene Kathuna 
Natalie G. Kelle) 
Andrew Lamar Lee 
Cameron D Lewi, 
Naeemah T. Lewb 
Mami1a L Tre,e Lo,·e 
Henry Twa-Devin Marable 
Stanley Edward Mauhcw~ 
Cedrick Brown McDonald 
Bari McFarlane 
Haleh Mirmiran 
Monica S. Mo~ley 
Corey Cornelius Murray 
William Korye Nelson 
Auc,uwa Bencd1ct.1 O,unue 
S1mbara,he Parm:nyatw a 
Rachac:l Lynn Parri,h 
\<hie) "l1cole P1ncknc~ 
Nina Shante R," 
Lor) Michelle Rkhtcr 
Jamee D Snmueb-Ru,,cll 
GcctanJeh R Shcogobind 
Dalila Marcile S1mp~on 
C'hanclle Linua Small 
Frank Deleno Snell II 
Dcsinta Speller 
Tiffany El1,c Spencer 
Ebonee M Starr 
I .1dia T Teklc 
Carole Louise Vibert 
Alfonw H. William,on. Jr 
Richard Alkn Wibon 
Ryun Scott Wil,on 
Erika Rachelle Wc•odson 
Tyc,c Jc,~ica Wright 
CERTIFICATE IN DE TAL HYG IENE 
Nikita Helene Jone, 
Loan Thi Le 
Hyeyoung Leem 
Selam Afcwork Ncrayo 
Loe V. Nguyen 
Sophia Proctor 
Kenneth Devon Reed 
Tahha Katherine Reynold, 
Sv1tlann V Savcnkova 
Brina Joy Whitley 
CERTIFICATE IN ORAL AND MAXILLOFA CIAL SU RGERY 
Michael A King, D.D.S. 
Robec Bailey. Jr.. D.M.D. 
Anishka Chi vars Brown, D.D.S. 
Edward A. Longwc, D.D.S. 
CERTI FICATE IN ORTHODONTICS 
Stephane Dieudonne, D.D.S. 
Madueke Ethelbcrth Ekoh. D.D.S. 
Phuong N. Nguyen. D D S 
Kevin J. Robinson. D.D.S. 
Marianne Ste1>hanie Tchami S1cwe. D.D S. 
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CERTIFICATE I" PEDIATR IC DENTISTRY 
Ephraim LorenlO Allmon. D.D S. 
Katina Rene Beverly. D D.S . 
Kredenna Lou1\e Be,erly. D.O.S 
Tere5a Danielle Jordan. D.M.O. 
l\ahee Wilham~ McDonald, D.O.S. 
Michelle V. Sto~aJI. D D.S. 
C ERTIFICATE J~ ADVANCED EDUCATION PROGRAM lN GENERAL DENTISTRY 
Junior Andcr~on Dover, 0.0.S. Claudia Ceciha V,llarroel-Soto, D.O.S. 
Lucciola Lambruschm1-Zapa1a, O.D.S. Enk Alexander Watson. O.O.S. 
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ll'i THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL \VORK 
Tht Candidart'l II ill he presnlft cl by 
Ct,DORE L. S/1.ElL, D S.\V . DEA\ 
Efuntomr\\a Aramide Adedcj1 
BA. Michigan State Uni,crsit). 1998 
Cvnthta C Adell 
B.A .. univcrsny of W1scon~m-
Mil\,aukcc. 1992 
Ayonnde Claudius Adcnegan 
S.S .. Coppin State Un1vcrsit). I 999 
Marcus Jo~eph Adolphus 
8.A .. Howard Unhersity, 2002 
Nicole Rufina Alexander 
B.A .. University of Nonh Carolina-
Charloue. 2003 
Ale.xis Danielle A hon 
S.S. W .. West Chester University of 
Pennsylvania, 2005 
Paul Joseph Amara 
B.A .. Four-dh Bay College. University 
of Sierra Leone, 1995 
Maureen Akwi Anyangwa-Ngeh 
8.A .. University of Buea, 2003 
Comfort Nna Anaochu 
B.A .. University of Ibadan, Nigeria. 
1998 
Danuel LaShun Baker 
B.S.W .. Norfolk State University, 
1998 
Shanay Marie Barrett-Hugan 
B.S.W., Syracuse University, 2005 
Leonora Bell 
B.S. W., University of the District of 
Columbia, 2005 
Katricia V. Bennett 
B.A .. Howard University. 2000 
Tashaunya Nicole Blake 
B.A., University of Maryland-Eastern 
Shore. 2001 
\IASTER OF SOClAL \\ ORK 
Donna Bland 
S.S .. Columhia L'nion College. 2004 
Bcatncc Lni~ha Brooks 
S.S. Towson Lnl\crsrt}, 2004 
Tiff an) Nicole BrO\, n 
8 .-\ .. Texa~ College. 2003 
Charle~ Lee Bro,,n, Jr. 
B.A .. Howard lJn1,ers1ty. 1989 
Keturah Bundu 
8.A., George Ma:.on Unl\Crsity. 2000 
Kirk O'Neil Burke 
B.A .. Univel'l,rt, of Cahfomin-
Riverside. 2003 
Nikia LaKishia Butler 
8.A., Michigan State Uni,ersil), 200 I 
R~handa Lynette Butler 
B.S. W .. Johnson C. Smith unl\ersit). 
2004 
Dionne Annette Caldwdl 
B.S.W .. Southern Connecticut S1;11c 
University, 2005 
Ava Maureen Caner 
B.A., Howard University, 2003 
Monique Nicole Caston 
B.S .. University of lllinoi~, Urbana-
Champa1gn. 2004 
Shawntese E. Charles 
B.A .. Georgetown University. 2003 
Roland Joseph Colbert II 
B.A .. Howard University, 2004 
Erika Nicole Cooksey 
B.S. W .. University of Maryland-
Baltimore County, 2005 
Darren George Cox 
8.A., Pennsylvania State University. 
2002 
L.1unt't<'C ·\nncll<' Cr<hh) 
B A. Penns} h ama Stale l nht'r-ll). 
20(1.' 
Trinat) N1cok Crosh) 
B.S . Penn,; h ,tnia St,lle Um, cr.-1t). 
2005 
Brntoyu Shariquc Curr) 
B.A., •\labama /\ & M Uni\cr.-11y. 
2001 
Bnuan; l ,1urd Curtis 
B.A . Tri11t t) College. 2004 
Honcn~c Daley 
B.S .. Fro,thurg State U111,·et',1t). I 994 
Bcuc Laurcue Da",~ 
8.A .. Mal')tllOUlll Unl\er.,ity. 2000 
S) rcna Michelle Du, 1s 
8.A., No11h Carolina Ccntml 
U111vcrs11y. 200 I 
Edison Patrick Duncan 
B.S.W .. Norfolk State Univ,·rsity. 
2001 
Noelle M. Dunson 
8.A., California State Univcri,ity-
Nonhridg.e. 2004 
Lisa Shrlon l!ley-Brnmc 
B S. W .. Bowie State Univct',ity. 1995 
Jennifer Anne Farr 
8.A .. Seattle Pacific Univcr,ity, 2003 
Ay11nn11 N. Fcrgu~on 
B.A .. Lincoln University. 2CXXl 
Delore, R. Fields 
B.S. W .. University of the District ol 
Columbia, 1997 
Quinn Nicole-Maria Flowers 
8.S .. Syracu~e University, 2005 
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KaShawna Joem~cc Foster 
B.A .. University of "lonh Carolina-
Green~boro. 2004 
Te,fa Mekonnen Oemeda 
B.A., Addis Abba Un1vers1ty 
Eth10p1a, I 982 
M.A . Warsaw University. 1992 
Jasmine S1arr Ginn 
B.A .. California Siate Un1vers11y-
Nonhridgc, 2004 
Madonna Mello Green 
B.S., Ursinus College, 200 I 
Sheneka Demsc Hairston 
B.A. , Virginia Techni~I College, 
2005 
Larqueua Dameue Hammie 
BA .. Elizabeth City State Unive11>ity, 
1998 
Tiffany Sherrell Harrison 
B.S.W., Morgan State University, 
2005 
D' Andra Forestina Hector 
B.S W .. Kean Universi ty, 2005 
Crys111I Denise Henderson 
B.S.W., Southern Connecticut State 
Univcrsi1y, 2005 
Charisse Nirvana Holl 
R.S., Virginia Commonwealth 
University, 200 I 
Candyce Jeanne Hughes Coulibaly 
B.A., I loward Universi ty. 2000 
Thandiwc I. Irvin 
B.S .. Fayc11cville State University. 
2005 
Latissha Terese Isby 
B.S .. Ohio Valley College, 2004 
Mercy Yuhie Johnson 
B.A., Un1 ven,i ty of North Carolina at 
Charlotte. 2003 
Kenya Chappelle Jones 
B.A .. Virginia State University. 2004 
MASTER OF SOC lAL \VORK 
Rodrica Michael Jones 
BS .. Alabama State University, 2002 
Bemadeue Els,a Joy 
B.S.W .• Bowie State University. 2005 
Nene E. Kalu 
B.S., Howard University, 2004 
Fatma1a Tity Kamara 
B.A., The Catholic University of 
America, 2000 
Jacklyne M. Kamara 
B.S .. Old Dominion Universi1y. 2004 
Jennifer Michelle Kent 
S.S., Bradley University, 1999 
Kyra Monique Kidd 
B.S .. Howard University, 2005 
Rachel Elaine Kindell 
B.S.W .. South Carolina State 
University. I 994 
Tiffany Yvette Lane 
B.S.W .• West Chester University, 
2005 
Kristi Monique Love 
B.S.W .. Lipscomb University, 2004 
Clinique Erica Jovan Marshall 
8.A .. Howard University. 2005 
Lindsay Aigner Mason 
B.S.W .• Universi1y of Georgia. 2005 
Chris1ine D. Manis-Myrie 
B.A .. College of New Rochelle, 1995 
NaKeisha Chanel Mayo 
B.S.W .. Bennett College, 2005 
Gabrielle De Wan Mccraney 
B.S.W .. Southern University-Baton 
Rouge, 2000 
Tya Michelle McGrue 
B.S.\V .. Nonh Carolina Staie 
University. 2005 
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Carl Lenn M 1ller 
B.S.W .. Tuskegee University. 2000 
Ooaline Labriget Mouzon 
B.A.. Morris College. 2005 
Danielle Nicole Nelson 
B.A. , Trinity College, 2004 
Nicky Nkecb1 Odaka 
B.S. W .. University of the District of 
Columbia. 200 I 
Sheronda Antoinette Palmore 
B.A., Denison University, 2005 
Ashley Nichole Parker 
S.S. W., Southern University A & M 
College. 2005 
Cristina Elizabeth Jesusa Payne 
B.A .. Howard University. 2004 
LaToria Hairston Pearson 
B.A., The Catholic University of 
America. 2004 
Kago D. Phatshwane 
S.S .. Virginia lntermont College, 2004 
Sharon Yvonne Powdrill 
B.S.W., Coppin State University. 2005 
Erica Angele Rachal 
B.A., Howard University. 2003 
Jeffrey DeShawn Richardson 
B.A .. University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill, 2000 
Nicole Denise Robinson 
B.S.W., Southern University, 2005 
Jason Peart Rodney 
B.A .. West Virginia Univers ity. 2001 
Sydney Amiee Royes 
B.S., New York Universi ty. 2001 
Shirley Juanita Sco11 
8.S.W .. Coppin State University, 2004 
Sharae A. Sharp 
B.S .. Bowie State University, 1999 
(sha Monique Sharpe 
B.S .. Howard lini,ersity, 2005 
Sherese Smith 
B.A. Cheyney Cm,er.,ity, 2005 
Paule M. Tessier 
B.A. Uni\'ersity of Southern Florida. 
2004 
Shirle) Marie Thomas 
B.A .. Rider Umversi1y. 2005 
April Denise Turner 
B.S .. Morris College. 2001 
Erika Lea Turner 
B.A .. Spelman College. 1996 
Jamara Artrice Tuttle 
B.S.W, North Carolina Central 
University. 2005 
Molly Elizabeth Tye 
B.S.W., University of Kanbas, 2006 
John Lewis Monroe. Jr. 
8.S .• Southern University, 1992 
M.S.W .. Grambling State University, 
1994 
Emory Lewis Perkins 
B.S., Paine College. 1983 
M.S.W., Howard Universi1y, 1986 
Willie Earl Ringold 
B.S.W .. Universi ty of Mississippi. 
1979 
M.S.W .. Howard Universily, 1990 
Barbara Elaine Smith 
B.A .. Howard Universi ty, 1968 
M.S.W., Howard University. 1970 
Jeanelle Miranda Steward 
MASTER OF SOCIAL \tORh. 
Priya Vaidya 
B A . C~ \\ e,tcrn Re;ef\ c 
Um, er..11). 2004 
Jennifer Wa11t 
B.S. W., George \lason Univers1t). 
2003 
Courtney Elyse \Vall, 
8.S W .. Bo" ie State 1.,;nivel"'ity. 2005 
Beriuf Araya Weldearga} 
B.S. W .. Scaule Uni, crs,t). 2004 
Cassaundra Janiece \\ tlkms 
B.S .. Coppin State College, 1994 
Yakita J. Wilkinson 
8.A .. Clark A1lan1a Unl\·er.,i1y. 2005 
Alisha Jeanelle Williams 
8.A., Central Connecucut State 
Universtl}, 2004 
Jene' Tania Willtams 
B.A., Duquesne University. 2004 
DOCTO R OF SOCIA L WORK 
Kalen( l..1" .111 \\ ilhJm, 
B.S . C(>pp1n State L'nivcrsit), I <NQ 
G" cndOI) n \\ ti ham, Jone, 
B A .. Ho\\ ard L'm,ers11y. I 978 
De, t>n Chi!\ onnc \\ ibon 
8 A., University ol \1aryland-Ctilkgc 
Park. 2004 
Ja~e~e Rene \\ oolndgc 
8.S W. California Smte-Long llt'ach. 
2005 
D\\.tnnc St P;1tnd. Wrighl 
B.A., Bc1han) College. 2003 
Jermame Anton WyJtt 
B.A.. Sha" Unaversit). 2005 
Paulene: Mane Young 
B.A .. Trinit) Un1\'.:r.-i1}, 2003 
Etscgcnel Zc" di.: 
B A .. Un1vers1l} of the District nt 
Columbia. 1987 
"'The Relationship Between Rdigiosity and Psycho,o~•iul 
S1rcss Among African-American Men" 
"lnves1iga11on of Risk-Tak mg Behavior\ Associated "11h 
the HIV Positive S1atus Among African American W,>tnen" 
"African- American Males· E1-po~ure 10 Pam ii) and 
Communi1y Violence: A Ocscrip1ivc Study of Suburbun 
Gang Member~hip'" 
·•Factors that lnOucnce U11li1.a1ion of Nursing Honw~ by 
African-American Caregiver~ for Long-Term Care•· 
B.A .. Sou1h Carolina State University. 1969 
M.S.W., Howard University. 1975 
"School Violence: An Explanatory Study of Ri~k !"actors 
Associa1ed with Self-Repor1ed Bullying Behaviors Among un 
African-American Urban Junior High School Aged Population'' 
Tracy Robinson Whitaker 
B.A .. Howard University, I 983 
M.S.W., Howard University, 1988 
" Factors Influencing Social Workers' Coping Response~ 10 
Perceived Workplace Bullying•· 
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IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
The Candida1e1· will be prese111ed b, 
ORLA",DQ L. TAYLOR. PH.O .• DEAN 
GRAIHATt CERT IFICATE 11' INTERNATJO'<\L STUDIES 
Tiffany Joy Hell 
Communication and Culture 
BA Indiana Uni,cr..ity, 2()(J4 
M.A. lloward Univer,ny. 2006 
R~nu Bcniwal 
Communication and Culture 
B A . San Diego State Univcr-ity, 
2003 
M.A., lioward Universit}, 2007 
Maria M . Nghidmwa 
"-'1a\~ Communicalion and Mcdia Studies 
BA . Harare Polytechnic College, 1996 
M.A. Card1lr Univcr.,ity, Wale\, 1999 
Ph.D .. Howard University. 2007 
Ava Jul iann Simpson 
Pubh, Administration 
B.A, Howard University. 2004 
M.A.P.A .. Howard lJnivcrsuy, 2007 
GRADl,ATE CERTIFI CATE I WOMEN'S STUDIES 
Imam Michele Cheer, 
A fncan Studies and Re\Cllrch 
H.F.A .. Washington Univer.,ny. St. 
Louis, 2002 
M.A .. lloward Univer<,ny, 2(107 
Jan6t R Griffin 
Educational Admini~tration and Policy 
B.S., D1strict of Columbia Teacher's 
College, 1972 
M.A., lloward Un1vcr.,i1y, 1974 
Adcbnmbo 0. Adeshiyan 
Ma~~ Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A., Alabama State University. 2005 
Virginie Aline 
Modem Languages 
B.A., Howard Umvcrsity, 2004 
Ronald Andrew Allen 
Hi:.tory 




B.A .. lloward University. 2005 
Sophia A Nur 
African Studie\ and Research 
ll.A . Occidental College, 2003 
M.A., Howard Un1vcrs1ty. 2007 
Nicole Jannecn Taylor 
Engh~h 
B.A., Univer.,ity of the District of 
Columbia, 2000 
M.A.. University of the Distrn:t of 
Columbia. 2002 
Ph.D .• Howard University. 2007 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Tiffany Joy Bell 
Communication and Culture 
B.A., Indiana University, 2004 
Rcnu M. Beniwal 
Communication and Culture 
B.A., San Diego State University, 
2003 
Samika Nicole Boyd 
Poli1ical Science 
8.A., Howard University. 2005 
Nicole T. Branch 
Sociology 
B.A., Howard University. 2002 
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Cynthia Brevil 
Modem Languages 
B.S.P.T. Florida International Universit, 
1999 
Tiffany D. Brown 
Mass Communication and Media Studie 
S.S .. Virginia State University. 2004 
lmani Michele Cheers 
African Stlldies and Research 
B.F.A .. Washington University. 
St. Louis. 2002 
Devin Ashley Collins 
Sociology 
B.A .. McDaniel College. 2001 
1y. 
es 
5.u,drJ :\I Da, 1s 
.-\rl H 1,10ry 
B.A .• Columhr:i l'm, <'l"itty. I qt.Jt, 
Jntc·a ,\,tarr DcSf ,c d, 
Cvmmunic •tu 1 mJ Culture 
B ,\. \Ion:. 111 'ilJh: Univcr-H\. 2~Wl3 . . 
}krt>cn ,\luhammad Fra,c•r ,\btlur 
Rahim 
Uislol) 
B.,\., College or Charlc,11,n. 2()(1~ 
lngnd Guzman-Dote! 
Mcxkm Lauguagcs 
8.,\., Cniwr,,it) ,,fthc D1,1ri\:I of 
Columhia, 1992 
,\1auhe" Len G,1i1h 
Communirnuon and Culture 
B.A .. Howard Uniwrsit), 20(12 
\1onca Tamara Hendrick, 
Soc1nlogy 
8.A . 'v.',hhingl,>ll and Lee U11i,cr-.i1y. 
20()4 
\aron S Hippolytc 
Poh11cal S,·icncc 
B.A . \ 1rginia Union Umvcl"iit), 1999 
Vanessa A Hollo"'ay 
History 
8.A .. l mversity of Nnnh Carol ina. 
C'harlo11c. 2005 
Jc,,c Nkcngong Jingw1 
Poliucal Science 
B.A .. EaMcm Michigan U111vcn,1ty. 
1998 
Jubna A. Lewis 
Educational Admini,tration and Policy 
8.S .. Louisiana State L 1m crsity, 2002 
Pegg} A Lewis 
Hb1ory 
B.A .. Trini1y College. 1977 
Garvin Adrian Linley 
Communication and Culture 
8.A., University of Wc,tcrn Ontario, 
1997 
:\I \SffR OF .\RTS 
:K.1n11l.1h 0111 Ma'!'tin 
Commu111c:i11,m :mJ Cutrurc 
A \ .. lhl\\ and l' 111\l'l"ill). I </<JS 
Lwp,:nl! \lat-au 
'-oci,,log) 
B So,. 'id .. l'nhcrsit) ,,1 Cap,: T,,\\n, 
:?DO:? 
E,nwr-JIJa .Sierra \k"- 1e 
\1as, Communicatwn .111J \kd1a 
'>tu.J1e, 
8. \. I-lone!~ S,,mhcm Cullq;c. ~004 
l'ru1,c Anub1, Mhtx1n 
\,la,, Crnnmunic:ition and \lcd1a 
Stud1c., 
8 \. Ho" ard Um, crsil). 1999 
'\adinc Nadine 
Commu1m·;1111111 ,md Culture 
RA., \1m,1i.t).l Catholic Univcr,11), 
lndune,1.1. ~00-t 
\ 1J\\ ,mda Chm"c 'lidjungu 
~conomic, 
B. \ .. Dillar<l L'nivcr,ity. 200,l 
l:veltnc l{o,c !'.g,, ,f\thog Nonga 
Modem Language~ 
8 A., l 111vcl"iit) of Maryland. 200:l 
\,hunda A. l\orn, 
Fnghsh 
B.A., Pame Cnllcgc. 200 I 
Sophia Abdi Nur 
,\I nrnn Stuchc, and Rc,c·arch 
B A .. Occ:1dclllal College. 200 \ 
An1cnc1ka Peny-Predd1c 
Mas, Com111u111ca1mn and Mcdi.i 
C:,1udic, 
B.A .. Snuthcm l n1ver,1t). 200J 
Mona-1 ue E. N Recd 
H 1MOI')' 
8.A .. Wi ll :uneuc Un1vcr,i1y. 2004 
f:l i1.1bc1h Danie lle Ricks 
P~ychocducational Studies 
8.A., Univcr~ity of Nonh Carolina, 
Chapel Hi ll. 2002 
h.cch I,) n R,is, 
I' 11!! i,h 
B ·\.Pram,•\'"" \<\.\I t'111,c•rsH). 
2{Kl(I 
t.,,112 R1,~1 .1 
,\J n, .111 , ud1<•s and Rc•"•;u,h 
ll S . St ('l,1ud St.lit' Unt, ,•rstl). '.?()('4 
1·,ehn I ,·n;i S.1ll,1h 
Al'nc·an S111d1c, and R,•,,·.11,h 
A \ Spcln .111 C,,lkgc 'OO~ 
SamJah I :s,w1't>,·rr1 
\1.1', Co111nmni,·:ui<1n and I\ kdia 
S1ud1<·, 
13 ·\ . Gramhhn~ S1a1,· \Jnl\ crs1t}, 
:!00.l 
Grq:,,r~ \ '>c·,,11 
\1.lss (\nnm11n1.:a111111 ;111J l\k.ti.1 
Studtc•, 
BS l'ults l 'ni,.-1,11,. 2005 
,\nu,hk~ Pa1rn:e St l .0111, 
Comm11111l·at11111 and CuhuR' 
B .\., How.ml llrmcr,u). :!005 
\' akrii: Ro,..: Siad.man 
Soc1olog, 
A \ . St. John h,hi:r Colli:!!<: 2005 
t\wha c:; C:,1..:wart 
Con11nunu:a11on and Culture 
H \. llm,ard l 'nl\ct,11), 200., 
T}C~hi.t I.} nn 1'110111p,11n 
tcng li,h 
BA .. California Si.11.- lfni,cl"irl}. 
Lung lkach. 200:! 
Naima h.halil.1h \ 111,1111 
hlucut1011al \d1111nts1ra11011 and Pnhl') 
B A • \ undcrh1h Unl\'l'l"ty. 20<H 
Yvcuc Claire Wh11r 
Engh,h 
B.A .. Univcrs11y or the Wc,1 lnd tc,. 
2000 
Yveuc I) Whiti: 
I li~tnry 
B.S., Gcnrgcto,\ 11 Un1vcr,ity. 1991! 
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Cl:in,,a Janel Willi ,ms 
Modem Language~ 
B A .. Win,1on•Salcm Slate: 
Unrvcr,ily, 2003 
Jarcnda Cvonnc Willwm, 
1-h~lory 
H.A . Nonh Carolin~ Central 
Univcr ,uy. 2()(J5 
:'\1ASTER OF ARTS 
Kiahn.1 F William, 
Poliucal Science 
B.A. Ca1holrc Unin:r.i1y. 2004 
Paula Williams-Lamina 
English 
13.A .• Mcred11h College. 1995 
Brian Coleman Woodward 
&lu,·auonal \dm1nistra1ion and Polic) 
B.A,. Howard Uni,l'rsit). :!004 
\1 ASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLI C AD'\-ll 'IISTRATIO!'. 
Mcl11n., 'vfanc Hynum 
Puhl1c Admmi,1ra11on 
BA .. Virym1a State Umver~i1y. 2005 
·1 un"1a Shani Chn,1ian 
Puhlic Adrmni,1ra11on 
fl.A lloward I..Jni\Cr,ny, 2005 
J°omn T C'ummmg, 
Public Adm1m,1ra11on 
U A .. Lnrvcr\11) ofWashmg1on, 2004 
13 A, Uni\crsi1y of Wa,hmgwn. 2004 
Sulucc Ro,a Dt1ncan 
PolrucaJ Science 
R.A . Ho-.ard Un,versuy. 2005 
Makua l.aquc11 I laync~ 
Public Admm1,1ra11011 
BA., ll111vcr,1I) ol Arkan~al>. Pinc 
Blull, 2002 
J\ foluh1 Adcldc-/\dcdoy1n 
',y,1cm, and ( 'ompu1cr Scicncl' 
BS S.C'.S., lloward Univcr,i1y. 200-1 
Pie rro1 Chery 
System~ and Compuwr $ricnce 
13.S.C .S., Bowil: S1a1c Univcrs11y. 
200-t 
B.S . lfowu! ~ I.th' Univcr,11y 200-1 
C'hri,11nc Dcll>r.:, C'u,1i, 
Sy,1c•m, and Cumpu1.-r Science 
H ', C LS . Honda A&M Umvcn.11y. 
11.J<lR 
Debra Baker Johnson 
Public Adminis1ra1ion 
8 A .• Bened1c1 College. I 982. 
Kcnne1h E. Maxcy 
Public Administration 
BA .. Un1ver,11y of Notre Dame, 2001 
Marvin Antoine Richardson 
Public Administration 
8.S .. Springfield College, 2003 
Kci1h 0. Royal 
Puhlic Admm1~1rat1on 
B.A., Howard Uniq~r,it1. 200 1 
Ava Ju liann Simp~on 
Public Adminis1ra1ion 
B.A., I loward Univcrsily. 2004 
Michael Stewart, Jr. 
Public Admini\1ra1ion 
B.A., I l oward Umver.. i1y, 2005 
Terrence Bradford Tarver 
Public Administration 
B.A .. Langston University. 2002 
La11ffany Nicole Taylor 
Public Administration 
B.A .. Nonh Carolina Central 
University. 2005 
B.S .. North Carolina Central 
Univer~il). 2005 
Shannon Marquis Thompson 
Public Adminis1ra11on 
B.A .. Umversi ty of Maryland, College 
Parf-. 2004 
Monique Cecilia Williams 
Public Adm1n1~1r.ition 
B.A .. York University. :!005 
MASTER OF COMPUTER SC IENCE 
Paul Vernon Hayes II 
System~ anti Computer Science 
13.S.S.C.S., lloward Universlly. 
2005 
Peter M. Msikcla 
S)slcm, and Computer Science 
B.S C.S., University of Dar-Es-Salaam, 
2002 
lnnm:cm Mu1aba1i Ndimuban,1;i 
SyMems and Computer Science 
B.S .• La Roche College. 
200-1 
Augustine Kunlc Obisesan 
Systems and Computer Science 
B.S .. Yaba College of Technology, 
Nigeria, 1997 
Oluwafcmi Olawale Olado~u 
Sy~lems anti Computer Science 
8.S .. California State University, 
Domingue,. Hil l~. 2002 
Oladimcji Olawole Olao,ebikan 
Sys1ems and Computer Science 
B.S.S.C.S .. Howard University. 
2004 
~O I 1·111/t"nhip fo,- A111t·r1n1 a111/ the Global Co1111111111i1y 
Kendra "' Simon 
s~ ,wm, and Comput,:r Science 
8. S CS .. /l.11d,,.:,1cm Stat.: l/ni, (:c--it), 
2002 
Khahd A. Abtlb;1l..er 
1:le.:trical and Compo1,:r Eng111ecnng 
8.S .. AdJi, i\baba t:m,cr--it). 199'1 
\layukun 0 . ,\ wohamis.: 
Civil Engtnccring 
B.S Ohakn11 ,\\\olowo l ' niq,r"ty. 
NigcriJ. 2003 
Lvndon \;1gd Burge,, 
Uc.:lflcal and C11mpu1er Encincenn~ - "' 
B.S.L E. Hu,,·Jrd Uni,cr,i1y. 2002 
\1ouhamed lbrah1ma Diop 
Elc.:trical and Computer Eng111c,:nng 
B.S I:: E .. Hm,;1rd L.:n1,er,i1y. 2CXW 
,\ndrc:1 R. All,:n 
Gcneuc, and Hum;1n Genc11~·, 
B S Bn\\ ie St.Ile Unh crsll}. 200 I 
\krlie· Tameika .\nd..:rson 
(\1mmu111ca11,m Sc1cnc:c, and 
Disorder, 
B.S. Jacko.on S1a1,• l.'n1vcr,i11. 199~ 
M -\ I . Jackson Stare L,niwr,ny. 
2003 
LJud,, Koti A1tim11 
1'ta1hema11cs 
BS .. l,111\,m,11} of Ghana. 2003 
Ka\\a11 S. Dall 
Commu111cat1on Sc11.:11cc, and 
Di,ordcrs 
B S .. Southern Uni\ cr,ny. 2(J05 
Ylicah Horem:c Ballton-Br,1111lcy 
Physics 
B.S. Spelman College. 2004 
B. S.C.: E .. Georgia ln,InuIc 1>f 
Tcchnnlogy. 2004 
\! ,\ STE R OF CO.\IPllTF.R scn:~C'E 
Jame, A. Tolbert II 
'>~,1cm, mJ Computer Sdcnc-e 
8 S.CS. \tn":whu,ctt, ln,111u1c nf 
lcchn '"'!!', 100:'i 
\I \STER OF E'\Gl'\EFRI'\(, 
o·tega ,\l..powhcnc l,Jofod(>nu 
L- lcctnc·al :ind (\,mputcr !:ng111Cl·ri11s 
8 S.LI .. , li<m.irJ U1mcr,i1y, 2004 
Rri:in S :\loore 
,\kd1an:cal Engmccnnp 
BS .. llowanl Uni,·.:1,i1y. JQ<N 
Ch1bu1J...e K N\\ ai..amm.1 
l.lcctrK d ,mJ Computer l-n~mc.:cnng 
B S F L .. Pratrc \ 1c,, \,\ \1 
l 111\ cr,t1y, 200-l 
lknr> Phillip, 111 
l\kchi1n11:al Lngincc11n" - ,, 
B S .. Tougaloo (\1llcge·. 2003 
I\! -\STER OF SCIE'\CF 
K.n,1ophcr fatn1' lk,k\\lth 
C,cncuc, and I lum,m Ckncuc, 
8.S .. L ni,cr,Jt} of North .\l.1h.ima. 
2002 
Charle, Wr,k, Rund 
~kallh l luman Pcrlom1anc.:, and 
Ll·isurc Stud1e, 
B /\ . \/lmh Carolina A& I State· 
l 111v1:1,11y. l'-17~ 
Tani,ha I. Burford 
P,ychology 
n A • I lum,·r College, 200.1 
Atsha D,, a1114Ul' Caldwell 
Comnumica1m11 Sc11:m:c, and 
I >1,ordcr, 
B S . St.:phcn I· Au,1111 State 
l 111,cr,11,. :!()(J.l 
Roxanna Renee: Chri,11c 
I kalth. Human Pcrfom1mR·c. and 
l..c1w1c S1ud1,·, 
13.S . liPw,trd Unl\crsily. ::!002 
,\111,m,o l)uv,1lhu Rnb11i-on 
\ kd1.11Ul.':t.l L11i:1ne'<.Tlll): 
n S .\1 h. Ho,,ar.t l nl\c-rsit) . .::1xi2 
Onur Kirk P31 lie k St,•ph,·n",n 
Ci, ii Ei1!!i11,·,·rn1i: 
B.S.C.:l: .• lkmard IJ111H·1,it), .:tXl::! 
:\'au1r R 1k.11 \\ .,u.:-
l:k.:111,·:il :mJ C1,111p111.:r I· ngin,·ning 
U.S.l· I•, lhmarJ llni,,•r,11}, ~lkl~ 
l'aril.u \\' \\'nk,·nl' 
Cl\ 11 Eni:inc·,·1 Ill)! 
B.SC' 11 • 1\rhamin,·h lJnl\crsll) . ;o(n 
Pamd.i ,\ . Ci . (larl.c 
B1nlng) 
B.S .. 1low,1rJ l'11l\cr,il), 2002 
llcatlu:r .\laric < 'ullm, 
lil'netk, ,t11<l I lu111an <,,•11e'II<'' 
II -\. Caltfom1a Slate· l 'ni,<·1,11\', 
,nnhmlg<:, 200 J 
Rachdk l.yu,·lll' Cm" lord 
Comn1tmk:t11un Sn<'t1,c, ,Jlld 1>1,111dc'1, 
BS . llm, ,ud l 11i,,:1,1l). 21100 
Tr.t<'Y .\1111 D,l\·is 
Gene Lie, and 1111111,m l icnctK, 
B S .. 11,mard l ' nive1,t1), ;:00.1 
,\ltsu11 ,\m) Dingwall 
P,) l'ht•log) 
ll ,\ . ,\nwri,an Um, cr,i1,. 2<Nl0 
M l'.H , (icorgc W,hhlll)!ton lJ111,cr,i1y. 
~(KU 
/andra lkllct1,: llo)ks Ld,,:ud~ 
B10,:l1l'lll1'try 
BS . \ 1nl\cr,ity ot North Camli11a, 
('h.ipcl 111ll , 11)()..j 
l.nuln.\lllp for A111crin1 mu/ rlw Cilob11/ < ·0111111111111y '\ I 
Toncsia Ro~11.1 l·enton 
P,ycholog7 
US. Howard linivcr,ity. 2003 
Kenny "1arcu~ Fourn1ll1cr 
Bmlog} 
8 S., Howard Univef'\ity. 2004 
Kounncy Jenniler l·ulwn 
Ma1hcma11c, 
H <; <;ou1h Carolma State Univer.11y, 
2004 
Tiffincy Nicole Greer 
Cune11cs and I fuman Genetics 
8 .i\ • llcnc.lcrson State Un1ver\ity. 
2CXl4 
'i1cphan1c Rene Hill 
I lcalth. I luman Performance, and 
l.,c1\un: Studies 
B.A. Howard University, 2003 
Nikki Yolanda Hurd 
C'ommunicu1ion Sciences and 
l)isorders 
H.S., I luward University, 200 I 
Anita Estell Jackson 
Hcallh, llumun Performance. and 
Lcl\urc Studies 
B.S .. Howie Stute Un1versi1y, 1999 
Ondniy Dcako James 
Nu1rit1onal Sciences 
B.S . North Curolina A&T State 
University, 1998 
Arthur Lee Jenkin~. Jr. 
Gcm:ucs and I luman Gcne11cs 
13.S .. Temple University. 2000 
Nicoleue Ingrid Camille Keen 
Nutritional Science, 
8 .S., I loward University. 2005 
Stephanie Truth Lewis 
Commu111cution Sciences and 
Disorders 
A ~ H,,,v~..,., I J"';,..,....,.:?.u ")N,, 
Screnella Linares 
Atmo,phcnc Sciences 
B.S . Metropolitan University of 
Pueno Rico. 2004 
Joanna Kreke) Losi 
Commun1ca11on Scit:n,es and 
D1~1rdcr, 
B.S. Easl Carolina Uni\Ctsll). 1997 
Adriana Malh1:iro 
Genetic\ and I luman Genetic, 
BS. 5tatt: Umver~1ty of New York at 
Stonv Brook. 2004 
B S .. State U111versit) of Ne,\ York at 
Stony Brook. 2004 
Afiya Mmam Mangum 
Psychology 
8 .A , Un1ver<,i1y of Penn~ylvania. 
2004 
Ad1a Tene McCullough 
Communication Science, and 
Disorder~ 
8.A .. Temple University. 2005 
Devroy O. McFarlane 
Mathematics 
8 .S., Bowie State University. 2004 
Vinect M. Mhmrc 
Biochemistry 
B.S .. Mumbai University. India. 2002 
Nikki Lee Miller 
Nu1nt1onal Sciences 
B.S .• Winston-Salem Staie University. 
1999 
Kimberly lrmeon Muse 
Genetic, and Human Genetics 
S.S., I loward University. 2003 
Elisa d'Olivicr Ndombelc 
Psychology 
B.A., Alabama A&M Universi1y. 
2004 
Pascale Linda Nelson 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.A.. New Jersey City University, 
1998 
John Eduards Asa Powe 
Anatomy 
B.S .. Univcrsi1y of Maryland. College 
Park. 2003 
52 /,pm/er,1/11p for America and 1/ie Global Co11111111nit)' 
) ~,meen B. Qac.lim'..1,11 
Biology 
B.S.. Tuskegee L'nin:rsi1y, 200 I 
"-ebie .-\ Ramos 
Atmo,phenc Sciences 
B.S . University of Pueno Ru.:o. 2004 
lsha 'vi. Renrn-L6pez 
Atmm,phcnc Science, 
B.S .. Um\cr-H> of Pucno Rico. 2004 
Luciana S R1cca rc.lo 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.S .. Umver,ity of BUt:nos Aires. 
2000 
Billie Lauren Saddler 
P,ychology 
B.S .. Howard UniversiLy, 2004 
Arvm Darius Sanders 
P,ychology 
B.A., Nonh Carolina Central 
University, 2002 
B.S., North Carolina Central 
University, 2002 
Venita Gale Simon 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.S .. Howard University. 1982 
M.A .. University of the District of 
Columbia, 1987 
M.S .. Howard University. 2006 
lvonna M. Smi1h 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.S .. Howard University. 2003 
Kalynda Chivon Smith 
Psychology 
B.A., Truman State University. 2002 
Kakuko Takano 
Genetics and Human Genl'lics 
B.S .. Atlantic Union College, 2000 
Ralph Agyei Twum 
Mathematics 
B.S., University of Ghana. 2003 
Glen D \ ' m,on, Jr. 
Ps\choloe'> . ~. 
B.S .. Ho,,ard l!ni,cr,,n\. 2002 
Pn,.:11la Bcmadl'llc \\.'alkcr 
Chemi,tr) 
B ,\ .. Chc)nC) Unhcrslt), 2003 
Candice Marie \Vallace 
P,}chok)g} 




M B.Bch .. Zagaz1g Univ..:r--11y. Egypt. 
1988 
M.S .• Zagazig Universi ty, Egypt. 1993 
\1.S . lagazig LT111vcn.i t). Eg) pt. 1997 
Sandra S. Acquah 
Physiology and B1ophy~1cs 
8.A .. College of Notre Dame. 
Maryland. 1997 
Chase Gilbert Adam~ Ill 
Mathematic, 
B.A .. University of California. 
Berkeley. 1997 
M.S .. Howard University. 2003 
Sheila Marie Aird 
ll b tory 
B.A .. Syrncuse University. 1999 
M.A .. Howard Universi ty, 2002 
Saad Abdullah Al Rashid 
Ma~s Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.S .. Imam Uni versity. 1995 




B.Eng .. University of llorin. 1989 
M.Eng., University of llorin. 1995 
\l \STfR OF !->ClE:-.CE 
Grad) -\l..tlc \\ 1lburn 
P,)Chl)lc)g~ 
I .,Tu"' .t \ <.'mni,·a Wilham, 
B11,log) 
B ,\ ,, l lnl\cr--tl) c>l C".1htom1:i, Da, " • 
2001 
8 '> 11,m anl l niwr--11). I Q<)X 
\\ .tlt<•r l:ug..:nc: Wtlsllll. Jr. 
Ra,krrw T. \\'ill..in, 
Biolog) 
P,), h1lll,g) 
B S lltm ard l m,cr,11). 2005 
B.S .. Hamptlln Uni,ersit) . 1•>97 
\i,ha h. \\) m,·r 
A, a D \\ ii ham, 
Gencucs and Hum.tn G.:n.:t1,·, 
B .S .• Ho" ard L'ni, erst1), 1999 
Gcnt'llc:, ancl Human ti,·ncuc:, 
B \ .. T:illadeg.t Colll'gi.:. 200:? 
DOCTOR OF PH I LOSOPH\ 
Genetics .ind Lp1gcnctic, ot Brca,t Can,·N 111 ·\lrn:an 
•\rncrican~ • 
"GA8t\erg1c \1icrocircuitr) Controlling ('hol111crg1l' 
Outno" Hl th, Airways in llcalth) ,Ind Alkrgic ferrets" 
"Largcnc~, of the Set of H1111c Sum, ul Sequence, in N" 
"The Forgotten Ones bi-laved Children in Caribbean 
Societies. 1673-18.,8" 
"Perception~ and llscs of the Internet a, a Ne" llcalth 
Information Source Among Saudi College Students" 
"A Compact Analytic Method for Stress Dis1rihut1011 111 
Composi te Pinned Joints" 
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Judnh Camclc Anglin 
Nu1r,1ional Sciences 
BS .. lloward Universuy, 2003 
M.S., Howard Umver.1ty, 2004 
MaJda Ram,1dan Alieh 
I uglt~h 
B.A , Ti~hrcen 1Jnivtrs11y, S)na. 1999 
M.A., Howard Univcr,11y. 2004 
Johnny B.ilh 
l'hy,1cs und Astrnnnm} 
B .S • Nonh Carolina College, I W,S 
.\1 S . S .. i111 l.oui, University, 1975 
Amy \1 Behun 
Biology 
1-1 S , Clallm llmvcr..11y, 1998 
Solomon A Berhe 
( 'hcm1S1ry 
BS . l Tnivcr,ity of Asmar,,. 1998 
Carla I) Brailey 
So.iulogy 
U S I c,rn~ S1a1c Unavcr,11y. J l)(J--1 
'vi.A. lloward l ' niversity, 1997 
M. DI\ lloward University 2006 
Ahcna N. Brown-l'lhillah 
P,yl h'llogy 
BS., lluw:ml linin·r,ity. 2001 
M.S , llowmJ l!niH,rs11v 20{H 
h: Ii\; 1 a Dori, l:l u,1Joo -\dadt• 
Nu Int 1unal Scic111:c, 
B.S lloward l'na\cr,,uy. 1977 
M S .• Howard L nivcr,,11y. 1979 
BS .. Howard Unl\trs11y 1982 
MI' 11. Jlowaul llnivcrs11y. 2001> 
Ka1111 Janub Carl'Y 
Commu111ca1inn ,md Cuhurc 
llA. Spelman C,,l lcgc. 1996 
M.A. American lln11.:r..11;. 2000 
D.iNa I .anrnr Carli, 
\ 11110,phcril S1;1l·n.:,·, 
B.~ .. I Inward Un11crS1ty . .:!000 
M.S. lhmard Un1vcr,1ty. 21Xl2 
DOCTOR or PHILOSOPHY 
• An A~se&~mcm of thc Nutri1ional S1atus. Re,ung Encrg} 
1-'.~pcnduure and Biochcm1cal lndt~cs of Blad, Adult, \\' i1h 
Homo,:ygous Sickle Cell 01sea.,e• 
"The African-Amcncan Ta/11r (interpretation) of 1he 
!,Jamie Harem: Fcmak R.:sistance in Morri,on·, Para<li,e" 
"Spcs1roscop1c Mca,urcment~ of the Conccmration ot 
Atmm,phenc rormaldchyde (CH 0) m Bclts.illc, 
Ylar}land" 
"The lsola1ion and 1--unciional Charactcri1a1111n of a 
Dro.1ophila .\llnSOD Mutant 
Design. Synthc'I~. and B1ological Evaluation of lmido-
Sub,t11u1ed 1,4-'\aphlhoqumonc and lndazole-Dionc 
Dcrivatt\C~" 
• A Cntical Analysis of Black Preachers' Sermons in the 
r~Icc1ro111c-D1g11al Age From 1980 10 2005: A Quest for 
Socml Change ' 
"Cardiovascular Reactiv11y and AHcnlional Bias 111 Anxiety'' 
"The Rclalionships of C,garcllt'. Smoking to Antioxidant 
1\ utrillonal Stains and Coronary Hean Disease Risk Fac1ors 
in a Na1ionally Rcprcsc111a1ive Adult Populauon: NI-I ANES 
1999-2000" 
"The Shift ing Character of Social and Eihnic Identity 
Among African-American Sojourners" 
"Numerical Simulations of Island-Scale Airflow and 1he 
M.iui VMtex Under Summer Trade-Wind Conditions" 
.S--1 l.,·wl,·nhip Ji,r ,-\mNica t111cl 1h1· Global Co1111111111i11 
DOCTOR 0 1' Pllll.OSOPHY 
TJmsir Cham 
Ecom,mic, 
B .\ . St \lary·, t.:ni,cr,uy. l~N 
M C.S .. Ho,, ard Um, ersit:,. 2002 
Decpan Cha11cr1cc 
P,ycholog) 
8.S .. Bcthan) Collegc. 2000 
\t S .• Howard Uni,er<-ity. '.!002 
Alvin Clement Collins 111 
Biochemistry 
BS .• Xancr Uni,crsit;, Loui~1ana. 
2000 
Daren Attlee Conrad 
F.conom1c, 
8.A .. Howard Cniversil1. 1999 
M.A .. Howard Umven.ity. 200'.! 
Angela D. Copeland 
Commun11.:ntio11 and Culture 
B.A .. Mercer University. 1986 
M.S. Kan~a., S1a1.: U111,cr,i1y. 1987 
Dennis Edward Corbin 
Social Work 
B.S .. Bowie State University. I 99'.! 
M.S. W .. Claris. Atlanta U111,er-i1y. 1994 
Daphncy V. Dcncn ille 
P;ychoeducational Studies 
B.A .. Univcr,;it) of South rlorid.t. 1998 
M.S .. I toward Uni,crs,ty, '.!000 
Bahacar Dieng 
English 
B.A .. C'heikh A. Diop Uni,cr,11y. Scnegt.l. 1987 
M.A .. Chcikh A. Dmp Umvcr,ity. 
SeHcg:tl. 200 I 
"Bcncllh and Costs of C'urrcnc) l'111,,n· ,\ C1w Sllld\' l>t' 
the\\ t·,t Afric,in \h•nt''ar) /'.on,·• 
•onl111c Chat,wom lkh;1, o· '\tre" an.I 1',)ch,1ph),,,,1,,~) 
in ,\tncan-,\mcrican c,,llcfc '>tu,h:111,• 
"Cluning. 'icqucnc111!! ,ind F,pr,·,,ion ,,: ,ht· S1rcph>lll)<'111 
Rc,1,t.rnce E.1,zymc ,\Pl lltil-ln l'wm S11, r1 , ,, , , -' g,i.'<'11.," 
Educatton. Human Capital ,\t·cumul:itt,)n and l:tunomic 
Gro,\th: Th<' Canhh<'an E,p,·rn:nn·• 
Ort,tninuional Swn 1dltn~- The Cr<•,111011. \l,1mt<'nan,·c 
and Pro1cc1ion of Stellar Rcpu1atil,11, [k,ptlt' l\\•~-•t1H· 
linage, ol Ser, tee." 
Spm1u,1ltt) and It, Rcl~11011,hip l<l 
Ill\< \l l)S Rtsk lkhu\'lm, ol 
:\fnt·an- ·\tm:nt·,111 'r oung \du Its" 
"Vernacular I calUrc, and V,111111g 
Performance.' Among .-\ fric:111 
American I iflh G,adt,r,• 
•·1 he bn,:rgt'Lh:c ol Po,tl'nl1in1u l1 ,m 111 \1id -C"1·11tu1, "11nt:h 
of the ,\ fncan l)i.1,pora ,\ Study 
I 1'11d<'!.1hit• fur \mn int 1111d 1/r, (iloh ti ('0111111111111_1· ;'i;'i 
Waly IJ1ouf 
l'.n)!lish 
8 ,\., l 'm,crsi1y ul Dakar. Scncg:,I, 
1982 
M A .. Unhcn11y ol Dalwr, Senegal. 
l9K5 
K<1chcl ,\,f Anderson Druog,ma 
<'ummunicmmn and Culture 
BS .• Nnrtlmc,tern t:111vcrs1t) . 2002 
M.A , lloward Un1vcri.1t} , 2004 
Vcrnc,t• l:la111t: Edghill 
Sociology 
B.A . Buckncll llni,~-r,ity, l9X7 
MS . llmn:n;it} ol Dd<1w.irc. 1992 
l·n111n11c Toliver Edward, 
Com111un1ca11011 and Cultun; 
BS fame, Matli,on l n1vcrsit)', 1991 
M A .. Bowie State Univcrsll)' , 200 I 
M.irumhn~ lrnu-Nkwcllc 
I :conomK, 
II A U111vcr,11y of the District nf 
C'nlurnhrn, I 9K6 
MA. Amcm:an Un1vcr"1y. 1991 
Gerald ·1. l·nlsnm 
Co111111u11icatio11 and Culture 
B S., Regent\ College, 2(Xl0 
M \., Bowie State l'nivcr,uy, 2003 
Ncha Vmccnt run,ha 
Sot:rology 
B.S .. Temple Umver,ity, 198K 
M.A .. Tcmrilc Un,vcr'lty, 200 I 
M.A .. Temple U111vcrsity , 2002 
Biam:a I' GomcL. 
Genetic, and I luman Gcnct,cs 
13.S •. lln1vcr-,1ty of thc Wc,t lndrc,, 
1994 
M.S, Morgan Stall: University, 1999 
Nic~c,r.1 Stacy-Ann Gordon 
Commun1cat1on and Culture 
8 A .. Umversity of the Wc..i lndrc,. 
2002 
M.A .. Clark U111vcl"\i1y. 2(l03 
OOCTOR or PHILO~OPHY 
' Rite, of ldcnrny anJ Stage, nl Po,tcol, ,nral Con,ciou,ncss 
1n R1charJ Wright', \t1//l'f 51111 and ,\y1 K\\ci Am1ah', 
frm:menr,• 
""He Might ol Crad.eJ \'1)- Spirit. l'>uL lie \ic,cr Brokc It" 
,\ Fcminis1 S1andpoin1 Analy," of Woman Abu,c 
Sunivors' \,1cs,agc, tn tht:! Clothesline Project 
"Historical Pancrn, of Institutional Diver,il) Blad, 
Women III Race-Specific Position, 0n Prcdomrnantl) White 
College Campu,c, 
"1 he Lcadcr-Mcml'>cr Cornmun,cation Dyad. An 
Investigation of Workplal·e Communication Between 
Afm:an-Amcrican Supervi,or, and Emplo1ecs" 
•·1 he Effect, of Over-Valued E~changc Rate, on the E,port 
Compc1111vcnc,s of LDCS· Evidence From the C'FA Zone" 
"Liberating Afrir:an-American Males Through 
Afrnccntnc11y rn African-American Preaching: A Narrauvc 
Analysis of Dr John A. CheIT} ·, ·seeking The Losl. Pan I' 
fcach111g" 
"Underlying Causes of Poverty 111 Cameroon. 1916 to 2004: 
A Historical Materia list Approach" 
''Human X-Box Binding Protein (hX BP- I ) rn Endocrine 
Rcsis1ance" 
"The lm[llications of Increased Private Owncr,hip of 
Tcleviqon Media in Jamaica" 
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David Henden.on Jermaine Graham 
P,}choeducational Swd1e, 
B.S .. Linivers1iy of the \\le,t Indies.. 
1993 
8.5 .. Ho"'ard Unnersit). 2002 
M.A. Ho"ard Umver-it). 2003 
Frehot Hailou 
Economics 
B.A., York University. 1995 
M.A .. Howard Univen,ity. 2001 
LaSha\\ n Denise Harns 
History 
B.A .. Virginia Union University. 1997 
M.A .• Virginia State University. 1999 
Sheketha Renay Hauser 
Psychology 
B.A .. University of North Carolina. 
Chapel HilJ. I 994 
M.S .• Howard University. 200 I 
Michelle Denise Hawkins 
Atmospheric Sciences 
S.S .. Howard University, 1998 
Carol Ann Hedgspeth 
Psychoeducational Studies 
B.A., University of California. 
Berkeley, I 992 
M.S .. Howard University. 1995 
Kimberly Monique Henderson 
Communication and Culture 
B.A., Dillard University. 200 I 
M.A., University of Arkansas. 2003 
Peter A. D. lntsifu l 
Physics and Astronomy 
B.S .. Howard University. 1978 
M.S .. Howard University. 1982 
Dawanna Nicole James 
Nutritional Sciences 
B.A., State University of New York 
College. Buffalo. 1996 
M.S., Howard University, 2001 
DOCTO R OF PHILOSOPHY 
"The Role- ol Parental Jnvohcmcnt in the Edut·at1<1n of 
Secondaf') School Children m B.irbJdo, -\11 E,uminalllln of 
Famil) and School Conte,ts nn Cla,,room '.1otl\ .11100• 
' Landltickednc~,. Trade and Gw" th" 
•Beyond Rc~pcctabil t) The Remaking of \frican• 
American \\omen·, Acti,1,m. 189<h-19b0 
Effects of N1co11ne on Behn, 1or. Promtlnmmator) 
Cytokine~. and Brain Dcrl\Cd Ncun11roph10: Factor m Jn 
Animal Model of Depression• 
"lrl\·e~11ga11on of Ozone Conccntrnuons m the Tropical 
Atlanuc Manne Boundar) La}cr During Sah.iran Du,t and 
Bioma~~ Burning Event, 
"Staying the Cour~e: TeMing a Structural Model ot HJ,1.:k 
Doctoral Student Persistence Toward Degree C'omplct1011 at 
H1~torically Black College, :ind Univer,it1e," 
• A Study of Telcv1~1on Exposure and Alcohol Use Among 
Students Anendrng an H1,1orically Blacl, College or 
Universi ty (HBCU)" 
"Theoretical and E>-penmental Charactcn1.ut1on ol a Sm:ill 
Custom-Built Power-Producmg Gammo-Type Stirling 
Cycle Engine" 
"The Relationships of Sub1,ta11cc Use on the Weight/ I !eight 
Status, Waist Circumference and Macronutrienl Intakes of 
Adults 20-35 Years of Age in the United States" 
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Karima K. Jeffrey 
Engli~h 
B.A .• Swarthmore College. 1994 
M.A .• Lehman College. 1999 
S1meao H Joao 
Mathemauc~ 
B.S. &luardo Mondlane Univer,uy. 1985 
M.S . Polytechnic Univer)ity. 
Mo✓..ambigue.1995 
Jocelyn Yvette John\On 
Communication and Culture 
8 .S., Carnegie Mellon University, 1988 
M.D1v .. Howard University, 2001 
Rebecca Lynn Johnson 
P~ychology 
B.S .. Prame View A&M University. 1999 
M.S .. Flonda A&M University, 2004 
Jennifer Louise Jones 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.A .• University of California, Davi~. 
1994 
M.A .. San JoM: State University, 2001 
Adriun Ashok Krbhnusamy 
Communication and Culture 
B.S., Central Missouri State 
University, I 996 
M.A .. Central Missouri State 
University, 2002 
Bemadclle e. Levine 
Economics 
8.S., University of Houston, 1987 
M.A., Howard University, 1990 
Haytham Hassan Linjawi 
Political Science 
8 .S., King Abdul Aziz University. 
1994 
M.A., Indiana State University. 1999 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
"Liuoral Figures and the Language of the Sea: A 
Postcolonial Stud) of the Protagonists in A Portrait of the 
Arti.H aJ a Young 1'rfan and In the Castle of My Skin" 
"Combina1onal Interpretation of Catalan Identities and 
Extensions to Ternary Analogues of Catalan Generating 
Function" 
"Toward a Rhetoric of Rebuilding: A Narrative Analysis of 
the Nehemiah Memoir and Rainbow/PUSH Coalition's 
Return and Rebuild Initiative" 
"Psychological Distress Alcohol Use and/or Smoking 
Among Cancer Survivors• 
"The Relationship Between Deficits in Musical Pitch 
Recognition and Auditory Processing Abilities" 
• A Textual Analysis of Gay Male Body Image and 
Masculinity Issues in Will & Grace" 
"Capital Mobility: Implications for Monetary Policy" 
' Societies in Transformation: Iran and Saudi Arabia" 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Annelle Diane Madlock-Jone, 
Communication and Culture 
8.A .. Bethel Unl\ersity. 1998 
M.A. Bethel Univers11). :!001 
Jacquline Annelle Mason 
Microbiology 
S.S .. Virginia Union Univcrsit). 2001 
Tywanda Lashclle Mclaurin-Jones 
Psychology 
S.S .. Howard University, 1995 
M.S .. Howard University, 2002 
Francis Emmanuel Tofodji Mensah 
Physics and AsLrOnomy 
B.S.Ed., National University of Benin. 1990 
S.S., National University of Benin. 1991 
M.S., National University of Benin. 1993 
D.Th.P., National University of Benin. 2005 
Kimberly Nicole Montgomery 
Psychoeducational Studies 
8.A., University of California. 
Berkeley, 1995 
M.Ed .. Howard University, 1998 
Hassan Moore 
Atmospheric Sciences 
S.S .. Dillard University. 1993 
M.A., Xavier University, 1996 
Jacquelyn Renee Moore 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders 
B.A .. Howard University, 1971 
M.S., University of Michigan, 1972 
M.A., Johns Hopkins University, 1994 
Maria M. Nghidinwa 
Mass Communication and Media 
Studies 
B.A., Harare Polytechnic University. 
Zimbabwe, 1996 
M.A., Cardiff University of Wales. 
United Kingdom, 1999 
K\\anzaa a~ Cultural Spnce A Rhetoric of Resi,tancc" 
• Molelular Anal) ,1 of Mamx Metalloproccinase, and 
Re,er;ion Inducing Cystc1nc Rich Protein With li. n1al 
Motif~ (RECK) Expr.:s~ion 111 Breast Cancer Cell Lines 
Derived From Afncan-Amcncan ,md Caucasian Women• 
• African-American Parenting: Doc> 1t Dela) Tobac<"o 
Smoking lnitia11on·1 • 
•u~e of the Selected O,crlap Lidar Experiment (SOLEXJ 
System With the 248 nm KrF and the 355 nm Nd·Y AG 
La,ers for the Calibration of L1dar Systems for Water Vapor 
Determination• 
"Goal Onentatton, Competitiveness, and Aggression in 
Sport Among Intercollegiate Athletes of African Descent at 
a Historically Black College and University" 
"Sensitivity Verification for a Non•Coaxial Lidar 
Configuration for the Analysis of Qi-one" 
"The Effect of the Syntactically Salient Storybook 
Intervention Model on the Syntax of Children Who u~c 
Augmentative and Ahemativc Communication (AAC)" 
"The Role of Women Journalists in Namibia's Liberation 
Struggle. 1985- 1990" 
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Marnel Nichole Niles 
Communication and Culture 
8.A • Oakwood College, 2002 
M.A., Howard University. 2003 
Fon ya P N 1.effe 
Physics and Astronomy 
B.S. University of Erlangen, 
Gennany 1993 
M.S .. University of Erlangen. 
Gennany 1999 
Jahn Natalie O'Neil 
Phy,iology and BiophyMcs 
B.S .. University of the Virgin Islands, 
1999 
Olamide Onayemi Onakoya 
Cheml\try 
B.<; .. Howard University, 2001 
Wanda V Parham 
Sociology and Anthropology 
B.A., Eh.1:abcth City Stale Universi ty. 
1995 
M.P.A .. Old Dominion University. 
1997 
lvailo E. Petrov 
Phy~ic~ and Astronomy 
B.S./M.S .. Sofia University. Bulgaria. 
1994 
Juliena Raymond 
Sociology m1d AnthropQlogy 
B.A., Alabama A&M University, 1998 
M.S .. Alnb111na A&M University. 2001 
Vernon Alexander Ruffin 
Physiology and Biophysics 
B.S., Virgmia Union Un1versi1y, 1999 
Alfont. 0. Ruth 
Psyehoeduca11onal Studies 
13.S., Grambling State University. 
200 1 
M.A .. Louisiana Polytechnic 
Universi ty. 2002 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
•safe Space: A Small Group Perspective on Black Women 
Friendships• 
"Surface-Based Investigation of Aerosol lndirecl Effect in 
1he Mid-A1lan1ic Region• 
• Alz.heimer·s Disease and Depression: A Stereological, 
Behavioral, and Neurochcmical As~essment of a Double 
Transgenic Mouse Model of Alzheimer's Disease" 
"Zinc ~-iminoesterates for the Growth of ZnO via 
Atmospheric Pressure Metalorganic Chemical Vapor 
Dep0si1ion (AP-MOCVD)" 
"The Role of Culture and Socioeconomic Factors in the 
Managemen1 of Diabetes Mellitus Among African 
Americans" 
"On Unidexterous Matter and Gauge Supcrfields" 
"An Assessment of Direct and Interactive Effects of Risk 
and Protective Factors on Female Adolescent Delinquency: 
Implications for Policy Devclopmenl" 
"Vcn1ral Brainstem Respirat0ry Chemosensitive Areas 
Involved in Integrating Functions of Multiple Vital Organ 
Systems" 
"A Study of Perceptions of Senior Military Officers 
Towards Jointness Before and Afler Joint Professional 
Military Education a1 the Industrial College of the Armed 
Forces" 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Anika Sandy-Han\on 
Psychoeducational Studies 
BB.A .. Howard Uni,er..11y. 2001 
',,1 .A .. Howard Unl\crs1ty. 2003 
'v1uhammad Hamisu Sani 
M~h Communication and Media Studies 
B.A .. Intemational l,;niver-11y, Malay5ia. 1995 
M.A .. Western Michigan Uni,erst1}, 2000 
Darla Mae Scott 
Psychology 
8.S .. Southern Uni~ers1t). 1998 
M.S .. Howard University. 2003 
Denise McCray Scott 
Genetics and Human Genetics 
8.A., Fisk University, 1983 
M.S .. Howard Umvers11y. 1991 
Beverlyn Denise SettlCh•Rcaves 
Physiology and Biophysics 
B.S., Howard Universuy. 1978 
M.S .. Howard University. 1990 
Spencer Smith Simmons 
Social Work 
B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College, 1990 
M.S W., Howard University, 1994 
Abraham Merritt Smith 
History 
B.A., Dillard University. 1988 
M.P.A.. Troy State University, 1990 
M.A .. Howard University. 1999 
Alvin Lawrence Smith II 
Microbiology 
B.A., Talladega College. 2001 
Michael Aaron Smith 
Microbiology 
B.S .. Voorhees College. 1999 
Aliyah Sana Spruill-Muhammad 
Microbiology 
B.S .. South Carolina State University. 
1995 
A \kta •Anul),i~ of the lmpaC't of Computer Technology 
\ er..u~ Traduional ln\lrucuon on Studcnrs in Kindergancn 
Through T"elfth Grade in the l'nited Stat.:,. A Comp,trison 
oi Academic Ac hie, cmt'nt. Highcr-Ord..:r Thinking Skill\, 
~loti,ation. Physical Outcomc,. and s~x·1;1l Skill, 
Framing E1hno-Relig1ou, rndion Th<· Role of the 
~1gerian Pres, in the .200~ Miss \\orld C'ontro,ers) • 
'The Impact of Bad.ground S11mula11on and \ anabtltt) l)ll 
Acad.:m1cally Relevant Outcomes for Low Income ,\fncan-
American Students" 
"Screening for Clinical Markers lnd1ca1ing Susceptih1h1> tor 
Alc1>hol Dependence in Afnc~n Amem:.1ns 
' Comparative Study on the Effects of He/ic(Jbactt'I P,•/or, 
on EGFR Signalling in Transformed Hum,111 Gastric 
Ep11helial and Gas1nc Adcnocarc1noma C"cll Lines" 
• Afncan-Amcncan Male B,11tercrs · Pcrccp11on, ot 
Trnatment Program Effcctivcnc,s" 
" "Todo una ra?a cntr6 en la mala v1da": Race. Cnmc. and 
the Con~truc11on of a Cultural lde11111y. llnvana. Cuba, 1870 
1895" 
"The Role of Leukocyte Speciltc Protein I in DC-Sl(iN 
Mediated HIV- I Entry ancl Traflicking in Dcndrit1c Cl'lls" 
"Oncogene Expression 111 Proliferative /;ones of 
Multicellular Prostate Tumor Spheroid, 1n Rcspom,c 10 
Eosinophd Majnr Basic Prcllein" 
"A Double-Stranded RNA Binding Protein as an Inducer of 
an Endogenous Anti-Viral Response l<l HIV- I" 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Darryl Christopher Suuon 
Chemistry 
S .S .. Lincoln Univers11y. 1990 
M.S., Pennsylvania State University. 1994 
Debay Tades..e 
African Studie~ and Research 
8 .A., Georgia State Universny, 2000 
M.A., Howard University , 2002 
Tamara A. Tatum-Broughton 
Microbiology 
B.S., Xavier University. Louisiana, 1999 
Adrian T. Taylor 
Afncan Studies and Research 
8 .A., Howard University, 2000 
M.A .. 1-foward University , 2004 
Nicole Janneen Taylor 
Engh~h 
8 .A., University of the District of Columbia, 2000 
M.A., Universi1y of the District of Columbia. 2002 
Lakew Gcbreselassie Temeselew 
Biology 
B.S., Addis Ababa University, 
Ethiopia. I 976 
M.S .. Universi1y of L-und, Sweden, 
1981 
Leyla Yamila Teos 
Phys iology and Biophys ics 
B.S .. Howard University, 1998 
Anestinc Thcophile-LaFond 
Mass Communication and Media Studies 
8 .A .. Franciscan University. Ohio. 1989 
M.A., Barry University, 1992 
Neville A. Tomlinson 
Mechanical Engineering 
B.S.M.E., l-loward University, 1990 
M.Eng .. Howard University. 1995 
Vasiliki J. Tsamis 
Pbychology 
B.S., Universi1y of Baltimore, 1982 
M .S .. University of Bahimore. I 996 
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•synthe~es of Oleochemicals . Alkyl Sulfonates and Alkyl 
Sulfate~ From Vernonia Oil: Potential Substitutes for Castor 
Oil-Based Product~• 
"The Regional Dimensions of Ethiopia ' s Economic and 
Social Development with Special Reference to the Nile 
River" 
'Cervical Cancer Cell Adhesion 10 Extracellular Matrix 
Proteins and Its Effects on Matrix Metalloproteinase 
Expression" 
"The War on Terror in the Hom of Africa: Human Security 
Matters' 
"The Camera is Mightier Than the Pen: Resistance. 
Revolution, and Revision in the Film Adaptations of Al ice 
Walker's The Color Purple. Zora Neale Hurston's Their 
Eyes Were Ware/zing God, and Toni Morrison's Beloved" 
"The Role of the C-Terminus of Capsid and SP 1 of H fV -1 
Gag in the Assembly of Virus Like Particles" 
"Effect o f Angiotensin 11 and Insulin-Like Growth Factor- I 
in the Activation and Expression of Potassium Channels 
Through Mitogcn-activated Protein (MAP) and PI-3 
Kinases During Eccentric Cardiac Hypertrophy" 
"Telecommunications Liberaliza tion in the Easte rn 
Caribbean" 
"Determination of tbe Contact Stress Distribution in Pin 
Loaded Orthotropic Plates" 
"The Relationship l3etween Encoding Ability and 
Aggressive Behavio r" 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Tia Camille Mau he\\ s T) ree 
Mas~ Communication and Media Studie, 
B.S. Morgan State Unive"IIY, 1995 
M.A .• unt\ers1ty of Baltimore. 2000 
Uche Charle~ Udeochu 
Chemist!) 
B.S .. Um\ ersuy of Ibadan. "1igena. I 999 
M.S .. Univer~1ry of rbadan. Nigcna. 200'.! 
Deborah Williams Ward 
Genetics and Human Genetics 
M.D .. Howard University. 1978 
B.A .. Harvard University. 1999 
Stanislaus Monroe Warren 
Sociology and Anthropology 
B.A .. City College. New York, 1978 
M.S. W .. Hunter School of Social 
Work. New York. 1987 
Karen Michelle Watkins-Lewi5 
P,ychology 
B.S.M.E .. Howard Universi ty, 1987 
M.S .. Howard University, 1998 
Rachel M. Williams 
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
B.A., The University of Florida, 1992 
M.A., University of Central Florida, I 996 
Ocis Williams Ill 
Psychoeducatiooal Studies 
B.S .. Bowie State University, 1997 
M.S., Johns Hopkins University, 2000 
Manin N. Yina 
Communication and Culture 
B.Sac.Theo .. St. Paul Seminary. Nigeria. 1995 
M .A. , California Seate University, Fullerton, 2002 
Peng Yu 
Economics 
B.A. , Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 
China, 1998 
M.A., Howard University, 2002 
"The Puri.uu of .. MO\ ie Money" A Textual AnalyM~ of Rap 
Anist, 11, \cto~ in Holl) \I ood Film, 
"The U,e of Surface Enhanced Raman Scnncnng 
Spectro~copy (SERS) an thl' lnvc~11gat1on of th<' Surface 
Ac11111y of Iron( 111) Tctrak,,cN. '.N-tnmcth) 1-1-
anihnium)ll Porph) rin. 1.10-Phenanthroline-5.6-dione and 
6-\il.crcapcopurinc Ribo,ide 
"Funcuonal Gcnomu: Analysa, ot Malana lnfccuon in 
Rhe,us Macaque~• 
• An lnve,tigation of Ucilization Puuern, of Selected Mcnrnl 
Health Sen ices b) Sch1zophremc Pa1icnts 111 Jamaica 
During the Period of 1974 10 1989" 
"The Parenting Prac11cei. of African-American Families and 
Their Relationship 10 the Academic Achievement ofThdr 
School-Aged Children• 
"A Survey of Maddie and High School Guidance 
Counselors· Altitude~ Toward Career Choice,. for 
Adolescents with Speech Disorderi." 
"Examining Africultural Va luei. as Mediatori. on the 
Relationship Between Institutional Racism and 1hc Survival 
of African-American Ent repreneurship" 
"The 2002 Press Coverage of Catholic Prie,ts' C hild Sexual 
Abuse, Its Menial Health Dimension and lmpl ica1ions for 
Health Communication: A Multiple Case Study" 
"Three Essays in International Trade" 
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THE PLEDGE 
J am a graduate of Howard University. 
r am Lhe bearer of the flame 
of a Howard Univen,ity education that has brought 
light to many generations. 
ft h, through the indelible love 
and support of my family. 
and the courage and sacrifices of my ancestors 
that I am here today. 
I accept Lhe historic trust of their gifts 
and pledge to Jift others who come after me. 
Howard University is my home. 
No matter how far I travel from her, 
no matter how long I am absent from her, 
Howard University is always here for me. 
Tam defined by the privilege of a Howard University education. 
I cannot fail in life; leadership, service. and the search for truth 
and right will light my way. 
M y potential contributions to humankind are unlimited, 
and f will give them freely and in abundance. 
I am a Howard University graduate. 
The opportunity of the Howard University experience 
has conveyed to me a responsibility 
to assure the strength of this great University. 
It is only through my support that the Capstone 
can remain strong and focused. 
I pledge support and understand 
that it is not a matter of choice, but one of responsibility. 
I will never forget that responsibility. 
J am a graduate of Howard University! 
By Shawn Barney and Koji Rashid, 1996 
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THE INDUCTION OF GRADUATES INTO 
THE HO\V ARD UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOClATIOl'IJ, lNC. 
M\\ ALIML SA'-.DRA E. BROW!\, President 
THE PASSING OF THE TORCH 
Ms. CORA 'Ill' "I KER WETHERS 
Clas.\ of 1957 
THE PRESENTATION OF GRADUATING STUDENTS' CLASS GIFT 
AND PLEDGE 
MS. JENNIFER D. OWENS 
JOH1'. H. JOHNSON SCHOOL OF COM\ tUNICATIO"\S 
THE ALMA MATER 
Reared against the em,tem s\..) 
Proudl1 there on hilltop high. 
Far abov.: the la\..e so blue 
Stands old Ho" ard firm and true. 
There she -;tand~ for truth and nght. 
Sending fonh her rays of light. 
Clad in robes of maJe~ty; 
0 Howard. "e sing of thee 
Be thou still our guide and stay. 
Leading u~ from day 10 day. 
Make us true and teal and strong, 
Ever bold 10 banle wrong. 
When from thee we·vc gont: away. 
May we strive for thee each da) 
Ao;, we sai l life's rugged sea. 
O Howard, we'll s ing of thee. 
-Words. J.H. Brooks,' 16 
- Music, FD. Malone,"16 
THE BENEDICTION 
T HE R EVEREND OR. B ERNARD L. R ICHARDSON 
Dean. A NDREW R ANKIN M EMORIAL CHAPEL 
THE RETIRING ACADEMIC RECESSIONAL 
(THE ASSEMBLY WILL STAND UNTIL THE GRADUATES HA Vb FILE!) OUT.) 
THE FANFARE TO SIGNAL END OF RECESSIONAL 
J . W ELDON NORRIS, Conducting 
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HOWARD liNIVERSJTY HOSPITAL CERTIFICATE OF CO:\-fPLETJOr,.; OF 
POSTGRAOLATE TRA[:--,.JNG 
Of\ 1~10 , O F CARDIO LOGY 
l.uc M . Oke, M .I> Joseph Quash. Jr. M.D. Roquell E. Wyche. M.D 
DEPAR1 MEN1 0 1' DE~TISTR\ 
Mohamed Allla, D.D.S. Me,lm W. Zellckc. D.D.S 
0£PART"1ENT OF DER\1A10LOGY 
Kcmka Sorni Ogbuna. M 0 . Sumayah Taliaferro , M.D. RClnca Hams Sti th, M.D. 
01\. JSJO'I/ OF ENDOCR INOLOGY 
Ahmad Ah, M D. Marisha T. Newton, M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY & FAMILY MEDICINE 
K :11111 Fa1ema. M I) 
Syed Mahbonb, M.O. 
l'arvcJ Ma lik. M.D. 
Ja\on M. Collins. M.D 
Khadcga A Abuclgas1m, M.O. 
Osman A. Ahmcdfiqi. M.D. 
Olaidc I. AJnyi , M.D. 
Fas1I B. Alcmu. M.D. 
Echth N. An1cdobe, M.D. 
Adnmu D. Aycnc, M.D. 
Yarcd A. Ayic hew. M.D. 
Mulcta Ob~u. M.0. 
Tcsfamari:tm Tedla, M.D. 
lsmat Pcrvin. M D. 
DIVISION OF GASTROENTEROLOGY 
Mamoon Elbcdawi, M.D. Homayoon A . MahJ00b, M.D. 
DJVI SlON OF HEM ATOLOGY 
Adriana Medina, M.D. 
DIVISION OF INFECT IOUS DISEASES 
Elias K. Mamo, M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE 
Shruthi Bellapu. M.D. 
Abdul H. Checma, M.D. 
lkediezc 1. Chukwu. M.D. 
Zicd Gaifer Ali , M. D. 
Huda I. Gasmelsced. M.D. 
Sunil K.R. Kartham, M.D. 
Angesom Kibreab. M.D. 
Olumyiwa 0. Omolayo, M.D. 
Jeremy Panlin. M.D. 
lraj Sabahi, M.D. 
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Majid Rahmaman-Shahri. ~I.D. 
Abdcl\\ahab A Sultman. ~ .D. 
Suguna Ch1rla. M.D. 
Bala Ammi,ctt1. \II D 
OFPART!\IE\T OF l',TFR\ \I \IEOIC11"E 
B,·marJ A. \\ illi.1m,. M.D 
Htlal) I Ufoaro. \1 .D. 
DI\ 1S10\ OF \IEOlC \L O\COI.OG, 
1-.hahd .\ l-..ui11lal. .\I . D. 
DEPART~tE\T OF 'l;t,,.t RO I OG\ 
Dccpa Nidhil"). M.D. 
DEPART!\I ENT OF OBSTETRICS \ NO G\ \ECOLOGY 
Dai~} Ayim. \11 .0 
DEPARTME!\T OF O PHT HALMOLOGY 
Thomas G. L. Hunter. M.O. \ ancs,a E. l\gakeng. M.D 
DEPARTMENT OF ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL St'RGER\ 
Michael King. D.D.S. 
Thcs~elon W. Monderson. M.D. 
Matthew K. Nelson. M.D. 
Edward Longwc. D.D.S. Phuong Ngu,cn. l).D S 
DEPARTM ENT OF ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 
Kenyatta D. Nonnan. M.D. 
Mark A. Vann, II, M.D 
Dennis O Sagini, M I) 
Jame, T Stewart. 11. M I) 
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS AND C HILO HBALTII 
Ashaki Brown. M.D. 
Catherine Chung. M.D. 
lhuoma Eseonu, Pharrn.D. 
Bala K. R. Oavuluri. M.D. 
Nike lyarnu-Osag1c, M.D. 
Olubukola o~musi, M D. 
DIVIS ION OF PHARM ACY 
Shantura Fulton. Pharm.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF PODIATRY 
Michangclo Scruggs, D.P.M 
Sh1lpa Pntel. M.D. 
Marcel!' Whnc. M D 
DEPARTMENT OF PRELIMINARY MED ICINE 
Rajcsh Gupta. M.D. Mohankumar Kurukumbi , M .D. 
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Daniel A. Larbi. M D 
N1kova R Ma\On. M.D. 
Anyka J McClain. M.D 
Kamau Ra~hid Co llin~. M.D 
Padma Kala, M D 
Uzoma Ben Gbuhe, M.D. 
DIV IS ION OF PRELll\,IJNARY MEDIC I NE 
Candice A. Peters. M .0 . 
lfe J. Rodney, M.D. 
Danielle Y. Singleton, M.D 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY 
Kelvin Demont Exum, M.D. 
Necraj Gandotra. M.D. 
Wo ndwos~en G. Tekle, M.D. 
Shad1 You~cfi , M.D 
DIVISION OF P ULMONARY MEDICINE 
Hamed Ali, M.O. 
Natar E. Almakki. M.D. 
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY 
Jerome Rudolph Lyn-Sue, M.0. Etwar Hylton McBean, M.D. 
Henry Rah~aan Moore. M.D. 
the "PJ)rnranct ll/" name 111 1/Ji,1 progrnm i., presumptive evidence of course comp/e1io11. bur it must ,wt ill any sense be regarded as 
co11clusi,1e. 
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IN THE DEPART1\.1ENT OF ~11LITARY SCIENCES 
C0\1\11SSIO'IS* 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
Second Lieutenant- , The Un11ed State~ \rm) 
Luronnda Lane Paula Safford 
Kamma Neale 
AEROSPACE STUDIES 
Second Lieutenants, The Un11ed States Air Force 
Sarah Focke! Jame, \ 1artmcllt 
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THE MACE 
Thc; mace 1~ the ceremonial ,ymbol of the Univcr~tty and 1s earned by the Un1ver,1t} Mar,hal. Dr. Gary L. Harris. 
Profe\~or of Engineering and A\,ociatc Director of the .\faterial\ Science Re,earch Center of E,tcellence. One of the 
carl1e,t v1,ual images of the mace 1, on the front•\idc of the "Narmer Palette" of Ancient Egypt. an o,al-~haped cosmettc 
paleue in,crabed wi1h human and an1hropomorphic figures. King Narmer 1, depict.:d on the paleue a~ a might) conqueror 
wielding am.ice over a symbolic enemy. King Narmer, al\u known a, Kang Menc, or King Midru, to the ancient Greeh. 
unified Upper and Lower Egypt ctrc·a 3100 BC .. u,hering an the Grea1 P)"r-.im1d Building Old Kingdom dynasties 
Cc 3000-2150 B C.) of Imperial Egypt At today's Convocation, the entry of the mace herald, the arri\·al of the academic 
proce,,1on 
THE BATON 
The batons earned by the Mar,hab and Assistant Marshals of each School arc being used 10 lead the academic 
procession of the rcspecuve School~ and College, rnto and out of the place of the ceremony The batons are made of 
wood painted blue. and tied with blue and white ribbons denoting the colors of Howard University. 
THE ACADEMIC DRESS 
The caps, gown~. and hoods worn a1 college and univer~ity functions date back Lo lhe Middle Ages. Monks and 
~,udcnh used them to keep warm in medieval castles and halls of learning. From these practical origins, they have 
developed into the accepted garb which symbolizes scholarly achievement. 
Bacculaurcatc gown, have a long p leated front wi th shirring across the shoulders and back. They are primarily 
dl\tinguished by nowang sleeves, pointed at the fingenips. These gowns may be worn either oµen or closed. 
The Master's degree gown is worn open, and the sleeve is c ut so thai the forearm comes through a slit just above the 
elbow. 
Gowns for the Doctorate degree arc also worn open. They carry broad. velvet panels down the front. and three velvet 
bars on the full. round sleeves. This velvet trimming may be either _black or the color distinctive of the degree. 
Mortar bourd or cup~ worn with baccalaureate and master's gowns generall y have black tasse ls. The tassel of the 
doctora l cap 1s usually made of gold bullion. 
The blue Kenlc stole worn by the graduates was commissioned for the 1996 Commencement by the Universi ty and 
produced in Ghana. The stole depict~ the Nkasewa paucrn, which means eloquence, wisdom. and intelligence, and the 
symbol, Fi-Hankra, meanb ~afety. security, brotherhood. and solidarity. 
F:1cu l1y member~ and guest, in today·~ procession arc robed in gowns and hoods which represen t the institut ions from 
which they have received degrees. 
The hood gives color and real meaning to the academic costume. Its silk lin ing bears the colors of the insti tution 
conferring the degree. The hood is bordered with velvet o f prescribed width and color to indicate the field of learning to 
which the degree pertains as follows: medicine, green; music, pink; nursing, apricot; pharmacy, olive green; public 
administrntion, peacock blue: science. gold yello w: soc ial work, citron; theology, scarlet ; archi tecture, blue violet: arts, 
lcucr~. and humanities, white; business, d.-ab; dentistry, lilac: education , light blue; engineering, orange; fine arts, brown; 
lnw. purple: and ph ilosophy. dark blue. 
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THF HOI\ORS ~IFDAL A '\O HO'\ORS CORDS 
fhe Honor, :,..1.:dal i, \\Oto b) graduate, \\ho ha,,· arh1c,cd cumul.1ti,c grndc point a,cragc, makmi: them cligil:>k 
for the , um /aiult' . 111<1~1w < 11m laud,•. or ,1111111111 cum /iludr honor, rh,:, \kJ.1I and H,m,H, Cord, ') ml:>olitc that 
excellence i, J hallmark of H,H,ard lln1,er,il\ . lhe ;',lcdal \\a, comm1"wn,·d !>1 lhn,nrd's Prc,i1knt. 
H Patnck Swygcn. for the 1996 graduating cla-- . 11, ~,iund ,hapc i, ..-nhanccd w llh a gold 11111,h, ') mt>oh,ing th,• ct,·1 nal 
and uni\cr,al 1alue ol e,celkn,·c The c,·nter 11t tht' ,e,11 a"cn, the m1"wn ot the llniH'r>it\ - "Truth .111,t S,·n i-,· ·· 
Encm:hng the ,cal 1, the phra~c. ··Honors Graduut,· amt l.caJ,·rsh1p for Amcn,·a." \\ h1,·h hc;akl, c,,·,·lkncc ,.nd th,· 
contnbution, of Howard Cni1<.'rs1t) to the nati,•n. The ,iher Hun,,r, Cord ,ym1:>,,1i1,•, th,· high 3cadcn11,· r.ink of mag11a 
c11111 /mule. The eold Honor, c,,rd 110m b1 l!radu,11es ,vmboli,,·, th,· h11?h1:,t .1,·.1d,•m1•· rank ot .,11111111,1 .-11111 l,1111/, - ~ ~ . ... 
THE TORCH Pl~ 
The Torch Pin ,y111boli1<.', that rc,pom,ib1li1y and excellence in k.1d,:rsh1p h.n,: l><·.:n p.i"cd Joi\ n and ,:ntni,t.:d ltl th,: 
graduaung ,eniors. It "a, comm1ss1om:d h)' How;ird', President. H. P,11nd. <;11ygcn. lor the l<l97 gn1Jua11ng da" 11' 
round ,hapc is enhanced 1111h a gold llntsh. S)mbolizing the eternal .ind umwr,,11 ,.lluc ,,t <''-Clkncc. En,:1r.·ling the ,c.il 
is the phrase. ··Howard t:nivcrsi1y-Bearer, of the Torch."" hkh emboldens gradua1.:, Ill g,, f,1r1h 111 the ll,111 .!I'd 1rud111on 
to ,enc as beacons of hope and light 111 their respec111e communi111:,. 
THE UNIVERSITY'S HONORARY DEGREE 1\.IEDALS 
The University's Honorar) Degree Medals worn toda) h> our d1sungu1~hcd honorar} d~grcc rc.:1p1cnts 11t'r<' formal!) 
presented 10 them at the annual "President's Dinner'' held last evening u, 1hc1r hom,r al the Four Sea,on, Hotl'l in 
Washington, D.C. These medab commemorate the high c,tecm and honor hl'stowcd upon 1h,:m a, honnra1) degree 
recipients at Howard University's 139th Commencement Convocauon. 
THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN OF OFFICE 
The Presidential Chain of Office, worn by Pre,ident Swygert. was presented te> the LJ111,er,11y on the ncc~1,1nn ot the 
Centennial Celcbrauon in 1967 by the late Trustee Emeritus. Hennan B Wells, and h1, late mother. Mr~ Gn11n1lh: Welk 
The chain symbolizes the current nnd past holder~ of the office of President The ba,1r matc:rial of the cha111 ,, sterling 
~ilver. plated "ith hard go ld. Both the Univer~ity SC"al and the Centennial Seal nre appended 10 the cha111 
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LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING 
Lift every voice and sing, 
Till earth and heaven ring, 
Rmg with the harmonies of Liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise, 
High as the listening skies. 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Smg a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun, 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who has brought us thus far on the way; 
Thou Who has by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee, 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee, 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand. 
May we forever stand, 
True to our GOD, 
True to our native land. 
--- James Weldon Johnson (1900) 
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